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Unit - I

An Introduction to the BrŒhmaÄa Literature

In this unit you will be acquainted with the BrŒhmaÄa
literature. It is a literature closely related to the SaÅhitŒ literature
of the Veda. Actually as a literature, Veda comprises of Mantras
and BrŒhmaÄas. Of these two, the BrŒhmaÄa literature is
prescribed for you in the fourth paper. For this, knowledge of
this literature is very much necessary for you. In this unit you are
to know the following.
1. Meaning of the word 'BrŒhmaÄa'
2. The closeness of the two words Brahma and BrŒhmaÄa
3. Significance of the word 'BrŒhmaÄam'
4. Subjects of the BrŒhmaÄas
5. Greatness of the BrŒhmaÄa literature
6. Society as reflected in the BrŒhmaÄa literature
7. Date of the compliation of the BrŒhmaÄas

Now these will be discused thoroughly for you.
1. Meaning of the word ‘BrŒhmaÄam’

The word 'BrŒhmaÄa' in its neuter form is traced to the

 b¾¬, meaning ‘to grow’. It is, in reality derived from the word

BrahmaÄ, meaning learned, i.e. a man whose knowledge grows
excessively, or a man who is unsurpassable in  knowledge. The
word 'BrŒhman' also denotes the utterance of a learned priest, or
a sacrificer. Used collectively, the word 'BrŒhmaÄa' expresses the
utterances of priests. This word in its mascuiline form denotes a
person belonging to one of the four varÄas or castes of ancient
India. In the commentary of Taittir¶ya SaÅhitŒ it is said that,

Õýæ±×‡æ Ùæ× ·¤×ü‡æSÌ‹×‹˜ææ‡ææ¢ ¿ ÃØæ�ØæÙ»ý‹ÍÑÐ (ÖÅ÷UÅUÖæS·¤ÚUÖæcØ×÷,

ÌñçžæÚUèØâ¢çãUÌæ, 1.5.1)
That 'Brahma' and 'BrŒhmaÄa' are the same words having
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same connotation is accepted by all. Thus there goes the
expression - samŒnŒrthŒvetau brahman Üavdo brŒhmaÄaÜabdaÜca
(Ý.P. BrŒhmaÄa)

SAQ:
How are Brahma and BrŒhmaÄa are classified
..................................................................................
..................................................................................
..................................................................................

2. The closeness of the two words Brahma and BrŒhmaÄa.
Scholars have clearly stated about the closeness of the two

words - Brahma and BrŒhmaÄa. Both the words are traced to the
root b¾¬ ‘to grow’. The words 'brahma' and brŒhmaÄam are neuter
words. While the term brahma means the Ultimate Reality in
particular or mantra in general, the word brŒhmaÄam denotes a
class of literaturre revealed as explanations of mantras or
revelations by which the Ultimate Reality  is revealed. Secondly,
the word 'brŒhmaÄam' denotes sacrifice. This is because the
sacrifice is an institution where mantras or brahmaÄs are used
profusely.

3. Significance of the word 'BrŒhmaÄam'
The word 'BrŒhmaÄam' denotes a class of literature closely

related to the Veda. The Veda comprises of two types of literatures
viz, the SaÅhitŒ and the BrŒhmaÄa. Of these two literatures, the
BrŒhmaÄa literature possesses great significance.

The great significance of this literature is that it deals at length
with the interpretation of the of SaÅhitŒs. Besides, this literature
contains injunctions for the  performances of sacrificial rites of
ancient India. Thirdly, the BrŒhmaÄas deal exclusively with
sacrifices performed by Aryans. There is another significance of
this literature and that is - this is the earliest prose literature of
India. The six subjects such as the Vidhi (rule) ArthavŒda
(deliberation made on determining the meaning of Vedic words),
NindŒ (censure), PraÜaÅasŒ (praise) PurŒkalpa (sacrificial rites
performed in remote past) and Parak¾ti (achievements made by
kings etc.) are made in this literature in large scale. These six
subjects made this literature unique in the world literature. Further
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this literature is very important  for knowing the Indian religion,
culture and philosophy. In the BrŒhmaÄas, we  come across
several dialogues in the sacrifical sessions which are regarded as
the source of Indian dramatic literature. Myths revealed in the
sessions of sacrifices also greatly to the significance of this
literature. As the sacrifices performed during the vedic age occupy
a prominent place in the BrŒhmaÄa literature, so this literature is
to be studied for knowing the religious as well as the social aspects
of Indian civilization.

SAQ:
Show the salient features of the BrŒhmaÄam Ýastra.
..................................................................................
..................................................................................
..................................................................................

4. Subjects of the BrŒhmaÄas
Although the revelation of sacrifices is the main theme of the

BrŒhmaÄas yet, through these revelations six independent subjects
are also revealed beautifully. These six subjects, as mentioned
above are vidhi (rule), arthavŒda (debate on meaning of vedic
words), nindŒ (censure) praÜaÅasŒ (praise), purŒkalpa (sacrifices
performed in remote past), and parak¾ti (achievements made by
kings etc. Here, the  sacrifice DarÜapµurnamŒsa may be referred
to. This sacrifice beings on the first day of the amŒvŒsyŒ and
concludes on the first half of the pratipat. The word pratipat
denotes the first day of a lunar fortnight. The pµurÄamŒsayŒga is
the other sacrifice which begins  on the morning of the fullmoon
day and it lasts upto  to the morning of the pratipat.

Actually, the fullmoon sacrifice takes place at first half of the
month, or it is performed first and then the New-moon sacrifice.
These two sacrifices are generally performed by a householder
who is married and who belongs to one of the three  castes viz
the BrŒhmaÄa, K¦atriya and VaiÜya. The two sacrifices take two
days each for its performance.

He who performs these two sacrifices, first of all has to kindle
the sacrifical fire. Thereafter he shall perform pavamŒne¦¢i, then
Agnihotra sacrifice in the  evening, and then the
AnvŒrambhan¶ye¦¢i. Four priests will do all these things and  they
are Adhvaryu, BrahmŒ. HotŒ and �gnihotra.
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PµurÄamŒsayŒga
This term is formed of two terms viz., PµurÄamŒsa and yµuga.

PµurÄamŒsa means purnima of fullmoon, and yŒga means sacrifice.
In the pµurÄamŒsayŒga, there are three small sacrifices viz.

AgnidevatŒka, Vi¦nuprŒjŒpŒtyŒgn¶¦oma with upŒÅÜuyŒjyŒkhya,
and the Agn¦omadevatŒka purodŒsadravyaka. So also in the
amŒvŒsyŒyŒga, there are other three sacrifices viz, �gneya
puroÎŒÜayŒga, Aindra¬ dadhiyŒga and AnindraprayoyŒgah, take
place.

These two sacrifices are performed in two ways viz nitya and
kŒmya. That is: these can be performed either regularly or be
performed according to desires. Regarding the period of the
performance of these, it is said that the proper time for their
performance is the junction period of parva and pratipat.

1. Show the difference of the two yŒgas performed jointly.
.....................................................................................
.....................................................................................
.....................................................................................

What are to be done on the pµuraÄamŒsa day?
On the day of purÄamŒsa a sacrificer, at first performs the

Agnihotra sacrifice; that was done by lighting the two fires viz,
�havan¶ya and Dak¦inŒgni. It was done by taking the fire from
the AgnikuÄÎa.  Which is a place where fire is kept for the year.
The fire is taken so with a view to light the fire for DarÜapµurÄamŒsa
sacrifices. Thereafter, follows the putting of fire sticks into the
three sacrificial fires viz. �havaniya, GŒrhapatya and Dak¦iÄŒgni.
Then takes place the act of vapana i.e. shaving of breard etc.
Then the scarificer takes his bath and going to the east or north
direction collects darbha grasses for sacrifices. These grasses are
to be kept in the roof of the sacrificial houses where gŒrhapatya
and Œhavanya fires are kept. The bunch of kuÜa grasses shall be
of odd numbers, such as, three, five, seven, nine and so on. The
darbhagrasses are also to be collected along with KuÜa grasses.
The sacrificer thereafter, shall collect fire woods, the numbers
being twenty  one, which are to be dry and fit for lighting fires.
This much is followed up and done with regard to the
performance of pµurÄamŒsayŒga day.
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The works to be done on the day of black Pratipat.
On this day the sacrificer shall perform an Agnihotra sacrifice.

It shall take place early in the morning. The altar of sacrifice shall
be covered with ulapa grasses. The sacrificer shall make
arrangement of seats for BrahmŒ and the sacrificer. Thereafter
the sacrificer places the sacrificial vessels etc. on the places nearest
to the �havan¶ya fire.

All the vessels are filled up with water by the adhvaryu.
There are certain other formalities to be execute ineness two

sacrifices. These are as follows havirnirvŒpa (offering of oblations
into  Ýµurpa meaning a winnowing basket etc.) avahananape¦aÄe
(grinding of grains), havi¬ÜrapaÄam (boiling of offering material),
VedinirmŒÄam (building of the altar), ŒjyagrahaÄam (taking of
liquid ghee), sŒmidhen¶karma (a kind of prayer made while the
sacrifical fire is being kindled) etc.

Now the six subjects or the characteristics of the BrŒhmaÄa
literature shall be discussed.

Vidhi
Among these six subjects vidhi the first one is the foremost.

Vidhi, meaning injunction, plays a vital role in the sacrifices with
a view to perform sacrifice in a  disciplined way. The revealers of
sacrifices had pointed out various vidhis. The vidivŒkyas or
sentences of injunction are characterised of words in potential
mood. It is also known as çßçÏçÜÇ÷UÐ

There are innumerable such expressions in the BrŒhmaÄas.
The following are some of them-
(i) â ßñ âˆØ×ðß ßÎðÌ÷ S.P. Br. 1.1.5. i.e., he shall speak the truth.
(ii) ÌS×æ‹ÙæçÌ×‹ØðÌÐ ÂÚUæÖßSØ ãñUˆ×é¹¢-ØÎçÌ×æÙÑÐ S.P. Br. V.1.1.1.

i.e. therefore, no man be arrogant, because arrogance leads
him to destruction or ruin.

(iii)ØÎ÷ØÎ÷ Ø™æ×é¹ð ÁéãéUØæÌ÷Ð ÂàæéçÖÃØëüŠØðÌÐ ÂæÂèØæÙ÷ SØæÌ÷Ð â·ë¤Îðß ãUæðÌÃØæÑÐ Ù

Âàæéç×ÃØüëŠØÌðÐ Ù ÂæÂèØæÙ÷ ÖßçÌÐ (S.P. Br. XIII.1.3.8)
i.e. if he offers oblations at the opening time of each of
sacrifice, he would be deprived of his cattle and becomes a
looser. Therefore, he should offer only once. Then only he
would not be deprived of his cattle. Nor he becomes looser
or sinner.
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ArthavŒda
'ArthavŒda' means 'explanatory remark' that was made during

the sacrifical sessions in the Vedic age. It forms an important part
of the BrŒhmaÄa literature. In the arthavŒda of BrŒhmaÄas, one
may trace the beginning of Indian philology, grammar and
philosophy. The following passage of the Ýatapatha BrŒhmaÄa
may be cited as a good example of arthavŒda.

Ò§‹¼ýàæ˜æéßüÏS¿Ó- this expression Is made in the story of Indra
and Vrtra in the Ýatapatha BrŒhmaÄa 1.6.3. According to this story,
Tva¦¢Œ, the father of V¾tra wanted to take revenge on Indra who
killed his elder son ViÜvarµupa by his thunderbolt. With a view to
do this he decided to perform a Soma sacrifice for getting a son
who would be able to kill Indra. He thought that he should get a
son as an enemy of Indra and he would kill him. But due to
mispronunciation at the  tune of uttering words as svŒhŒ mantra,
he uttered the above mentioned words with 'udŒtta' accent in the
first syllable. Rather, the accent should fall on the last syllable
and that was the syllable 'u'. As a result of this the offerings went
to Indra and he became powerful. At last Indra killed V¾tra. Here
the arthvŒda was held as follows:

¥Í ØÎÕýßèÎ÷ Ò§‹¼ýàæ˜æéßüÏüÚUSßÓ §çÌ ÌS×æÎé ãñUÙç×‹¼ý °ß ÁƒææÙ, ¥Í-Øh

àæàßÎßÿØÎ÷ Ò§‹¼ýSØ-àæ˜æéßüƒæSßÓ §çÌ-àæàßÎé ãU â °ßð‹¼ý×ãUçÙcØÌ÷H (S.P. Br.,
1.6.3.10)

i.e., As it is told let he whose enemy is Indra prosper'. etc. as
becausee this is uttered so, therefore Indra, being prospered killed
V¾tra. If it would had been told like this, let the enemy of Indra,
prosper? etc., certainly he would be able to kill Indra. Here in this
context, the seer has shown the necessity of current accentuation
of the Vedic words.

NindŒ
NindŒ meaning censure is found in the BrŒhmaÄas

abundantly. When a sacrificer was found doing prohibited works
or leading an unchaste life then he had to face censure made by
priests or people of the society. So also if a man performs unlawful
acts then he was censured by all. There are several passages in
the  BrŒhmaÄas which express 'nindŒ'. The following sentences
of BrŒhmaÄas are good examples of it.
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(i) Upasad is a i¦ti which comprises of a group of rites taking
place between the conclusion of the d¶k¦Œ and sutyŒ day by
always after pravargya of the Soma yŒga. In this rite, as per rule,
yŒjyŒ mantras are applied. Here, only verses of some particular
metres are allowed to apply, not the verses of different metres.

If verses of different metres are recited here in this rite, then
the hotŒ was said to be attachedby a disease called gaÄdmŒlŒ,
i.e. a disease in which inflammation of the glands of the neck
takes place.

Therefore, only verses of same metre shall takens place. The
expression is as  follows –

Øçm‘ÀU‹ÎâÑ ·é¤ØæüÎ÷ »ýèßæâé ÌÎ÷»‡Ç¢

ÎŠØæÎèàßÚUæð ‚Üæßæð ÁæçÙÌæðÑH §çÌ (AitareyabrahmaÄaÃ 1.4.8)
â‘ÀU‹ÎâÑ ·¤ÌüÃØæ Ù çß‘ÀU‹ÎâÑH etc.

PraÜaÅÜŒ
PraÜaÅsŒ means priaise, eulogy, applause etc. When a person

or a scarificer was found to be just in performing sacrifical sessions,
or when a scarificer was found to be knowledgeable person, then
the revealers always praised them. It is a common subject seen in
the BrŒhmaÄa texts. In the Aitareya BrŒhmaÄa we come across
this in a large scale. Actually, this BrŒhmaÄa reveals beautifully
and  elaborately the manifold duties of the HotŒ who was to be
invariably present in the Ýrauta sacrifices.

There was a seer whose name was Gauriv¶ti. He had revealed
several hymns. Gauriv¶ti, the son of Ýakti went near to heaven
but  could not enter it. Being unable to enter into the heaven he
had revealed a hymn that begins with the word ÁçÙcÆUæ ©U»ý etc. By
this revelation he at last had entered into it. Likewise, on the earth
a sacrificer could attain the heaven by the recitation of this hymn.

°ÌÎ÷ »æñçÚUßèÌ¢, »æñçÚUßèçÌãüU ßñ àææ€ˆØæð

ÙðçÎcÆ¢U Sß»üSØ Üæð·¤SØæ»‘ÀUÌ÷, â °ÌÌ÷

âê€Ì×ÂàØÌ÷Ñ ÌðÙ Sß»¢ü Üæð·¤×ÁØÌ÷, ÌÍñßñÌÎ÷

ØÁ×æÙ °ÌðÙ âê€ÌðÙ Sß»ð Üæð·¢¤ ÁØçÌÐ (A.B. III.2.8)

PurŒkalpa:
The word ‘purŒkalpa’ means ‘former creations or a story of

the past. The BrŒhmaÄas are abound in purŒkalpas or stories.
These are told in connection with the sacrifices revealed in the
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BrŒhmaÄas. Thus the story of NŒbhŒnedi¦¢ha MŒnava is told in
the Aitareya BrŒhmaÄa in the context of his two important
hymns. These two hymns express ideas relating to the science of
Art. According to the seer, there were two types of arts viz, the
Divine art and human art. The story of NŒbhŒnedi¦¢ha is as follows:

'When NŒbhŒnedi¦¢ha was studying Vedas in the preceptor's
house, his brothers had divided the patern property among
themselves. They refused to give share of paternal property to
him. After completing his study when he approached his brothers
asking about his share then they pointing out at their father Manu
said this could be classified by their father Manu, who was the
revealer of Dharmas and giver of justice to all. etc. (A.B., V.2.9)

Parakriti:
'Parakrti' denotes the achievement made by important

personalities such as kings, scholars, sacrificers etc. There are
also certain stories of achievement made by Ýrotriyas. In the
AitareyabrŒhmaÄa there are several stories that had expressed
achievement of kings who were duly consecrated for royal
kingship by renowned priests. One such story is expressed
below:-

°ÌðÙ ãU ßæ °ð‹¼ýð‡æ ×ãUæçÖáð·ð¤‡æ

ÎèƒæüÌ×æ ×æ×ÌðØæð ÖÚUÌ¢ Îæñcáç‹Ì×çÖçááð¿,

ÌS×æÎé ÖÚUÌæð Îæñcáç‹ÌÑ â×žæ¢¢ âßüÌÑ

ÂëçÍßè´ ÁØÙ÷ ÂÚUèØæØæàßñL¤ÚUè ×ðŠØñàæðÁðÐ

çãUÚU‡ØðÙ ÂÚUèßëÌæÙ÷ ·ë¤c‡ææ†àæé·¤ÜÎÌæð ×ë»æÙ÷Ð

×c‡ææÚðU ÖÚUÌæðùÎÎæ‘ÀUÌ¢ ÕhæçÙ âŒÌ ¿H

ÖÚUÌSØñá Îæñcá‹ÌðÚUç‚ÙÑ âæ¿è»é‡æð ç¿ÌÑÐ

ØçS×Ù÷ âãUâý¢U Õýæ±×‡ææÑ Õhàææð »æ çßÖðçÁÚðUH (A.B., VIII. 4.9)
i.e., by this AindramahŒbhi¦eka, D¶rghtŒmŒ MŒmateya, a

sage, had consecrated the king Bharata, the son of Du¦yanta.
Therefore, Bharata Dau¦yanti, conquering the earth on all sides
and going round it, had performed the AÜvamedha sacrifice.
Bharata gave hundreds of and in crores antelopes of black colour,
of white teeth and those too covered with golds in a place, Ma¦nŒra
by name. Besides, he had kindled fires in SŒciguÄa, where the
BrŒmaÄas took cows in crores among themselves.
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SAQ
Write about the six characteristics of the
BrŒhmaÄa literature.
....................................................................................
....................................................................................
....................................................................................

5. Greatness of the BrŒhmaÄas
Regarding the greatness of the BrŒhmaÄas Professor Jogiraj

Basu had remarked thus the Importance of the BrŒhmaÄa literature
can never be overestimated. The BrŒhmaÄa texts are invaluable
records not of sacrifical paraphernalia but also of ancient Indian
thought and civilization which find expression through legendary
lore, metaphysical thought, social and political customs and
linguistic speeulations (Basu, J., Introduction part, India of the
Age of the BrŒhmaÄas). The following are some of its greatness-
1. The BrŒhmaÄas are of highest importance as the only genuine

prose words which the Sanskrit has ever produced. They offer
a rich field of enquiry for comparative study of syntax, eg.
ÒÒ°Ìð ßæß Î ðßæÑ Âý æÌØæ üßæ‡ææ ð  ØÎç‚ÙM¤áæ ¥çàßÙæ ñ Ì °Ìð âŒÂçÖÑ

âŒÌçÖàÀU‹ÎæðçÖÚUæ»‘ÀUç‹ÌÐÓÓ A. B. II.2.5
i.e. Agni, U¦as and AÜvins are gods of the morning time. These
three gods come to sacrifices with seven metres.

2. These are invaluable authorities to the student of religion, for
the history of sacrifice and priesthood. e.g.
¥ÂçÚUç×Ì×Ùé‘Ø×ÂçÚUç×Ìæð ßñ ÂýÁæÂçÌÑ

ÂýÁæÂÌðßæü °ÌÎé·÷¤Í¢ ØˆÂýæÌÚUÙéßæ·¤SÌçS×Ù÷
âßðü ·¤æ×æ ¥ßM¤ŠØ‹Ìð â ØÎÂçÚUç×Ì×-

‹ßæãU âßðüáæ¢ ·¤æ×æÙæ×ßL¤hØñÐ (A.B., II. 2.7)
3. Maxmuller, an Indologist, opines as to the importance of this

literature as follows: Passages in the BrŒhmaÄas are full of
genuine thought and feeling, and most valuable as pictures
of life and as records of early struggles, which have left no
trace in the literature of other nations. (History of Ancient
Sanskrit literature, pg. 408, as quoted by J. Basu, ibid, pg. xi
introduction)

4. Besides, these Vedic texts are also Invaluable records of
ritualistic metaphysical, linguistice, legendary aspects as well
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as social and political life of the later Vedic age. This can be
exemplified by the following passage of the Ýatapath
BrŒhmaÄa where features of stundentship in ancient India is
beautifully revealed.

1. Praising the life of a brahmachari the seer said as follows:
A brahmacŒr¶ should collect his firesticks invariably. If he
did not do so, he would loose one day of his life.
ÌS×æÌ÷ Õý±×¿æÚUè âç×Ï×æãUÚðUÌ÷ï/ÙðÌ÷ ¥æØéáæðùßÎæØ ßâæÙèçÌÐ (S.P. BrŒhmaÄ
a-XI.3.3.1)

2. A boy, when takes a brahmacŒr¶ life, was ordained to do
four duties chiefly. ziv. he should serve the household fire,
he should serve the  society by begging alms, at that time he
should be like a poor person and should be devoid of shame.
Thus, he should beg alms.

3. He should serve his teacher.
4. He should beg alms from his mother or from the teachers’

wife. By such an act he would prosper in his life.
This passage is enough to show that the BrŒhmaÄas are
documents of life, education etc of the people of ancient India.

5. The linguistic peculiarity of the BrŒhmaÄas is another
important thing to note. Most of the words revealed in these
show the origin and development of Vedic language from
the view point of morphology and phonology. While the
morphology is the science of study of words, the  phonology
is the science of the study of sound in language.

(i) Pacchah (Â‘ÀUÑ) is a word that means according to pŒda of a
verse. It is formed of the word pat and ca. meaning at the
end of each pŒda, or sentence. (A.B., II.2.8)

6. Society as reflected in the BrŒhmaÄas
The BrŒhmaÄa literature is voluminous in size and content.

Each of the four SaÅhitŒs has its own BrŒhmaÄa text. In the
revelations of the BrŒhmaÄas, we come across a well defined
society as of present day.

The society of the time of BrŒhmaÄas was predominated by
cast system. In Indian tradition there was the prevalence of four
castes viz the BrŒhmaÄa, K¦atriya, VaiÜya and Ýudra. They lived
in the same society with unity. The basic difference among them
lied in the assignment of duties. This we come to know from its
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revelation in the BrŒhmaÄas as-
¿ˆßæÚæð ßñ ß‡ææüÑ Õýæ±×‡ææð ÚUæÁ‹Øæð ßñàØÑ àæé¼ýà¿Ð (Ý.P. BrŒhmaÄa V.5.4.9)
The cast system was so designed that not only the human

beings but also things like gods, trees, animals were also described
as having the four names. For example, the PalŒÜa tree had been
called as BrŒhmaÄa in the plant world. (S.P. Bra. 1.1.1.4. Brahma
via PalŒÜah). The Aitareya BrŒhmaÄa, further states that a
BrŒhmaÄa was assigned the duties of ‘receiving gifts, drinking
soma juice, moving at will, being smart and so on. So also a VaiÜya
has been described as one who pays tax to other. The Ýudras are
the people who served the other castes. The Ksatriyas were
assigned the duties of protecting the country and its subjects.
Among the four castes, the BrŒhmaÄa had enjoyed a good
position.

Marriage occupied an important place in the society. It was
almost compulsory for every man and woman to marry. A man
was regarded incomplete without a wife. The Aitareya
BrŒhmaÄas  has stated that a man regards him as a complete
whole when he secures a wife (A.B., 1.2.5). This BrŒhmaÄa refers
to the marriage that is characterised of selecting the bridegroom
by the  bride. (A.B., 4-17-11). This is known as the svayambara
vivŒha.

Education was compulsory for the three higher castes viz the
BrŒhmaÄa, the K¦atriya and the VaiÜya. This was done in the
preceptor’s house. The preceptor did it by giving a sacrificial
thread to the student and imparted the Vedas, along with
VedŒÆgas, to the student. This was called the Upanayana
ceremony. Here in this ceremony, first initiation took place and
then the study of Veda. This was  called as the Brahmacarya life.
The teacher was to impart knowledge by saying the following
words.

ÒÒÕý±×¿æØüçâÐ ·¤×ü ·é¤M¤Ð âç×Ï×æÏðçãUÐ ×æ âéáéŒÍæÑÐ ¥Âæð ¥àææÙÐÓÓ

i.e. thou art a brahmacŒri, do thy work, put fuel sticks on the
fire, do not sleep, drink water.

Thereafter the teacher teaches the sŒvitr¶ verse to his student.
Here goes the saying -

- ¥ÍæS×ñ-âæçß˜æè×‹ßæãUÐ i.e. thus he was imparted the sŒvirt¶
mantra. (S.P. BrŒhmaÄa, XI. 5.4.5,6). After the completion of the
study of Vedas, the students were given farewell  through a
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ceremony and that was known as the â×æßÌüÙ ceremony. Besides,
the students were to do manifold duties in the teacher’s house.
Among these, tendering of cows and the collection of fuel sticks
were foremost. Although formal education was not given to girls
and women, yet the BrŒhmaÄas possess numerous examples of
educated women who were at par with men. From the references
of various female seers such as  Maitreyee, GŒrg¶ in the BrŒmhaÄas,
it can safely be said that the parents took keen interest in educating
their girls in an homely environment. The BrihadŒraÄyaka
Upani¦ad, thus clearly says, ‘if anyone desires that a learned
daughter be born upto him, he should cook a particular item of
food and feed his wife with it.’ (Bri. �. Up.,VI-18)

The people of the BrŒhmaÄic age was very conscious about
their dress and food habits. People had a fondness for good dress
and wanted to be well clad. Hence, the terms SuvŒsŒ (well clad)
and SvŒlaÅk¾tŒ (good garment) occur frequently in the S.P.
BrŒhmaÄa and Aitareya BrŒhmaÄa. In the Ýatapatha BrŒhmaÄa
the seer reveals the taste as, garment is man’s outward appearance.
When people on  seeing a well-cald man, asks, “who can this be?
For he is perfect in his outward appearance. (S.P. BrŒhmaÄa, XIII.
4.1.15). From the numerous references of  milk food in the
BrŒhmaÄas it can be said that milk food was favorite to most of
the people. Fruits were also taken by people of that age is
concerned. People were very much interested in eating meat etc.

So far as the position of ancient Indian Polity in the BrŒhmaÄa
age is concerned, this can be stated that the king was the Supreme
Ruler, who took oath to look after his subjects with great interests.
This can be illustrated by the texts of the AÜvamedha and RŒjasµuya
sacrifices described in the BrŒhmaÄas. A passage from the
Ýalapatha BrŒhmaÄa can be cited to show the performance of
sacrifices related to kingship in ancient India.

"A sacrificer attains everything by performing the AÜvamedha.
It is the expiation of all crimes. It is the medicine of all i.e. universal
panacea. (S.. BrŒhmaÄa, XIII. 3.1.1.). The Aitareya BrŒhmaÄa
too reveals on the coronation of a king and on the role of Purohita
in ancient Indian Kingdom. Thus, here in this Veda there are
revelatios on the Punarabhi¦eka, AindramahŒbhi¦eka, and
RŒjŒbhi¦eka. That is, Reinitiation Ceremony of a K¦atriya,
Snitiation ceremony for Indra and Initiation Ceremony of a king.
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A king was given the charge by an oath taking ceremony. Besides,
cattle rearing and cultivation  of lands were the chief occupations
of people. Agriculture was the main occupation. Wheat, paddy
and barley were the staple food. Somajuice was a hieratic drink.

In this way it is seen that the BrŒhmaÄas of ancient India
record a very cultured society.

Date of the compilation of BrŒhmaÄas
Like the other part of the Veda (i.e. the mantras or SaÅhitŒs)

the BrŒhmaÄas are mere revelation of the poet-seers of ancient
India. The BrŒhmaÄas are texts traditionally handed down. Most
of the scholars of both east and west have fixed the date of its
compilation as 2500 B.C.

Answer the following:
1. Give the derivation of the word BrŒhmaÄam.
2. State briefly the significance of the word BrŒhmaÄam.
3. Write about the characteristics of the BrŒhmaÄam
4. GIve an estimate of the BrŒhmaÄa literature
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UNIT - II

A note on the Aitareya BrŒhmaÄa and the
ÝŒÄkhyŒyana BrŒhmaÄa

Part - I
The Aitareya BrŒhmaÄa

Contents
1.1 Objectives
1.2 Introduction
1.3 Recension
1.4 Seer of the Aitarya BrŒhmaÄa (A.B.)
1.5 Contents of the Aitareya BrŒhmaÄa
1.6 Salient Features
1.7 Language
1.8 Summing Up

1.1 Objectives
The objectives of this unit is to help you in getting the knowledge
of
(a) Recension of the Aitareya BrŒhmaÄa (A.B.)
(b) Its contents
(c) Seer of A.B.
(d) Salient features of A.B.
(e) Language of A.B.

1.2 Introduction
The Aitareya BrŒhramaÄa, belonging to the ¡Rgveda is an

important text in the Vedic literature. It reveals the minute details
of Vedic sacrifices as well as the duties of the hot¾ priest in the
sacrifices. Besides, this veda reveals several 'gŒthŒs' or sacrificial
songs that unfold the achievement of ancient royal sages and
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kings of India. This veda also expresses certain Brahmodyas i.e.
theological discussions made in the sacrificial sessions. The earliest
political scenario of India also is revealed in this text of veda.
Certain linguistic speculations are also met with in  the Aitareya
BrŒhmaÄa.

The Aitareya BrŒhmaÄa consists of forty chapters. These are
also divided Into eight great divisions, each of which is named as
'paÛcikŒ'. This word denotes a text that consists of five chapters
each and thus there are eight paÛcikŒs in this vedic text.

The way of revealing the ideas already expressed in the
¡Rgveda by this BrŒhmaÄa is also unique. With a view to show
the duty of a hotŒ, the seer at first revealed  the verse where the
duties of hotŒ are expressed and then he had  explained the
underlying meanings of the particular verse.

The revealer of this BrŒhmaÄa is Mah¶dŒsa Aitareya.
Therefore, this BrŒhmaÄa is named after the revealer.

1.3 Recensions
The Aitareaya BhŒhmaÄa has been handed down in two
recensions. These are the ÝŒkala and the BŒ¦kala. Of these two,
the Aitareya BrŒhamaÄa of the ÝŒkala recension is more popular
and this text is mostly followed up in Vedic sacrifices.

1.4 Seer of the Aitareya BrŒhmaÄa
There is a story that speaks of the birth of the sees of this

BrŒhmaÄa as follows:
ItarŒ was a ÜµudrŒwoman. She was not loved at all by her

husband. Even her son Mah¶dŒsa was neglected by his father.
Once, while a sacrifical session was going on, ItarŒ saw that her
husband neglecting her son Mah¶dŒsa, took his other children in
his lap. At this ItarŒ became upset and feeling hurt, she had prayed
her tutelary deity mother Bhµum¶ to bless her son. Hearing her
prayer the goddess Bhµum¶ came down to the sacrifical ground
and by placing Mah¶dŒsa in a golden throne made him a revealer
by bestowing that power upon him. By the grace of the goddess
Bhµumi Mah¶dŒsa subsequently became a revealer and his
revelation, afterwards is known by the name 'Aitareya BrŒhmaÄa'
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1.5 Contents of the Aitareya BrŒhmaÄa
The Aitareya BrŒhmaÄa contains eight paÛcikŒs which again

cover forty chapters and 285 kaÄdikŒs.
In the first two paÛcikŒs, the seer reveals the duties of hot¾,

the chief priest of ¡Rgveda rituals. These revelations are made with
a view to perform the Agn¶¦¢oma sacrifice.

The next two paÛcikŒs reveal the duties of hot¾ in relation to
the three savanas, the rites of filtering somajuice in the Agn¶¦¢oma
sacrifice. Here revelations on  Üastras are also met with. There are
also revelations on the modified sacrifices such as Ukthya, AtirŒtra,
¦oÎaÜas of the Soma sacrifice.

In the fifth paÖncikŒ revelations have been made on the
DvŒdaÜŒha sacrifice, and in the sixth we see revelations on the
duties of hotŒ in relation to the sacrifices performed in seven
days. Duties of other priests are also expressed here in this
paÖncikŒ.

The seventh paÖncikŒ deals with the RŒjasµuya sacrifice in detail.
There are also revelations on the division of sacrificial Animal,
expiations for errors in the sacrifice, expiations for errors affecting
the fires, expiations for various errors, the rule of fasting, the
legend of Ýuna¬Üepa, the deliberations on the supremacy of
BrŒmaÄas the K¦atriyas in sacrifices, the portion of the sacrifice
and proper food for the  king etc.

The eight paÖncikŒ of this BrŒhmaÄa reveals the knowledge
of the specialities of storas and Üastras of the somasacrifice, the
Punarabhi¦ekayagŒ (the reconsecration ceremony of kings), the
MahŒbhi¦eka of Indra, the consecrvation of kings in general and
so on.

1.6 Salient features
The literary critics have pointed out numerous salient features

of this BrŒhmaÄa. Scholars have taken this BrŒmaÄa as an
important work in the bulk of Vedic literature. Some of these
features are mentioned below-
1. The Aitareya BrŒhmaÄa is a prose revelation wherein a good

prose composition is seen.
e.g. ÎðßæâéÚUæ ßæ °áé Üæð·ð¤áé â×ØÌ‹Ì, Ìð ßñ ÎðßæÑ

âÎ °ßæùùØÌÙ×·é¤ßüÌ, ÌæÙ÷ âÎâæðùÁØ¢SÌ ¥æ‚Ùèƒæý¢ â¢ÂýæÂl‹Ì, Ìð ÌÌæð Ù ÂÚUæÁØ‹Ì,

ÌS×æÎæ‚Ùèƒæý ©UÂßâç‹Ì... (A.B. II. 5.4)
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2. This book is a running commentary on the ¡Rgvedic verses. In
the process of commentary this book quotes the verses to be
applied in a particular sacrifice and  the revealer interprets
the words of the verse.
e.g. Agni¦¢oma  is the model sacrifice soma sacrifices which
is said as of seven varieties. Agnistoma is also one of them.
Among these, ukthya in one. With a view to describe ukthya,
the seer tells a story as follows:
Once the gods took shelter in the Agni¦¢oma sacrifice and
the demons in that of ukthya sacrifice. Both were of equal
strength, therefore, no difference is seen between them.
Among the seers, BharadvŒja only saw the Asuras (demons).
He thought himself about this. Both the seers and gods could
not perceive the Asuras taking resort in the Ukthya, and thus
feeling he invoked Agni which is as follows:-
ÒÒ°ã÷UØê áé Õýßæç‡æ Ìðù‚Ù §ˆÍðÌÚUæ ç»ÚUÑ °ç×ßüÏæüâ §‹ÎéçÖÑÐÓÓ R.V. VI.16.16
Mah¶dŒsa explain the word §ÌÚæ Uthus - ¥âêØüæ ãU ßæ §ÌÚUæ ç»ÚUÑ i.e.
the speech made by asuras all favourable to them only. These
are unfavourable or opposing to Gods. The term itara here in
the sentence means speech of Gods. The term asµuryŒ means
speech suitable for Asuras.

3. In many places of the Aitareya BrŒhmaÄa we see that the
seer Mah¶dŒsa repeatedly speaks of the utility of Vedic
sacrifice. That is whether one should perform sacrifice or not
or what is its practical utility? etc. Thus he expressed.

SAQ : SomasaÅsthŒ
The names of seven varieties of soma sacrifice are:
agni¦¢oma, atyagnistoma, ukthya, ¦oÎaÜ¶, vŒjapeya, atiratra,
and aptoryŒma

°Ìmñ Ø™æSØ â×ëh¢ Ø¼ýêÂâ×ëh¢ ØÌ÷·¤×ü ç·ý¤Ø×æ‡æ×÷ «¤»çÖßÎçÌÐ (A.B.I.1.4)
Which means, this is the prosperity of a sacrifice that it is

often rich in application of mantras, the rite where the verse would
be applied, it’s speaker describes the very rite e.g.

¥ç‚Ù×éü¹¢ ÂýÍ×æð ÎðßÌæÙæ×ç‚Ùà¿

çßc‡ææð ÌÂ ©Užæ×¢ ×ãU §ˆØæ‚Ùæßñc‡æßSØ ãUçßáæð Øæ…ØæÙéßæ€Øð ÖßÌÑÐ (A.B.
I.1.4)
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The two verses mentioned here are ¥ç‚Ù×éü¹¢ etc. and ¥ç‚Ùà¿

çßc‡ææð are called as ¥æ‚Ùæßñc‡æÃØÑ because both the verses describe
Agni and Vi¦Äu as presiding deities. In the sacrifice ‘Dik¦an¶ye¦t¶’
both these verses are to be recited as yŒjyŒ and anuvŒkyŒ at the
time of offering of Œjya, i.e. liquid ghee. These are called as
rupasam¾ddhi (L¤Ââ×ëçh) because the verse that carries the ideas
is related to Agni and Vi¦Äu. Therefore it is applied to the sacrifices
of Agni and Vi¦Äu. Were, you shall know the meaning of the two
technical terms of sacrifices. There are, yŒjyŒ and anuvŒkyŒ.

SAQ
Show the difference between yajya and puronovŒkyŒ.
......................................................................................
......................................................................................
......................................................................................

Øæ…Øæ, - a name of vedic verse, meaning - “that which is to be
sacrificed” the technical name of a formula of consecration. It is
composed of a verse recited by the HotŒ, so also,

¥Ùéßæ€Øæ - which is also called as ÂéÚUæðÙéßæ€Øæ, is a call of a deity
is pronounced by the HotŒ, while he sits for offering.
4. Many important Vedic sacrifices are revealed in the Aitareya

BrŒgnaÄa. In these revelations, the seer expressed different
rules for them. Some of these sacrifices are -
¥ç‚ÙãUæð˜æØæ»Ñ, ¥ç‚ÙcÅUæð×Ñ, »ßæ×ØÙ×÷, mæÎàææãUØæ»Ñ, ¥‚Ùèáæð×Âý‡æØÙ×÷,

ÚUæÁâêØØæ»Ñ etc. Of these, the PrŒtarnuvŒka sacrice, a vik¾ti
variety of the Agni¦¢oma sacrifice, and its rules will be
mentioned.
By prŒtasranuvŒka is meant a number of verses recited in
the morning session of the fifth day of the Agni¦¢oma sacrifice.
The session is called so because the litany takes place early
in the morning, the time being the last part of the previous
night and during this time the voice of birds are not heard at
all. Here recital of verse relating to Agni, U¦as and �Üvins
takes place at three different times. In this sacrifice offerings
such as grounded dhŒna (rice grain), and barley, fried powder
of barly mixed with ghee, fried rice grain, purodŒÜa and curd-
these are offered to Indra HarivŒn, Indra Pu¦aÄvŒn, Sarasvat¶,
Indra and MitrŒvaruÄa accordingly.
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SAQ:
1. Describe the rite PrataranuvŒka.
..................................................................................
..................................................................................
..................................................................................

ÂýæÌÚUÙéßæ·¤Øæ»Ñ- It is
a Vedic rite of vik¾ti type under the Agni¦¢oma sacrifice, the
model of soma sacrifice.

5. The manifold duties of ¡Rgveda priests, specially those of hot¾
are stated in the Aitareya BrŒhmaÄa. (A.B.V.5.1). One
example is given below:-
e.g.
with a view to express the duties of a hot¾  priest in the
Agnihotra sacrifice, Mah¶dasa expresses thus- the sacrificer
of this sacrifice shall request the Adhvaryu priest (chief priest
of the Yajurveda) to do the duty of bringing the sacrificial fire
in the evening. Thus goes the expression:-
ÒÒ©UhÚUæãßUÙèØç×ˆØÂÚUæ±‡æ ¥æãU, ØÎðßæ±Ùæ âæÏé ·¤ÚUæðçÌ, ÌÎðß ÌˆÂýæ¾éUhëˆØ ÌÎÖØð

çÙÏžæðÐÓÓ

i.e. (the sacrificer who is going to perform a Agnihotra shall
say to the Adhvaryu), O priest you shall bring the kindled fire
from the GŒrhapatya fire and place it to that of the �havan¶ya.
In this way whoseover, does it in the day time some religious
acts, he had placed all those virtues in the �havan¶ya fire and
remains fearlessly.

6. The Aitareya BhŒhmaÄa reveals certain Brhmodyas that are
related to the sacrifices. Brahmodyas are nothing but
theological discussions made on sacrificial matters.

7. There are innumerable etymologies in the Aitareya BrŒhmaÄa.
In fact, the revelation of etymologies of vedic words in
understanding the real meaning of Vedic terms. Some of the
etymologies revealed in this BrŒhmaÄa are given below-
1. §çcÅU Ñ- (A.B.I.1.2)
Ø™ææð ßñ Îðßð�Ø ©UÎ·ý¤æ×Ì÷ Ìç×çcÅUçÖÑ Âýñá×‘ÀñU‹ØçÎçcÅUçÖÑ Âýñá×ñ‘À¢USÌçÎcÅUèÙæç×çcÅÛ ß¢

Ì×‹ßçß‹ÎÙ÷Ð

i.e., sacrifice went away from the gods. The gods wanted to
search for it by sacrifices like D¶k¦aÄ¶ye¦¢i and PrŒyaÄ¶ye¦¢i.
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The i¦¢is are called as i¦¢is because gods desired it by means of
sacrifice. (is+knin = i¦¢i¬)
2. ¥æãéUçÌÑ

¥æãêUÌØæð ßñ Ùæ×ñÌæ ØÎæãéUÌØ °ÌæçÖ ßñü ÎðßæÙ÷

ØÁ×æÙæð ±ßØçÌ ÌÎæãéUÌèÙæ×æãêUçÌˆß×÷Ð (A.B.I.1.2)
�huti are called Ahµutis because the sacrificer called upon the
gods by offering materials. �huti is same as the �hµuti.
3. ÂýæÙÚUÙéßæ·¤Ñ (A.B. II.2.5)
ÂýæÌßñü â Ì¢ Îðßð�Øæðù‹ßÕýßèÎ÷ ØˆÂýæÌÚU

‹ßÕýßèÌ÷ ÌÌ÷ÂýæÌÚUUÙéßæ·¤SØ ÂýæÌÚUÙéßæ·¤ˆß×÷Ð

Prajapati uttered the verses for the gods in the morning
accordingly. As the utterances were made accordingly,
therefore, these verses got the name prŒtaranuvŒka.

8. The concept of sacrifice, its origin and development ideas
and such are found in this BrŒhmaÄa. According to Mah¶dŒsa,
(1) Agni spreads the sacrifice for the sacrificer ˆßØæ Ø™æ¢ çßÌ‹ßÌ

§çÌ Ø™æ×ðßæS×ñ °ÌÎ÷ çßÌÙæðçÌÐ A.B.I.1.4
(2) ßë˜æ¢ ßæ °ß ãUç‹Ì Ø¢ Ø™æ ©UÂÙ×çÌ ÌS×æÎ÷ ßæÌüƒÙæßðß ·¤žæüÃØæñÐ A.B.I.1.4.
The sacrificer whom the sacrifice impells becomes able to
kill his enemines. Therefore he should recite the verses (2)
addressed to Indra, the killer of V¾tra.
(3) °ÌÎ÷ßñ Ø™æSØ â×ëh¢ Ø¼ýêÂâ×ëh¢ ØÌ÷ ·¤×ü ç·ý¤Ø×æ‡æ×ë»çÖßçÌÐ A.B.I.1.4

8. There are many  revelations on ancient Indian political system
in the Aitareya BrŒhmaÄa. Besides names of many Indian
kings and there priests are also stated herein this text.
In the eight paÛcikŒ of this BrŒhmaÄa we see the revelations

on the inauguration ceremony of kings that were taken place in
the RŒjasµuya sacrifice. Rules were laid down for these inauguration
ceremonies in this BrŒhmaÄa. Not only the inauguration ceremony
of kings were stated here but also the great inauguration of Indra
and that of kings in general are also expressed in detail. Besides,
names of kings of ancient India and their priests are also expressed
here.

Names of kings and their priests-
(1) King Janmejaya, the son of Parik¦¶ta- Priest Tura, the son

of Kava¦a.
(2) King rŒnava, the son of ÝaryŒta, priest Cyavana, the son of

Bhrigu
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(3) KIng ÝatŒnika, the son of SatrŒjeeta-Priest-SomaÜu¦ma, the
son of VŒjaratna.

(4) King �mbŒ¦¢hya - Priests-Parvata and NŒrada.
(5) King YudhŒÅÜrau¦¢i, son of Ugrasena, priests parvata and

NŒrada.
(6) King ViÜvakarmŒ, the son of Bhuvana, Priest - KaÜyapa.
(7) King SudŒsa, son of Pijavana, priest Vasi¦¢ha.
(8) King Marutta priest SaÅvart son of AÆgirasa, the son of

AÆgirasa
(9) King AÆga- the son of Virocana, Priest-Udamaya, the son

of Atri.
(10) King Bharata, the son of Du¦yanta, Priest D¶rghatamŒ,

son of MamatŒ.
(11) King Durmukha, the son of PŒÛchŒla, Priest, Seer

B¾haduktha.
(9) The Aitareya BrŒhmaÄa possesses several gŒthŒs, i.e.,

religious songs, sung to glorify the liberal donations of kings of
ancient India. These were sung in  connection with the
celebrations of inauguration of kings to the throne according to
law and following of the rules of great AindramahŒbhi¦eka.
Among different gathas mentioned in this BrŒhmaÄa, the gŒthŒ
of Bharata Dau¦yanti was a popular one. It is described as follows:
(A.B.,VIII.4.9).

Bharata was inaugurated to the throne by the illustrious priest
D¶rgatamas, the son of Mamata. Bharata was the son of Du¦yanta.
He was inaugurated by the great Aindra MahŒbhi¦eka. It is heard
that he conquered the world and he roamed the entire world and
thus he performed the AÜvamedha sacrifice. His greatness crossed
the boundaries of his kingdom. It is also heard that he donated
seven crores of elephants that were decorated with gold
ornaments and that were possessed of white teeth and also they
were  mostly black coloured. The place where this act took place
was Ma¦ÄŒra. He performed Agnicayana sacrifice in the province
SŒnc¶guÄa. In this sacrifice each of thousands BrahmaÄas took
crores of cows. Besides, he bound 78 horses and in the bank of
the river YamunŒ he caught 55 horses for Indra, the killer of V¾tra.
By catching thirty three hundreds of sacrificial horses, king
Bharata, being dutiful, surpassed other deceitful persons of his
time. Persons who preceded him or who succeeded him were
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unable to surpass his greatness like the persons who were unable
to touch the heaven by their hands. These achievements and
greatness of the king Bharata, the son of Du¦yanta were told by
the seer B¾haduktha to the king Durmukha, the lord of PŒÛcŒla.
Having heard only this king Durmukha was able to roam all over
this earth and he conquered the earth.

(10) The Aitareya BrŒhmaÄa is rich in stories. With a view to
show the importance of sacrifices and its technicalities, it narrates
several stories. The story of Ýunah¦epa is an Important one.

The story of ÝunaÜepa: A.B..VII.3.1
This story was told on the day of inauguration of a king in the

RŒjasµuya sacrifice. The story is described as follows-
The king HariÜcanda, the son of the king Vedhasa of the

Ik¦Œku dynasty, was sonless. With a view to get a son, he asked
Parvata and NŒrada, two seers staying with him, about the  ways
for getting a son. Replying to the kings enquiries about the merits
and demerits of having sons, the two seers advised him to
approach the god VaruÄa for this. Accordingly, the king
approached the god VaruÄa for this and gave words to him that
he would worship him with his son. The king VaruÄa conceded
to it and, the king HariÜcandra got a son, RohitŒ by name.
Thereafter the god VaruÄa asked the king HariÜcandra to offer
his son RohitŒ more than one time. Thus when the boy became
tendays old, thereafter too, VaruÄa asked Hariscandra to offer
RohitŒ to him. But HariÜcandra delayed in doing so. Once
HariÜcandra told his son about the happening for which he agreed
to offer him to king VaruÄa. Having heard about it, RohitŒ denied
to it and he fled to forest. There he spent one year roming in the
forest. Seeing this, king VaruÄa inflicted HariÜcandra with the
disease of Dropsy. When RohitŒ came to know about it he wanted
to return to his father but he was prevented by Indra, in the guise
of BrŒhmaÄa he persuaded him not to return to his place from
the forest. Indra told him that he should not be disappointed
hearing about his father's condition. Infact he was advised by
Indra to experience himself. Thus RohitŒ roamed for about six
years in the forest. At last he found the seer Aj¶garta the son of
Sµuyavasa, who had three sons viz Ýunahpucca, SuÄaÜepa and
ÝunolaÆgula¬. RohitŒ told him that he wanted to buy one of his
three sons. Out of these three, the father denied to offer his eldest
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son to RohitŒ, because he loved him most. The mother too denied
to give her youngest son, whom she loved most. Thus both of
them agreed to sale the middle son Ýuna¬Üepa to RohitŒ, taking
hundred cows. Thereafter, Rohita, taking Ýuna¬Üepa, returned
home and told his father that Ýuna¬Üepa be offered as sacrifical
object to the  king VaruÄa. The king HariÜcandra then ordered
his priests to begin the rite where Ýun¬aÜepa would be offered as
an offering material to VaruÄa. The king HariÜcandra asked his
men to bind SunaÜepa into a sacrifical post. But nobody came
forward to carry it out. Seeing this Aj¶grata, the father of Ýun¬aÜepa
offered himself to do it on the condition of getting other hundred
cows from Rohita. When Ýuna¬Üepa was tightened to the sacrifical
post, the king HariÜcandra asked his men to cut Ýuna¬Üepa. But
this time too nobody came forward to cut him. Then Aj¶garta
offered himself to do it on the condition that he should be given
other hundred cows. The king HariÜcandra had agreed to do it.
Thereafter, Aj¶garta taking the sword began to sharp it. Seeing his
father sharpening the sword for cutting him ÝunaÜepa decided to
pray to the gods for his rescue. Deciding thus ÝunaÜepa
approached different gods whom he worshipped with beautiful
verses. Each time he worshipped god he was freed of the rope
that bound him. At last he was freed of the ropes that bound him.
The RŒjasµuya sacrifice, where ÝunaÜepa was about to be offered
to the king VaruÄa was  performed by ViÜvŒmitra as the chief
priest, Jamadagni the Adhvaryu, Vasgn¦¢ha, the BrahmŒ and
AyŒsya the UdgŒtŒ. Seeing the beautiful revelations made by
Ýuna¬Üepa ViÜvŒmitra wanted to adopt Ýuna¬Üepa as his eldest
son. As because he had hundred sons, the first fifty sons objected
to the proposal made by their father for adopting Ýuna¬Üepa as
their eldest brother. The other fifty sons accepted it and they
regarded  Ýuna¬Üepa as their eldest son. By the time, Aj¶garta
requested Ýuna¬Üepa to be his son. But Ýuna¬Üepa denied to it,
saying that a father when agreed to cut his  own son, might do
the crime again and again. Thereafter, accepting the proposal
offered by the seer ViÜvŒmitra. Ýuna¬Üepa became the eldest son
of the seer and became famous by the name DevarŒ¢.

1.7 Language
Scholars opine that the language of the Aitareya BrŒhmaÄa

is very much close to that of the ¡Rgveda. Yet certain crude forms
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are found in it. When 'a' is joined with '¾' in two words, such as
asya and ¾cam, the resultant form is 'ar'. But in the  Aitareya
BrŒhmaÄa it is uttered simply as: asya¾cam only. So also
'stomebhi¬' is uttered in place of stoma (AB. IV.15). So also
baliÜ¢hatama is used in place of baliÜ¢ha¬ (A.B. III.46), 'vŒva' is
frequently used in place of 'vai'.

1.8 Summing Up
After going through the discussions made on the Aitareya

BrŒhmaÄa you will certainly be able to know the Aitareya
BrŒhmaÄa from its different aspect. This BrŒhmaÄa is an
important revelation on the exposition of ¡Rgvedic verses. Besides
you will be able to know the duties of HotŒ, the chief priest of
vedic sacrifice where the recitation of ¡Rgvedic verses takes place.
Stories related to Vedic sacrifices are important tools for
understanding the technical aspects of Vedic sacrifices. You will
certainly be entertained with these stories. The Brahmodyas
(theological discussions) also help in the understanding of the
philosophy of Vedic sacrifices. From this write up you will be
able to know the special meanings of vedic words with the help
of etymologies.

Books consulted
1. Aitareya BrŒhmaÄam edited and translated by Pt Sudhakar

Malav¶ya in two vols. Tara Prenting Works Varanasi 1987.
2. Rigveda BrŒhmaÄa the Aitareya and Kau¦¶taki BrŒhmaÄas

of the ¡Rigveda, Arthur Berriedale Keith, Motilal Banarsidars
Delhi.
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Part - II
The SŒÅkhŒyana BrŒhmaÄa

Contents

1.1 Objectives

1.2 Introduction

1.3 Recension

1.4 Seer of the BrŒhmaÄa

1.5 Contents of BrŒhmaÄa

1.6 Features

1.7 Language

1.8 Summing up

1.1 Objectives
The objectives of this part of the Unit II is to inform you about

the other Brahmana text of the ¡Rgveda and this is the SŒÅkhŒyana
BrŒhmaÄa. Here you will learn about.

(a) recension of the BrŒhmaÄa
(b) contents of this BrŒhmaÄa
(c) Seer of the SŒÅkhŒyana BrŒhmaÄa
(d) features and
(e) language

1.2 Introduction
The SŒÆkhyayana BrŒhmaÄa reveals in its thirty chapters

almost all the subjects revealed in the first thirty chapters of the
Aitareya BrŒhmaÄa. This BrŒhmaÄa is the revelation of the seer
SŒÆkhyŒyana, the son of ÝaÆkha. According to the BhŒgavatŒ
PurŒÄa (Skandha 8) SŒÆkhyŒyana was an ŒcŒrya (preecptor) and
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a  prominent disciple of SŒnatkumŒra. B¾haspati is another equally
prominent disciple. This BrŒhmaÄa holds revelations on many
subjects such as the establishment of the fires, the Agnihotra
likeDarÜa pµurna mŒsayŒga, some sacrifice special sacrifices,
CŒturmŒsya etc. The great Soma sacrifice is described elaborately
here in this BrŒhmaÄa.

This BrŒhmaÄa is also known by the name 'Kau¦¶taki'. The
words kau¦¶taki means revelations made by Ku¦¶taki, the son of
kuÜ¶taka.
1.3 The SŒÆkhyŒyana BrŒhmaÄa belonging to the ÝŒkala ÝŒkhŒ

is widely read in the schools of Vedic studies.
1.4 There is very little information that we can get of the seer

SŒÆkhyŒyana in the Vedic literature. The text of this BrŒhmaÄa
too furnishes little knowledge in this regard. The name
kau¦¶taki occurs in the ninth chapter of the work and the
word Ò¥ãU×÷Ó occurs in the same chapter (SŒÆkhyŒyana
BrŒhmaÄa 8/9) and also else where.

1.5 The ÝŒÆkhyŒyana BrŒhmaÄ begins with the establishment of
the sacrificial fires. Here, the seer deals at length with the
offerings made to the forms of Agni. Besides, for offerings
and after offering attained by Agni, the time of establishment
of the fires, etc are revealed in the first chapter of this
BrŒhmaÄa.
In the second chapter, the Agnihotra sacrifice is revealed.
The DarÜa purÄŒsa sacrifice
(the New and Full-Moon sacrifices) and their offerings, and
also special sacrifices like AbhyuditŒ, the TurŒyaÄa, the
offerings of first-fruits of Millet are some of the subjects
revealed in the third and fourth chapters of the  BrŒhmaÄa.
In the fifth chapter, the Four Monthly sacrifices are beautifully
expressed. The revelations on the BrŒhmaÄa priest takes
place in the chapter VI. Thereafter, the soma sacrifice has
been revealed in the remaining chapters of the book i.e. from
VII in to XXX th chapter.

1.6 In many respects this BrŒhmaÄa is unique. Although scholars
opine that there is little difference between the Aitareya
BrŒhmaÄa and ÝŒÆkhyŒyana BrŒhmaÄa, yet this BrŒhmaÄa
possesses certain features of its own, unseen in the Aitareya
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BrŒhmana. Here, a few such features will be pointed out for
you.

(1) This BrŒhmaÄa begins with the revelations on the
establishment of sacrificial fire. According to the seer it should
take place in the month of A¦ŒÎha when there will be the
new moon and when it is in contact with the two stars
Punarvasµus. The different forms of Agni are also stated here.

(2) ArthavŒda or debate at the time of offering oblations in the
Agnihotra sacrifice is seen in this text. Infact, this BrŒhmaÄa,
like other BrŒhmaÄas is full of arthavŒdas. By the debate,
mentioned above the seer confirmed that the offering in this
sacrifice (Agnihotra) takes place at night only, because this
is the time for going to the gods. Thus the seer Kau¦¶tak¶
declares-
ÌÎé ãU S×æãU ·¤æñáèÌç·¤Ñ âæØ×SÌç×Ìð ÂéÚUæ Ì×SÌçS×‹·¤æÜð ÁéãéUØæÌ÷ â ÎðßØæÙÑ
·ð¤ÌéSÌ×ðßæÚU�Ø SßçSÌ Sß»ü Üæð·¢¤ â×àÙéÌð (K.B.,2/9)

(3) Different names of offering are stated here. Mention can be
made of Œjya milk, paÜu, vapŒ etc.

Agnihotra sacrifice:
This is a rite of offering cows milk into the fire, performing
daily in the evening and early in the morning. It begins with
the setting up of the sacrificial fires.

(4) Some special sacrifices revealed in this BrŒhmaÄa are-
1. AnunirvŒpyŒ (¥ÙéçÙßæüŒØ)
2. The AbhuditŒ (¥ÖéçÎÌæ)
3. The Abhydd¾¦¢Œ (¥�ØéÎÎëcÅUæ)
4. The DŒk¦ŒyaÄa (ÎæÿææØ‡æÑ)
5. The IÎŒdadha¬  (§Ç¸UæÎÏÑ)
6. The Ýaunaka¬ (àææñÙ·¤Ñ)
7. The SŒrvasen¶ya (âæßüâðçÙØÑ)
8. The Vasi¦¢ha (ßçâcÆUÑ)
9. The SŒkaÅprasthŒyya (âæ×�ÂýSÍæÄØÑ)
10. The MunyŒyana (×é‹ØæØÙÑ)
11. The TurŒyaÄa (ÌéÚUæØ‡æÑ)
12. The offering of first-fruit of Millet (¥æ»ýØ‡æðçcÅUÑ)
13. The ofering of first fruits of bamboo seeds (ßð‡æéØßðçcÅUÑ)
14. The offering of first fruits of rice and barley (ßýèçãUâSØðçcÅUÑ)
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SAQ
1. Name some rites performed in the Vedic times as recorded
in the ÝaÆkhyayan Br.
...........................................................................................
...........................................................................................

5. The Soma sacrifice has been elaborately revealed in this
BrŒhmaÄa. These are narrated in twenty four chapters.
Although the contents of these chapters are similar to those
of the Aitareya BrŒhmaÄa, yet certain new ideas are being
seen revealed in this BrŒhmaÄa e.g. the consecration of kings
according to KeÜ¶ DŒrbhya, (Kau. Br., VII.4). It is narrated in
the form of a dialogue in the fourth part of the chapter VII of
the text. The dialogue was made between the king KeÜ¶ and
a golden bird.

1.7 The language of the ÝŒÆkhyŒyana BrŒhmaÄa is very much
close to that of the Aitareya BrŒhmaÄa. The Vedic language
is very much peculiar in the sense that this is always guided
by it's accents. But the language of both the BrŒhmaÄas of
the ¡Rgveda are seen to be handed down without accents.
The languages here appear to be very much similar to the
language of the classical Sanskrit Literature. This apparently
shows the late compilation of these two revelations, e.g.

SAQ
1. Show the distinctions in between Vedic language and
languages of the two BrahmaÄas of the ¡Rgveda.
........................................................................................
........................................................................................

Õý±× ßæ ¥ç‚ÙSÌÎ÷ØÎéÂßâÍðùç‚Ù¢ Âý‡æØç‹Ì Õý±×‡æñß ÌÎ÷ØÁ×æÙSØ ÂæŒ×æÙ×ÂŠÙç‹Ì
ÂéÚUSÌæÎæãUßÙèØðÙ... (ÝŒÆkhyŒyanabrŒhmaÄam, 9th chapter)

1.8 Summing up
From the foregoing discussion on the SŒÆkhyŒyana

BrŒhmaÄa it is clear to you that like the Aitareya BrŒhmaÄa it
possesses its own characteristics. There are a  few differences
between the two texts with regard to its contents. Mention here
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can be made of the Soma sacrifice. While the SŒÆkhyŒyana
BrŒhmaÄa holds it eleborately, the Aitareya BrŒhmaÄa holds it
in a few chapters only. Secondly, the RŒjasµuya sacrifice as
revealed in the Aitareya BrŒhmaÄa is not seen here in this
BrŒhmaÄa. Besides, the revealer expresses the legend of Kava¦a
in the context of the narration of the performance of the
Aponaptr¶ya. Revelations on the �jya Ýastra, �ditya cup,
VaiÜvadeva Ýastra, the ÝoÎa¦in Ýastra are some of the Ýastras made
in this BrŒhmaÄa. The GavŒmayana sacrifice is also narrated in
this BrŒhmaÄa. The duties  of the GrŒvastut is expressed in the
twenty ninth chapter of this BrŒhmaÄa.

In this way you will learn a lot about the sacrificial
paraphernalia of the Vedic age.
Aponaptriya: It Is an i¦¢i (sacrifice) as well as an oblation

prepared by mixing the vasativar¶ water and ekadhanŒ water
in a bowl of the hot¾.

GrŒvastut: It means the praiser of stone (grŒva). He is a grŒvastut
who conducts the functions of sacrifice as an assistant to the
Hot¾ priest.

Answer the following:
1. Write an introductory note on the ÝŒÆkhyŒyana BrŒhmaÄa.
2. Name some special sacrifices dealt with in the ÝŒÆkhyŒyana

BrŒhmaÄa.
3. Write on the special characteristics of the ÝŒÆkhyŒyana

BrŒhmaÄa.

Books Consulted
1. ÝŒÆkhyŒyanabrŒmaÄam edited by Hari Narayan Apte,

Anandasrama granthavali, Books no.-65, 1832.
2. A.B. Keith: Rigveda BrŒhmaÄas, The Aitareya and Kau¦¶taki

BrŒhmaÄas of the Rigveda, Motilal Banarsidass, Delhi 1981.
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UNIT - III

A note on the Ýatapatha BrŒhmaÄa

Contents :

3.1 Objectives

3.2 Introduction

3.3 The contents of the Ý.P. BrŒhmaÄa

3.4 ÝŒkhŒ or recension of the Ý.P. BrŒhmaÄa

3.5 The myths and legends of the Ý.P. BrŒhmaÄa

3.6 Salient features of this BrŒhmaÄa

3.7 Summing up

3.1 Objectives
In this unit you will be acquainted with another important

text of the Veda and it is nothing but the Ýatapatha BrŒhmaÄa,
belonging to the Ýukla Yajurveda or the White Yajurveda. In
many respects this BrŒhmaÄa text is regarded as the most
important text.

3.2 Introduction
The Ýatapatha BrŒhmaÄa beloning to the White Yajurveda

is available in two different recensions. They are the
MŒdhyandina Ýatapatha BrŒhmaÄa and the KŒnva Ýatapatha
BrŒhmaÄa. Of these two, the first one was revealed by the
celebrated seer Madhyandina and the next one by the seer Kanva.
The Ýatapatha BrŒhmaÄa, revealed by the seer Madhyandina is a
popular text and it is widely read by the students of vedas.

In this context, the name Ýatapatha needs an explanation.
While the word ‘Üata’ means hundred, the word ‘patha’ denotes
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chapter. Thus the word as a whole denotes a text consisting of
hundred chapters. Besides, this book contains 14 books, the last
book being an Upani¦ad. This is known as the B¾hadŒraÄyaka
Upani¦ad. Thus in all there are fourteen kŒÄÎas, sixty eight
prapŒthakas, 438 BrŒhmaÄas and 7624 kaÄÎikŒs in the
MŒdhyndina recension of the Ýatapatha BrŒhmaÄa.

SAQ :

Give the derivation of the word àæÌÂÍ. What are the two
recensions under which this text is handed down.

................................................................................................

................................................................................................

................................................................................................

3.3 Contents of the Ýatapatha BrŒhmaÄa
The Ýatapatha BrŒhmaÄa, as said earlier, consists of 100

chapters, being divided into 14 books. These are called as kŒÄÎas.
The first nine kŒÄÎas are a continuous commentary on the first
eighteen sections of the Ýuklayajurveda. In these kŒÄÎas, the seer
Madhyndina reveals subjects like - the DarÜapµurÄamŒsa i¦¢i (1st
kŒÄÎa), the Agnihotra, PiÄÎapit¾yajÛa, the DŒk¦Œyana, NavŒnna
sacrifice, CŒturmŒsya, (2nd kŒÄÎa), Soma scarifice in detail (3rd
and 4th kŒÄÎas), and the RŒjasµuya and VŒjapeya sacrifices (5th
kŒÄÎa). The KŒÄÎas from the sixth to the tenth mainly deal with
the culling of the sacrificial fire and construction of the fire altar
which is symbolic of Prajapati, Agni, YajamŒna and the creation
of the Universe. The mystic science of Agni called Agni Rahasya
or Agnividya imparted by the seer SŒÄÎilya occurs in this portion
of the BrŒhmaÄa (S.P.Br. - x - 6 - 3). The eleventh book treats of
PaÜubandha, the five MahŒyajÛas or great sacrifices and
MitrŒvindye¦¢i and DarÜapµurÄamŒse¦¢i. The twelfth book deals
with the satra or sessional sacrifice called DvŒÜŒha, the annual or
SamvŒtsarasatra and expiatory rites for excess in drinking etc.
known as ÝautrŒman¶,

The thirteenth book gives the details of four important
sacrifices such as the AÜvamedha, Puru¦amedha, Sarvamedha
and Pit¾medha. Of these, the A¦vamedha became popular due
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to its objective of being a paramount sovereign ruler. The
revelations of the AÜvamedha are a good testimony to the
constitutional status of the monarch, queens, the royal
paraphernalia, the attendants of the queen, the arms and weapons
etc. of the vedic times. The fourteenth book deals with Pravargya
sacrifice and contains the great metaphysical and theological
discourse known as B¾hadŒraÄyaka Upani¦at. This upani¦at is
a masterpiece in is own field of delineating the religio-social as
well as spiritual attitudes of ancient Indian poet seers. The whole
Indian philosophy has been beautifully revealed in this test of
the Veda.

SAQ :

Write a note on the contents of the Ýatapatha BrŒhmaÄa.

.................................................................................................

.................................................................................................

.................................................................................................

3.4 Recension (ÝŒkhŒ) of the Ýatapatha BrŒhmaÄa
Recension plays a vital role in the transmission of vedic

learning througout the ages. The Ý.P. BrŒhmaÄa is also handed
down through two recensions i.e. this text of the vedas was
revealed by two seers of vedic age. viz, Kanva and MŒdhyandina.
There is a little difference in the texts of these two texts.

3.5 Myths and legends in the Ýatapatha BrŒhmaÄa
The Ýatapatha BrŒhmaÄa is rich in myths and legents. While

the myths are traditional stories usually involving supernatural
powers and imaginary person etc. the legends are also traditional
stories or famous stories but of somewhat famous or remarkable
storiesor events. Amont the different myths revealed in this
BrŒhmaÄa, the following are noteworthy.
(i) The slaying of ViÜvarµupa and V¾tra by Indra (I-1-3-4)
(ii) The sacrifice and the Black Antelope (I-1-4-1)
(iii) The story of Manu and the Bull (I-1-4-14)
(iv) The story of Araru (I-2-4-17)
(v) The story of Dwarf incarnation of Vi¦Äu (I-2-5-5)
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(vi) MŒthava Videgha (I-4-1-10)
(vii) Prajapati and his daughter (I-7-4-1)
(viii) Manu and the fish (I-8-1-1)
(ix) Chitra and Indra (II-1-2-13)
(x) Aditi and the Elephant (III.1.3.3)
(xi) Trikakud (III.1.3.12)
(xii)AhalyŒ, the wife of the seer Gotama (III.3.4.18)
(xiii) Story of the king Pururavas and UrvaÜi (III.4.1.22)
(xiv) Story of Cyavana BhŒrgava (IV-1-5-5) and
(xv) Story of Dustaritu (XII-9-3-1)

Among these stories, the story of Indra V¾tra is more
appealing to all. The story is also known by the name of killing of
Visvarupa and Vritra by Indra. Here we will describe this story as
revealed in this BrŒhmaÄa.

Story of Indra-V¾tra :
Tva¦¢Œ had a son who was possessed of three months and

six eyes. Owing to such absurd form he was given the name
ViÜvarµupa. He was very powerful and energetic. One of his
mouths was named as somapŒnamukham, because by this he
was used to drink somajuiee. By the second mouth he was used
to drink the surŒ liquor. That is why this mouth was called as the
surŒpŒnamukham. By the third mouth he took different types
of food. Therefore, that mouth was called as anyanmukham.
The seer perceived that by the first mouth a partridge sprang
forth. This bird was brown coloured and its colour was same
with that of a liquor. A sparrow was seen to sprang forth from the
second mouth of ViÜvarµupa. This bird holds the colour of surŒ.
This bird speakes more just like a person, who after taking surŒ,
speaks more. By the third mouth came out a tittiri bird. The
feathers of this bird is of variegated colours. Seeing the abstract
from of ViÜvarµupa Indra, the lord of gods killed him out of hatred.
Seeing the deceiful killing of his son ViÜvarµupa his father became
furious. He became upset and therefore the decided to get a son,
as mighty as Indra and wished that the son might be able to kill
Indra. For this, he made his mind O perform a Soma sacrifice and
in this sacrifice he would exclude Indra. Accordingly Indra, fell
ill. Of course, after wards, he was cured of by all other gods.
Tva¦¢¾, seeing that his juices were forcibly drank by Indra,  decided
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to perform the Soma sacrifice, by the juices left in the vessels. At
the time of offering juices into the sacrificial fire, he uttered the
words—‘‘let the foe of Indra be grow’’. When the juices came
into contact with the sacrificial fire, there came forth a form and it
spreads on all sides. That form was of the essence of the fire and
soma juice. Seeing its being spreaded over all directions people
called him as V¾tra. As because he arose footless, therefore he
was also named as Ahi and afterwards V¾tra’ was embraced by
demon mother Danu and demon father DanŒyu. For this V¾tra
became famous by the name DŒnava too. Thus being born, V¾tra
became mighty one and he became attached with all good things
of Universe.

Having seen the mighty V¾tra, Indra became upset and he
decided to persuade the two gods Agni and Soma for coming
over to him. He wished that the two gods should leave V¾tra and
join him. It was desired so that only gods performed actions for
good of people and not the demons. He promised the two gods
to offer eleven kapŒlas of purodŒÜa. Considering the proposal of
Indra, Agni and Soma left V¾tra and joined Indra. Thereafer, he
became as mighty as V¾tra. He, thus, after being powerful, killed
V¾tra with his thunderbolt. The seer, here, told that V¾tra was
killed because Tva¦¢¾ uttered the oblation offsering verse wrongly.
Instead of uttering words with the accute accent on the last
syllable, he did it with this accent uttered in the very first short
vowel. As a consequence, V¾tra was killed by cutting into two
pieces by India.

Legends in the Ýatapatha BrŒhmaÄa
There are, as pointed out by scholars, two legends being

revealed in this text of the Veda. These two are:
(i) Manu-Matsyaka¢hŒ (I.8.1) and
(ii) PŒriplava legend (XIII.4.3.3). (Revolving, recurrent, or

cyclic legend)
Now these two legends will be narrated briefly.

(i) Manu-Matsya KathŒ: (Story of Manu and fish) (S.P.Br. I.8.1)
Once in a fine morning, Manu (a mythical person), was abou

to wash his hand by waters that had been brought in by his men.
Then all of a sudden, a fish floating on the water, asked Manu to
rear him up very carefully and thereafter he requested him to
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protect him from a deluge, that was impending. The fish told
Manu that there would be a great flood that would carry away
the creatures. From such a delusion he would save Manu. The
process as to how Manu would be saved by the fish, was also
pointed out. The fish told Manu that he should be reared by Manu
by keeping him in a jar. When he will out grow the jar then he
should be kept by Manu in a pit. When the fish would outgrow
that too, he should be dropped into the sea. After this as the fish
said, he would be  out of danger. When the flood will come Manu
should prepare a ship and after mounting on it he should set out
in the sea. There from, the fish would save him. One day, as the
fish had pointed out, flood came and Manu boarded on his ship
and thereafter the fish swam up to him and he tied the rope of
the ship on its horn and passed swiftly up to the northern
mountain. Thus the fish saved Manu. That ship was fastened to a
tree. When the water subsided, he descended from the mountain.
Thereafter that mountain was named as the Manu’s descent.

(ii) PŒriplava �khyŒna (S.P.Br. XIII.4.3.3)
(This story was told by the hot¾ priest to the Adhavaryu,

after the sacrificial Horse, being let loose in the Horse sacrifice)
There was a king Manu Vaivasvata by name. He rules over

his subjects on this earth for long. His subjects were householders
and unlearned in the scriptures. These subjects attended the Horse
sacrifice. The Adhvaryu instructed them on the Vadas. He taught
that the ¡Rgveda is the veda proper. Just a hymn of this veda should
be recited. Masers of lute prayers too attended this sacrifice. These
players are asked to sing of the sacrificer along with righteous
kings of ancient times. They accordingly sang of these. Thereafter,
the Adhvaryu preforms the Prakrama oblations.

On the first day, a RŒjanya lute player striking up the
uttaramandra tune sang three stanzas composed by himself of
topics like kings, who after fighting with enemies won the battles.

On the second day, he sang of king Yama Vaivasvata who
possessed Fathers as his subjects. He instructed them knowledge
of Yajurveda.

On the next day, he sang forth of king VaruÄa �ditya who
had the Gandharvas as his subjects. They were instructed upon
the knowledge o Atharvaveda.
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On the fourth day, king Soma Vaishnava was instructed upon
by the Adhvaryu about the AÆgiroveda. This king has Apsaras as
his subjects.

On the fifth day, king Arbuda kŒdraveya, whose subjects were
snakes, was instructed upon the knowledge of SarpavidyŒ.
Hearing about this king, the snakes and snake charmers came to
the sacrifice.

On the sixth day king Kubera Vaisravana was instructed upon
the DevajanavidyŒ. Rak¦asas were his subjects. After knowing
this evil doeres, robbers came there.

King Asit DhŒnva was instructed upon the knowledge of
Magic veda on the seventh day. This king was the lord of Asuras.
Knowing this, usurers came there to attend the sacrificial sessions.

On the eight day, king Matsya SŒmmada, who had water
dwellers as his subjects, was instructed upon the ItihŒsa Veda.
To this session of the Horsesacrifice, fish and fishermen came.

On the ninth day, king TŒrkshya Vaipasyata was instructed
upon the PurŒÄaveda. His subjects were birds and bird-catchers.

On the tenth day, king Dhurma Indra was instructed the
SŒmaveda. Gods were his subjects and the learned theologians,
accepting no gifts came to the place.

The person knowing about this story attains fellowships and
communion with these Royalities and gains the Sovereign rule
and many more things.

SAQ :
Describe the Manumatsya Ka¢hŒ as described in the

Ýatapatha BrŒhmaÄa.
.................................................................................................
.................................................................................................

3.6 Salient features of this BrŒhmaÄa
Scholars of both East and West unanimously declare the

importance of this BrŒhmaÄa. There are several salient features
of this BrŒhmaÄa which the other BrŒhmaÄa texts do not possess.
Among these only a few features of this BrŒhmaÄa will be
mentioned to you.
1. This Ýruti text holds revelations on various vedic sacrifices

that we cannot see in other text of the Veda.
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2. This BrŒhmaÄa is an extensive commentary on the White
Yajurveda. Seriality of expositions of verses of the White
Yajurveda has been maintained here in this BrŒhmaÄa.

3. The Ýatapatha BrŒhmaÄa is an important revelationof prose
style. The classical Sanskrit prose works of Post-Kalidasa era
were very much indedeted to this prose composition of Vedic
poets.

4. The dialogues revealed in this BrŒhmaÄa are unique in
themselves. An example is given below: S.P. BrŒhmaÄa
XI.3.1.2)

ÌhñÌ”æÙ·¤ô ßñÎðãUô Øæ™æßË€Ø¢ ÂÂý‘ÀUÐ

ßð̂ Íæç»AãUô˜æ¢ Øæ™æßË€ØÐ §çÌÐ ßðÎ â×ýæçÇUçÌÐ ç·¤ç×çÌÐ ÂØ °ßðçÌH 3H

i.e. Now as to this, Janaka of Videha, (a province) once asked
YŒjÛvalkya - O YŒjÛavalkya do you know Agnihotra (a
sacrifice)? YŒjÛavalkya replied - yes, I know it, O king. Then
Janaka asked him, what is it? Him, YŒjÛavalkya replied, it is
Milk.

5. Some important derivations were stated in this BrŒhmaÄa.
Thus for example, the word Agni, meaning fire in this
BrŒhmaÄa. Thus for example, the word Agni, meaning fire
in general and a god in particular is explained as follows :
PrajŒpati, in his process of creation, first of all created Agni.
As because Agni was first (agre, ¥»ýð) created therefore he
was named as Agni. ‘Agni’ is same as the ‘Agre’. Being
generated Agni went forth as the first (pµurva, Âêßü). As he went
forth everywhere first, therefore he had been called as the
‘head’ (agre) such then is the origin and nature of Agni (S.P.
BrŒhmaÄa, II.2.4.2)
The oblation âç×CïUØÁé Ñ is explained as follows :
¥Í ØS×æˆâç×CïUØÁéóææü×Ð Ø ßæ °ÌðÙ Ø™æðÙ ÎðßÌæ uïUØçÌ-Øæ�Ø °á Ø™æSÌæØÌð,

âßæü ßñ ÌžææÑ âç×CïUæ Ößç‹ÌÐ ÌÎ÷ ØÌ÷ Ìæâé âßæüâé, âç×CïUæâé- ¥ÍñÌ”æéãUôçÌÐ

ÌS×æÌ÷ âç×CïUØÁéÙæü×Ð

The word âç×CïU is formed of two words, i.e., and â× §CïU.
As because by offering this oblation in sacrifices gods are
invoked, and for these gods the sacrifice is performed and
as because those are sacrificed together therefore this oblation
is named as the âç×CïUØÁéÑÐ (S.P. Br., I.9.2.27)

6. Among the sacrifices revealed in this BrŒhmaÄa, the Horse
sacrifice (¥E×ðÏ) occupies an important place. According to
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the seer Madhyandina the sacrifice is an eternal process in
which sacrifice performed by men is an integral part of it.
The sacrificial Horse, in this sacrifice, has been eulogized as
a Divine one. Here, in this sacrifice, the Horse, which was to
be sacrificed, was described as mighty, valorous, speedy,
and best. He is equal with the thunderbolt in powers (ß…æýôùEÑ)

. The Horse was set free towards the north-east direction.
the guardians of the regions such as �pyas, SŒdhyas,
AnvŒdhyas and Maruts were asked to guard this Horse for a
year with out turning it back. When it returns after one year,
he was consecrated with anointement, and holywater.
Afterwards he was quieted. Parts of the House are offered in
to the fire. Specially the ‘meda’ meaning ‘fat’ was offered
into the fire. A few lines revealing the AÜvamedha are given
below for your knowledge -
ÕýræïõÎÌ¢ Â¿çÌÐ ÚðUÌ °á ÌhÌðÐ ØÎæ…Ø×éç‘ÀUcØÌðÐ ÌðÙ ÚUàæÙæ×�Ø…ØæÎžæðÐ ÌðÁô ßæ

¥æ…Ø×÷Ð ÂýÁæÂçÌ×ðß ÌðÁâæ â×hüØçÌÐ ¥ÂêÌô ßæ °áôù×ðŠØô ØÎEÑÐ (S.P.
BrŒhmaÄa, XIII. 1.1.1)

7. Names of several kings of Ancient India are revealed in this
BrŒhmaÄa. Among these Videgha Mathava is worthy to
mention (S.P. BrŒhmaÄa I, 4.1.10). There is a story related
this king. It is as follows :
MŒthava, the king of Videgha (videha) carried Agni
VaisvŒnara in his mouth. The seer Gotama RŒhugana was
his family priest. On his journey of carrying this fire, when
he was questioned by his family priest he remained silent.
He did not answer to the seer, fearing that the fire which be
carries might go out of his mouth. But the priest asked him
repeatedly about Vai0220 vŒnara Agni. Even then the king
did not answer. When Mathava arrived at the shore of the
river Sarasva¶, the VaisvŒnara Agni came out from his mouth,
hearing the name of Agni, the butter-sprinkled one. Agni
then went burning the rivers along the earth towards the
east. King Videgha MŒthava and his priest Gotama Rahugana
followed after him as he was burning along. He burnt over
all the rivers. But he could nott burn the river SadŒn¶rŒ, which
flowed from the Northern Himalaya mountain. In former
times, BrŒhmaÄas could not cross over this river, because it
was not burnt by VaisvŒnara Agni. Of course, later on, the
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east part of it was inhabited by BrŒhmaÄas. It is heard that in
former times it was an uncultivated land, as it was not tasted
by Agni VaiÜvŒnara. Later on, as the seer had pointed out,
the BrŒhmaÄas began to live there because they caused Agni
to taste it by performing sacrifices.
This story of the Ýatapatha BrŒhmaÄa is a proof of the fact
that Aryan civilization had been spreaded over to the river
SadŒnirŒ.

SAQ :
Give an account of the salient features of the Ýatapatha

BrŒhmaÄa.
.................................................................................................
.................................................................................................
...................................................................................................

3.7 Summing Up :
From the study of the Ýatapatha BrŒhmaÄa, you are expected

to learn a lot about this sruti text. It is a voluminous work that
records the religious lives of the Vedic people. Besides, you are
able to know about political systems of the Vedic age. The
sacrifices revealed in this BrŒhmaÄa are not mere external
performances, but these had been revealed with certain spiritual
values too. Myths and legends narrated here, had a great bearing
on the society. The spiritual aspect of the great sacrifices are
beautifully revealed in the B¾hadŒraÄyŒkopani¦at, that forms a
part of this BrŒhmaÄa.

Suggested Books :
1. Vaidika SŒhitya Aru SaÅskriti by Acarya Baladeva UpadhyŒya,

published by Sarada SaÅsthŒn, Varanasi- 5, 1989.
2. The Ýatapatha BrŒhmaÄa, according to the MŒdhyandina

Recension with the commentary of SŒyaÄŒcŒrya. Vol-1-5.
Gian Publishing House, Delhi-7, 1987.

3. The Ýatapatha BrŒhmaÄa Translated by J. Eggeling Parts I -
V. Motilal Banarasidass Delhi. 1988.
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Unit - IV
An Introduction to the Aranyaka Literature

Contents
4.1 Introduction
4.2 Objectives
4.3 The Meaning of the Term aranyaka: Views of the Traditional

and Modern Schools
4.4 The Emergence of the Aranyakas
4.5 The Aranyakas Belonging to the Three Vedas
4.6 The Principal Aranyakas: Introductory Notes

4.6.1 The Aitareya Aranyaka
4.6.2 The Sankhayana Aranyaka
4.6.3 The Taittiriya Aranyaka

4.7 Summing-up
4.8 References and Suggested Readings

4.1 Introduction
The vast Vedic literature is mainly divided into two parts, viz.

Mantra and Brahmana-
mantrabrahamanayorvedanamadheyam, which is stated by
Apastamba in his Srautasutra (24.1.31). In his introduction to
the commentary on the Rgveda, Sayanacarya also states very
clearly- mantrabrahmanatmakasabdarsirvedah. Of the two
constituents of the Vedic literature, viz. Mantra and Brahmana,
the latter is divided into three parts- Brahmana, Aranyaka and
Upanisad. Mantras, also called Samhitas, are the  collection of
hymns, prayers, benedictions, sacrificial formulae, litanies, magic
songs etc. The Brhmanas are volumious prose-texts containing
theological matters, such as observations on sacrifices and detailed
discussions on ritualistic activities. The Aranyakas deal with the
subtle and mystic interpretations of the  contents of the Brhmanas
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and the Upanisads concern themselves with the study of the
Ultimate Reality, i.e. Brahman.

The Aranyakas stand midway between the Brhmanas and the
Upanisads. Being the bridge between the Brhmanas and the
Upanisads, the Aranyakas correspond to both the ritualistic and
theosophical expositions. However, in contents and spirit, the
Aranyakas constitute a literature of transition. The Brahmana
literature contains the rules for the rituals for the rituals and their
explanations, the conmogonic myths and the accounts of the
extensive sacrifics. The Aranyakas, on the contrary, contain the
philosophical speculations on the sacrifical science of the
Brahmanas. The mystical and philosophicaldoetrines, contained
in the Arnyakas, are most difficult to understand. Linguistically,
these works form a transition between the Brhmanas and the
Upanisads. The concept of philosophy, envisaged by the esoteric
Aranyakas, led to the growth and development of the Upanisadic
literature. The Aranyakas are generally considered as the closing
chapters of the Vedic ritual discussions and these promote hard
discourses on Vedic metaphysics and spititualism. The Samhitas
and the Brahmanas are called Karmakanda, i.e. the section of
work and the Aranyakas and the Upanisads are known as
Jnanakanda, i.e. the gnosis or the section of knowledge.

4.2 Objectives
The unit aims at introducing you to the Aranyakas of the Vedic

literature. In course of reading this unit, you will be acquainated
with the basic concepts of the  Aranyaka literature. The unit is
designed to help you.
 understand the meaning of the term aranyaka along with

the views of the traditional and modern scholars.
 to be familiar with the stages that led to the emergence of the

Aranyaka literature.
 acquire the knowledge of the principal Aranyakas related to

ach of the Vedas and their contents in detail.

4.3The Meaning of the Term aranyaka: Views of the
Traditional and Modern Scholars
The word aranyaka itself denotes its closenessto aranya or

forest. Panini has derived the word anyaka in the sense of en
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associated with forests with the suffix bun (=aka) attached to the
stem aranya-aranyanmansuye (Astadhyayi, 4.2.129). Katyayana,
in his Vartika, first explains the term in the sense of a chapter or
treatise relating to forest. He observes that Panini would not have
left  off by referring aranyaka in the sense of forest-dwelling
men only, but it should be stated rather that the suffix bun is
added to aranya in the sense of a way, a leson or doctrine, a
maxim, play or game, a man or an elephant-
pathyadhyayanyayabihar amanusyahastisviti vacyam/
aranyakah panthah adhyayo nyayo viharo manusyo hasti va.

Sayanacarya is of the opinion that the Aranyakas are called so
because they are to be taught or studied in the forest-aranya eve
pathyam syadarany-akamitiryatam (Vide, Sayanacarya’s
Introduction to the commentary on the Aitareya Aranyaka). Again
he states-aranyadhyayanadeadaranyakam itiryate/aranye
tadadhiyitetyevam vakyam pracaksyate// (Vide, Sayanacarya’s
Introduction to the commentary on the Taittiriya Aranyaka),
Samkaracarya also supports the view that the Aranyakas are
closely associated with forests. He holds that the
Brhadaranyakopanisad is so named because it was taught in
the forests-seyam sadadhyayi aranye nucyamanatvadaranyakam/
As it is large in the in its contents, it is called Brhadaranyaka-
brhatvat parimanato brhadaranyakam/ (Vide, Samkaracarya’s
Introduction to the commentary on  the Brhadaranyakopanisad).

It is well-known that the hermit life was made an essential
part of the Brhamanical religious system in the ancient Indian
society. The people of the  three higher casts who desired to lead
a religious life had to pass through four stages of life. Having
performed the duties pertaining to the life of a student
(Brahmacarya) and a householder (Garhasthya), a person had
to lead the life of a forest-dweller (Vanaprasthya) in the third
stage of religious life. In the fourth order of religious life, one had
to completely renounce the wordly attachment and led the life of
an asectic (Sannyasa). As a forest-hermit, a person had to perform
the sacrifices in a limited manner and he had to meditate more
on the  mystic and symbolic significance of the sacrifices. The
Manusamhita, states very clearly that the hermit should mainly
lern the Upanisadic texts-
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etascanyasca seveta diksa vipro vane vasan/
vividhascaupanisadiratmasamsiddhaya srutih//

(Manu, 6.29)
The Agnihotra and some of the simple domestic rites were

the rituals suitable for the retired householder and the forest was
the proper place for performing those  rites as the hermit moved
to the forest in search of knowledge and asceticism.

According to H. Oldenberg (Die Hymnen des Rigveda, Vol. I,
Berlin, 1988, p. 291) the Aranyakas were called so certainly
because they were communicated  ‘in the forest instead of in the
village on account of their highly mystical sacredness.’ (Quoted
by Winternitz, M., A History of Indian Literature, Vol.I, Delhi,
1987, p. 216, fn.1). Macdonell remarks that the Aranyakas are of
a specially theosophic character and are meant to be imparted or
studied in the solitude of the forests (Vide, Macdonell, A.A., A
History of Sanskrit Literature, Delhi 1997, p. 28). That the teachings
of these texts took place in the forests is hinted at in a few passages
of the Sankhayana Grhyasutra (2.12.11-18) also.

C.V. Vaidya holds that the word aranyaka is formed from the
stem arana which might carry the meaning of philosophical work.
According to him, Aranyaka is  the collection of aranas. The term
arana is derived from the root r meaning originally ‘to go’ and
thence ‘to know’ and thus, it may indicate the philosophical
works. In support of his views he quotes a passage from the
Taittiriya Aranyaka which reads brahmanah udaranamasi/ (TA
1.12). (Vide, Vaidya, C.V., History of Sanskrit it Literature, Vol.II,
Section II, Poona, 1930, p.150)

Stop to Consider
The word aranyaka is variously interpreted by some other

moern scholar also. C. Kunhan Raja holds that the word aranya
originally meant the garden and it came to have the meaning of
‘forest’ in later Sanskrit and not in the  Vedic period. He suggests
that the word aranya is rooted in arani and ‘aranya is the place
where people gathered arani or sacred fuel for their rituals and
that is only the garden near about the homes’. The teaching and
learning was in practice in sich gardens as secret texts were to be
imparted to the disciples from the reach of noise and bustle of
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human habitation. (Vide, Raja, C.K., Survey of Sanskrit Literature,
Bombay, 1962, p.40-41)

S. Radhakrishnan is of the view that those who continue their
studies without entering the householder’s life are called aranas
or aranamanas. They lived in  the hermitages or forests. Aranyas
are the forests where lived the aranas and  the Aranyakas contain
their speculations. (Vide, Radhakrishnan, S., The Principal
Upanisads, London, 1953, Introduction, p.30)

SAQ
1. What is the derivative meaning of the term Iaranyaka

according to Panini?
........................................................................................
........................................................................................

2. What is the observation of Katyayana on the Paninian
rule to form the word aranyaka?
.......................................................................................
.......................................................................................

3. What is the meaning of the term aranyaka according
to Sayanacarya?
........................................................................................
.......................................................................................

4. Name the four sages of life prescribed in the Brahmanical
religious system in the ancient Indian society.
........................................................................................
.......................................................................................

5. What are the texts prescribed for a retired householder
and name the sacrifices that he had to perform in the
forest.
.......................................................................................
.......................................................................................

4.4 The Emergence of the Aranyakas
Before the emergence of the Aranyakas, the Vedic people

were deeply engrossed in performing some rituals which failed
to satisfy one’s intellectual aspiration. The aspiration for something
else led the interested people to search for the realisation of the
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essence of the cosmos and the aim of human life. Thus, the new
craving for knowledge ultimately resulted in the philosophical
speculation of the Vedic people. This mode of reinterpretation
led to the new trends in the ascendance, and thereby established
that there is a deeper, greater meaning to ritual. The new concept
of Prana and the mystic correlation of the human limbs with
cosmic elements are  given in the esoteric passages of the
Aranyakas and this kind of symbolic reinterpretation definitely
marks the departure from the earlier period which anticipates
the Upanisadic metaphysics. The Aranyakas emphasize the
supreme significance of the life principle. There is a gradual
movement towards the highly metaphysical concepts form the
Brhmanas through the Aranyakas to the  Upanisads. Winternitz
rightly observes “The main contents of these Aranyakas are no
longer the rules on the performance of sacrifices and the
explanation of ceremonies but the sacrificial mysticism, and
sacrifical symbolism and the priestly philosphy (Vide, Winternitz,
M., Op. cit., Vol.I, P.216).

Thus as a literature, the Aranyakas tend for the quest of
knowledge and ascerticism and this development which was
accomplished by the seers was through comtemplation on the
ganitude of ritualism envisaged in the Brahmanas.

Sayanacarya has clearly stated in his preface t the commentary
on the fourth adhaya of the second aranyaka of the Aitareya
Aranyaka that the Karmakanda produces the desire for
knowledge and the first three adhyayas of the second aranyaka,
which deal with meditation, help pne to achive this mental
attention and a craving for the knowledge of the Brahman-
itthamadhyayatrayena pranavidya prapancita/tavata
brahmavidyayam purusasya mukhyadhikarah sampannah/
karmakandoktaih karmabhirvividisaya utpannatvadupasanaya
cittaikagryasay sampannatvacca... ato mukhya
dhikarinamupalabhya srutiradhyayatrayena brahmatattvam
vispastamupadestumadau... (Sayanabhasya on Aitareya
Aranyaka, 2.4)

Stop to Consider
The very name Rahasya, ascirbed to the Upanisads is also

given to the Aranyakas. The Aranyakas contain the secret texts
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and esoteric doctrines which are intelligible only to the initiated.
THe Aranyakas also are the texts meant for the study of those
who are engaged in the vow of forest life, the Vanaprasthas-
sarvesa vedesvaranyakamavartayet.../ Arunikopanisat, 2 (Vide,
Sarma, V. (ed.) Isadyastottarasatopanisadah, Delhi, 1983, p.133)
The Gopatha Brahmana uses the term rahasya  to mean the
Aranyakas which states- evamime sarve veda nirmitah sakalpah
sarahasyah sabrahmanah sopanisatkah, setihasah.../ (2.10).
Medhatithi clearly states in the commentary on the Manusamhita-
rahasyani samanyaranyakadhitani (2.140). Makarin states in
the commentary on the  Baudhayana Dharmasutra- rahasyam
aranye pathitavyo grantho yah tam (2.8.3).

4.5 The Aranyakas Belonging to the Three Vedas
The Aranyakas are not separate books but an integral and

component part of the Brahmanas. Some of the Brahmanas end
in the Aranyaas and some end in  themselves as the Gopinath
Brahmana of the Atharvadeva, the Tandya Mahabrahmana of
the Samaveda. The concluding portion of the Brahmanas
constitute generally the Aranyakas and the Upanisads form a
constituent part therein.

Thus, the Aitareya Brhmana, belonging to the Rgveda is
followed by the Aitareya Aranyaka in which the Aitareya
Upanisad is included. The Sankhayana Brahmana, also
belonging to the Rgveda, ends with the Sankhayana Aranyaka
of which the KauS¶tŒki Upanisad constitutes only a part. The
Taittir Aranyaka is the concluding portion of the Taittiriya
Brahmana belonging to the Krsna Yajurveda, of which the last
four chapters are known respectively as Taittiriya Upanisad  and
the  Mahanarayana Upanisad. The Brhadaranyaka form part
the Satapatha Brahmana of the Sukla Yajurveda in which the
Brhadaranyaka Upanisad is included.

The Jaiminiya-Upanisad-Brahmana belonging to the
Jaiiniya Brahmana of the Samaveda bears the character of an
Aranyaka, but since it is called a  Brahmana and omits the name
of Aranyaka, it is generally, regarded as a  Brahmana text. The
Chandogya Brahmana of the Samaveda contains the Chandogya
UPanisad, the first section of which is nothing but an Aranyaka
and it is known as Chandogya Aranyaka.
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Thus, it is found that the Aranyakas belonging to the three
Vedas, viz. the Rgveda, the Yajurveda and the Samaveda are
available while no Aranyaka attached to the Atharaveda can be
traced.

SAQ
1. To which Brahmana the Aitareya Aranyaka belongs?

........................................................................................

........................................................................................
2. In which Aranyaka the KauS¶tŒki Upanisad forms a

part?
........................................................................................
........................................................................................

3. To which Veda the Taittiriya Aranyak belongs?
........................................................................................
........................................................................................

4. Name the Aranyaka pertaining to the Sukla Yajurveda.
........................................................................................
........................................................................................

5. Is there any Aranyaka text of the Samaveda? Name them,
if any.
........................................................................................
........................................................................................

6. State true or false-
There is no Aranyaka attached to the Atharvadeva.
.....................................................................................
.....................................................................................

Check Your Progress
1. What do you mean by the term aranyaka? Discuss the views

of the traditional and the modern scholars regarding te
interpretation of the term aranyaka.

2. Discuss the stages that led to the emergence of the Aranyakas
in the Vedic literature.

3. Discuss the relation of the Aranyakas to the Brahmanas and
the Upanisads. Name the Aranyakas belonging to each of the
Vedas.
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4.6 The Principal Aranyakas: Introductory Notes
4.6.1 The Aitareya Aranyaka

The Aitareya Aranyaka belonging to the Rgveda is in five
parts, each part being called an aranyaka. Each aranyaka is
further divided into adhyayas and khand as. Thus, the five
aranyakas have eighteen adhyayas and seventy-five khandas
altogether.

The Aitareya Aranyaka is merely a component part of the
Aitareya Brahmana which is clearly stated by Sayanacarya in his
introduction to the commentary on the Aitareya Aranyaka which
reads- airareyabrahmane’sti kandamaranyakabhidham.

The first, fourth and the fifth aranyakas display the
Brahmanical character from their contents. The first aranyaka
beings with the inception of the Mahavrata ritual, which is to be
performed on the penultimate day of the Gavamayana, a Isatra
type of sacrifice. Sayanacarya states- mahavratamahah proktam
prathamaranyake sphutam//gavamayanamityukte satre
s a m v a t s a r a t m a k e / u p a n t y y a m a s t i
yadahastanmahavratanamakam// (Sayanabhasya on the
Aitareya Aranyaka, Introduction).

The fourth Œranyaka which is too short, deals with the
Sakkara and Mahanamni verses used in the rite of Mahavrata.
The fifth aranyaka prescribes the Niskevalyasastras to be recited
by the Hotr priest in the Mahavrata.

The second and the third aranyakas constitute the Aranyaka
power, which contain the Upanisadic texts. The first three
adhyayas of the second aranyaka of the Aitareya Aranyaka have
eleborated the concept of Prana, i.e. breath. The last thre adhyayas
(i.e. fourth to sixth adhyayas) form the Aitareya Upanisad or
Bahvrcabrahmanopanisad. It is stated there that, in the begining,
there was  nothing else than Atman, and therefore, Atman thought
of creating the universe atma va idameka evagra
asinnayatkincana misat/sa iksata lokannu srja iti sa
imallokanasrjata iti/ (2.4.1)

Sayanacarya, while commenting on this part of the Aitareya
Aranyaka, has cited many other Upanisadic passages and the
passeges from the Brahmasutra also, for proper undersanding
of the texts. He, of course, has admitted in his prefactory words
to the commentary on the second aranyaka of the Aitareya
Aranyaka, thus, the influence of Samkaracarya on his writing -
karomyupanisadyakhyam samkaracaryavartmana/Sayanacarya
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has clearly stated there  that the second and the third aranyakas
of the Aitareya Aranyaka constitute the speculative side
(Jnanakanda) while the first aranyaka deals with the practical
sie (i.e. Karmakanda)

karmakandam samapyaiva vedo jnanam vivaksati//
aranyakam dvitiyam ca triyam ca tadatmakam/
jnanakandam tath sopnisadiyabhidhiyate//
The third aranyaka is known as Samhitopanisad which starts

with the words- athatah samhitaya upanisat (3.1). It deals with
the mystic meaning of the various forms of the Samhita and of
the vowels, semi-vowels and consonents etc.

Mahidasa Aitareya who is known as the seer of the Aitareya
Brahmana, is the expounder of the first three aranyakas of the
Aitareya Aranyaka. The fourth aranyaka was expounded by
Asvalayana which is clearly noted by Sadgurusisya in his
introduction to the Rksarvanukraman ivrtti which states-
dvadasadhyayakam sutram catuskagrhyameva ca/
caturtharanyakam ceti hyasvalayanasutrakam// The fifth
aranyaka was compiled by Saunaka. In his  introduction to the
commentary on the fifth aranyaka of the Aitareya Aranyaka,
Sayan acarya states- pancamaranyakam rsiproktam sutram.

Besides the commentary of Sayanacarya, Sadgurusisya wrote
the Moksapradavrtti on the Aitareya Aranyaka. As an Upanisadic
text, the  Aitareya Upanisad is commented upon separately by
the traditional scholars. Among them, Samkarcarya’s commentary
is of prime importance. Vidyaranya also composed the
Aitareyopanisaddipika commentary on it.

Stop to Consider
The Mahavrata is the rite which takes place on the last day

but one of the Gavamayana Satra, lasting three hundred and sixth
one days. Literally, the word mahavrata means great observance.
In the Aitareya Aranyaka, it is said that Indra, having slain Vrtra,
became great. When he became great, then  there came into being
Mahavrata. Therefore, the Mahavrata ceremony bears the name
of Mahavrata- indro vai vrtram mahanabhavadyan
mahanabhavat tan mahavratamabhavat tan mahavratasya
mahavratatvam (1.1.1). Sayanacarya has interpreted the term
mahavrata in three ways- mahan bhavatyanena vrateneti
mahavratam, mahato devasya vratamiti mahavratam, ahacca
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tadvratamiti mahavratamiti/ (Sayanabhasaya, 1.1.1). The day
on which the rite is observed, is itself known as Mahavrata-
gavamayanamityukte satre samvatsaratmake/upantyamasti
yadahah tan mahavratanamakam// (Sayanacarya in his
Introduction to the commentary on the Aitareya Aranyaka)

4.6.2 The Sankhayana Aranyaka
The Sankhayana or KauS¶tŒki Aranyaka is the other

Aranyaka text of the Rgveda. The Sankhayana Aranyaka which
is closely connected to the Sankhayana Brhmana is divided into
fifteen adhyayas, each being divided again into Khandas. The
Aranyaka is more elaborate than the Aitareya Aranyaka and
hence, it is decided that the Aitareya Aranyaka is earlier than
the Sankhyana Aranyaka.

The first two adhyayas of the Aranyaka deal with the
Mahavrata ritual. The third adhyaya contains the dialogue
between Citra Gargya and Svetaketu on the  significance of the
ritual. In the fourth adhyaya, dialogue between KauS¶tŒka Paingya
and Suksmabhrrigara is described. The fifth and the sixth
adhyayas, respectively, contain the dialogues between Pratardana
and Indra and that between Gargya and Ajatasatru. The four
adhyayas (iii-VI) of the Aranyaka form the  KauS¶tŒki Upanisad.
The seventh adhyaya has miscellaneous subjects. The eight and
the ninth adhyayas describe the worship of Prana. THe tenth
adhyaya deals with the symbolic interoretation of the Agnihotra
sacrifice. The eleventh adhyaya contains some rites of
Santikarman. The dreams, omens, their signs and their effects to
prolong life and to ward off death are also discussed in this
adhyaya. The twelfth adhyaya contains the rites of one who
desires blessings and prosperity. The thirteenth adhyaya contains
instruction regarding the  attainment of true knowledge through
renunciation. The fourteenth adhyaya records the glorification
of the Vedic study and condemnation of those who  dishonour it.
In the fifteenth adhyaya, the names of the teachers of the tradition
are given where Sankhayana is listed as the first preceptor.

Stop to Consider
The term sankhayana is also written as sankhyayana and

also as sankhayana or sankhyayana (Vide, Winternitz, M., Op.
cit., Vol. I, p.217, notes 2; also Vide, Sastri G. A History of Vedic
Literature, Kolkata, 2006, p.120; Bhattacharji, S., Literature in the
Vedic Age, Vol. II, Calcutta, 1986, p.144.
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4.6.3 The Taittriya Aranyaka
The Taittiriya Aranyaka belongs to the Taittirya school of

the Krsna Yajurveda. It is the largest of all the Aranyakas which
comprises ten prapathakas and those are subdivided again into
some anuvakas. Among them, first to sixth prapathakas are
devoted to the Aranyaka proper and the last four prapathakas
deal with the Upanisadic doctrines. The contents of each
prapathaka appears as follows:

1. Arunaketukacayana
2. Svadhyayabrahmana
3. Caturhotrciti,  Purusakrticiti, Bhartrsukta and

Brahmamedha
4. Pravargyamantras
5. Pravargyabrahmana
6. Pitmedhamantras
7-9.Taittiriya Upanisad
10. Yajniki Upanisad, i.e. Mahanarayana Upanisad

According to another tradition, there are eight prapathakas
in the Aranyaka and these are further split up into anuvakas.
The contents of the Aranyaka, according to this tradition, are as
follows:

1. Arunaketukacayana
2. Svadhyayabrahmana
3. Caturhotracayana
4. Pitmedhamantras
5. Brahmopasanavidhissaparikara, which forms the

Taittiriya Upanisad
6. Paramatmasukta etc., and Brahmopasanamantras, which

constitute the Narayanopanisad
7. Pravargyamantras
8. Pravargyabrahmana

Bhattabhaskara has cited the contents of the Taittriya
Aranyaka of this school, in brief, in his introduction to the
commentary of the Aranyaka thus:

hotrn pravargyakandam ca yascopanisado viduh/

arunamayavidhiscaiva kathake parikirtitah//

rudra narayanascaiva medho yascaiva pitriyah/

etadarnyakam sarvam navratisrotumarhati//
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It is here enjoined that, the contents of the Aranyaka, according
to the tradition are to be recited by a vratin in the midst of the
Aranya, i.e. the forest. The vratas to be observed are enumerated
as auxiliary to the Arunaketukacayana (1.32) thus: niyamas
samasena/tasmin niyamavisesah/trisavanamudakopasparsi/
caturihakalapanabhaktassyat/adharaharva bhaiksamasniyat/
audhumbaribhissamidbhiragnim paricaret/ etc., i.e. The person
who observes a vow should take his bath during the three periods
of extracting the Soma juice (savana). He should take his food
only in the fourth part of the day. He should daily feed on the
articles given as alms. He should maintain the sacred fire with
the Udumbara wood.

These observances are enjoined for those who undergo
penance for a year or for at least two months for performing the
Arunaketukacayana, which consists in offering daily oblation
for a year.

The ceremony of pilling up of the altar for Arunaketu fire
(Arunaketukacayana) is described in the first prapathaka of the
Taittriya Aranyaka. The seer of the  first prapathaka is Aruna
which is stated as arunah kandarsayah (1.32). The second
prapathaka entitled Svadhayabrahmana deals with the rite of
sacred thread, twilight worship, Kusmanda sacrifice, initiato and
vows. The first and  the second prapathakas belong to the Katha
school of the Krsna Yajurveda. The third prapathaka deals with
the formulas for Caturhotrciti, Purusakrticiti, Upahoma etc. The
fourth prapathaka contains the Pitrmedha and the cremation rites.
The fifth prapathaka comprises the Taittiriya Upanisad, divided
into Siksavalli, Brhamavalli and Bhrguvalli. The sixth prapathaka
deals with the  Narayanopanisad, also called Yajniki Upanisad.
The seventh and eight  prapathakas contain the Pravargya
formulas and their Brahmana.

Bhattabhaskara and Sayanacarya have commented on thie
Aranyaka. The commentary of Bhattabhaskara is more useful
since he provides eleborate, exegetical and grammatical
annotations on the accented text of the Aranyaka.

Check Yur Progress
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1. Give an account of the principal Aranyakas which constitute a
part of Vedic literature.

2. Write notes on

(i) Aitareya Aranyaka

(ii) Sankhayana Aranyaka

(iii) Taittir Aranyaka

(iv) The commentators of the Aranyakas

(v) The Mahavrata ceremony

Summing-up

After going through this unit, you have got an idea of the basic
concepts of the Aranyaka literature. You have come to know the
meaning of the term aranyaka, the views of traditional and modern
scholars on the meaning of the term and the stages that led to the
emergence of the Aranyakas. The Aranyakas belonging to each
Veda along with this introductory notes on them are furnished to
you. Thus, the unit has definitly helped helped yu to acquire the
basic knowledge about the Aranyakas, which form an integral part
of the Vedic literature.

4.8 References and Suggested Readings:

1. Aitareyaranyakam, Anandasramagranthavalih,
Anandasram Press, Pune, 1992

2. Taittiriya Aranyaka, ed. by Sastri A.M. & Rangacarya, K., Motilal
Banarsidass, Delhi, 1985.

3. Bhattacharji, S., Literature in the Vedic Age, Vol II, K.P. Bagchi
& Company, Calcutta, 1986

4. Macdonell, A.A., A History o Sanskrit Literature, Motilal
Banarsidass, Delhi, 1987

5. Sastri, G.A. History of Vedic Literature, Sanskrit Pustak
Bhandar, Kolkata, 2006.

6. Winternitz, M., A History of Indian Literature, Vol. I, Motilal
Banrsidass, Delhi, 1987
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UNIT - V

An Introduction to the Uapani¦adic Literature

Contents :-

1.1 Objective

1.2 Introduction

1.3 Definition of the Upani¦ad

1.4 Number of the Upani¦ad

1.5 Principal Upani¦ads

1.6 Age of the the Upani¦ad

1.7 A brief note on the principal Upani¦ads: (commentary by
ÝaÆkarŒcŒrya)

1.8 Summing up

1.9 Sample questions

1.10 References

1.1 Objective
After reading this unit you will be able to:

Define Upani¦ad
Analyse the characteristic features of the Upani¦ad
Describe the number of Upani¦ad
Discuss the principal Upani¦ads

1.2 Introduction
The Upani¦ad are a repository of gems of experiences and

speculations of ancient Indian seers, which constitute an integral
part of Indian culture and civiliztion. Upanisadic discussion are
pregnant with metaphysical problems and solutions and proclaim
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the eternal truth of life. The beauty and sumblimity of expression
of the Upani¦ads can hardly be compared to any other literature.
Upani¦ads are not the product of a single human mind and a
compact single piece of work like those of Bible, Koran etc. The
Upani¦ads are actually the outcome unparalleled, untiring
endeavors of the ancient sages in their quest for ‘truth’. Upani¦ads
form a very broad portion of the Vedic leterature. The whole
Vedic literature is divided into two divisions viz. Mantra and
BrŒhmaÄa. The Mantra portion or SaÅhitŒs are collection of
hymns, prayers, incantations etc. The SaÅhitŒs are the ¡Rg-Veda,
SŒma-Veda, Yajur-Veda and Mantra portion of the Vedic
literature is followed by the BrŒhmaÄas deal with the sacrificial
rites and ceremonies. These are the theosophical treatises written
in prose form. Gradually, there develop another new strata of
the Vedic literature known as the �raÄyaka or forest text. The
�raÄyaka are so named because these can be read in the forest
and contain everything which was of sacred and mysterious
nature. Later on, the speculative part of the �raÄyakas  are
collected under the title Upani¦ad. The Vedas may be again
broadly divided into two divisions according to their themes viz.
the KarmakŒÄÎa or ritualistic section and JÛŒnakŒÄÎa or
knowledge section. The KarmakŒÄÎa deals with the sacrificial
rites and ceremonies and JÛŒnakŒÄÎa deals with the
philosophical and theosophical speculation. The Upani¦ads as
dealt with JÛŒnakŒÄÎa form the source of later philosophical
treatise of India. The following diagram shows the main two
divisions of Veda :

Veda

KarmakŒÄÎa                                    JÛŒnakŒÄÎa

SaÅhitŒs       BrŒhmaÄas        �raÄyakas          Upani¦ads

To understand the Upanisadic literature it is necessary to
understand pre-Upanisadic literature. As a pre-Upanisadic
literature the four Vedas have tremendous impact on the
Upani¦ads. The ¡ Rg-Veda’s  impact can be found on
Aitareyopani¦ad and Kau¦¶tak¶ Upani¦ads. Yajur-Veda’s on
ºÜopani¦ad, Kathopani¦ad, Taittir¶yopani¦ad,
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SvetŒÜvataropani¦ad, MaitrŒyaÄopani¦ad, MahŒnŒrŒyaÄ
opani¦ad and B¾hadŒraÄyakopani¦ad, SŒma-Veda’s on
ChŒndogyopani¦ad and Kenopani¦ad and Atharva-Veda’s on
MuÄÎakopani¦ad, MŒÄÎµukyopani¦ad and PraÜnopani¦ad.

Indian philosophy takes its root in the Upanisadic teachings.
The doctrine of VedŒnta philosophy is the essence of almost all
the major Upani¦ads, the SŒÅkhya owes the doctrine of Prak¾ti
and the theory of three fundamental aspects i.e., guÄas to the
teachings of the Upani¦ad. Different aspects of Yoga philosophy
are reflected in the ÝvetŒÜvataropani¦ad. M¶mŒÃsŒ philosophy
has its origin in the Ka¢hopani¦ad etc. The teachings of the
Upani¦adic literature not only have influenced Indian philosophy
but also have influenced the literature of the west.

SAQ
1. Write what do you know about the different stages of

Vedic literature? (100 words)
........................................................................................
........................................................................................

2. Name different Upani¦ads related to four Vedas (50
words)
........................................................................................
........................................................................................

1.3 Definition of Upani¦ad :
It is very difficult to provide an exact definition of the

Upani¦ads. The Upani¦ads are actually the last portion of the Veda
and therefore are named as ‘VedŒnta’ (veda+anta), meaning the
end of the Veda. SaÆkarŒcŒrya says— vedŒnta nŒma upani¦ad
pramŒÄam ÜŒrirakasµutradin¶ca. However, it can be said that
the Upani¦ads are the cream or the very gist of the Vedas; hence
in its truest sense the word ‘VedŒnta’ means the essence of the
Vedas.

The etymological description of the word ‘Upani¦ad’ gives a
nice picture of what it actually means. In the introduction of the
commentry of Ka¢ha-Upani¦ad ÝaÆkarŒcŒrya mentions that the
word Upani¦ad forms as upa+ni+sad+kvip. Here upa and ni are
the prefixes and kvip is the suffix. According to him the root ‘sad’
has three meanings – 1) viÜaraÄa (to destroy), 2) gati (knowledge
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or obtaining or gaining) and 3) avasŒdana (to loosen, to
enfeeble). According to ÝaÆkarŒcŒrya the word ‘Upani¦ad’
denotes knowledge. He says that the etymological meaning of
the word Upani¦ad denotes knowledge of Brahman or Self. This
knowledge removes, shatters or destroys the avidyŒ or ignorance
or spiritual blindness, which is the seed of all relative existence
or worldliness. He describes that those who are desirous of
liberation, being devoid of all longings for things seen and heard
of, acquires vidyŒ (knowledge) denoted by the word ‘Upani¦ad’.
The strict adherence and constant practice of this knowledge
destroys the seed of saÃsŒra such as avidyŒ (ignorance). In the
commentary of the MuÄÎaka-Upani¦ad also ÝaÄkarŒcŒrya
explains the term ‘Upani¦ad’ in the same way. He maintains that
the term ‘Upani¦ad’ means BrahmavidyŒ or the knowledge of
Brahman which loosens (niÜŒtayati) the bondage, which
certainly leads on (gamayati) very near to Brahman and which
completely destroys (avasŒdayati), ignorance the cause of
bondage. The same idea is expressed by ÝaÆkarŒcŒrya in his
commentary on other Upani¦ads also. Thus according to him,
BrahmavidyŒ is Upani¦ad. In the Ka¢ha-Uponi¦ad he clearly says
‘Brahmavidyopani¦ad’. Moreover ÝaÄkarŒcŒrya says that the
word ‘Upani¦ad’ may be used in the sense of a book also, because
both the ‘knowledge’ of the Upani¦ad and the ‘book’ called
Upani¦ad, serves the same purpose viz., the establishment of the
knowledge of Brahman. Therefore, the term ‘Upani¦ad’,
according to  ÝaÆkarŒcŒrya, primarily refers to knowledge and
secondarily to a book. Moreover in the introduction to his
commentary on Taittir¶ya-Upani¦ad ÝaÆkarŒcŒrya says that the
word Upani¦ad signifies knowledge (vidyŒ); he who cultivates
the knowledge of the Upani¦ad transcends the misery of lying in
a womb, of birth and of senility. Etymologically, the word also
signifies the knowledge which suppresses the evils of birth, old
age etc., or which enables its devotee to realize Brahman, or
which embodies liberation, or the Highest Good. The commentary
of ÝaÆkarŒcŒrya on Tattiriya-Upani¦ad also says that the book,
too, is called Upani¦ad, because it serves the same purpose.
According to ÝaÆkarŒcŒrya AgnividyŒ, the Knowledge of Fire, is
also called Upani¦ad.
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Some other scholars derive the word from the root sad, to
sit, with upa to mean near, and ni meaning down. It would then
mean sitting down near the teacher from whom a pupil receives
esoteric knowledge. It was the teaching learning process of
ancient time in India in which groups of pupils sit near the teacher
under a tree to learn from him the truth by which ignorance can
be destroyed. Max Muller in his Sacred Books of the East seems
to echo the same when he says that the Upani¦ads mean an act of
sitting down very close to a preceptor and submissively hearing
his lesson. Gradually it comes to reproduce the meaning of implicit
faith and finally truth of divine revelation.

Another meaning of the word ‘Upani¦ad’ is rahasyam. The
knowledge of the Upani¦ad is very inaccessible and depth in its
nature and hence this brahmavidyŒ (knowledge of supreme
reality) is not mentioned everywhere or cannot be delivered to
everybody. That is why it is rahasyam and the world Upani¦ad
and the rahasyam submerged into one another. The Upani¦ads
expound a doctrine or view which reveals the secret of an eternally
happy or blissful life. Hence these are believed as secret sacred
kowledge. The knowledge that found in the Upani¦ads is of a
very higher class and has a very significant value. It is clearly
mentioned in the Upani¦ads that the knowledge should not be
provided to everybody. To obtain the knowledge of the Upani¦ads
student must be endowed with qualitative characters. In the
ChŒndogya-Upani¦ad it is said that this knowledge of Brahman
should verily be explained by a father to his eldest son or to a
worthy disciple, but to none else, even if a man offers the whole
world with all its treasures the knowledge should not be delivered
to him. The same is mentioned in the B¾hadŒraÄyaka-Upani¦ad
also. There it is mentioned that the knowledge of Brahman should
not be delivered to anyone other than the son or to a good disciple.
In the ÝvetŒÜvatara-Upani¦ad it is said that those, whose mind
and senses are not subdued should not be permitted to acquire
the knowledge of the Brahman. However, a son or a disciple
also may not be fit for receiving the knowledge. In answering to
the questions of HanumŒna, Lord RŒma says in the Muktika-
Upani¦ad that the knowledge of Upani¦ad is very secret and
should not be imparted to anybody without properly knowing
him. Lord RŒma in the Muktika-Upani¦ad clearly discusses about
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the people who are capable of receiving the knowledge of
Upani¦ad and who are not. From the above discussion it is clear
that the Upanisadic instruction are secret and hence are correctly
known as rahasyavidyŒ.

Another definition of the word ‘Upani¦ad’ is forwarded by
Oldenberg. According to him Upani¦ad means upŒsanŒ which
originally means adoration, i.e. reverential meditation on Brahman
or �tman.

Stop To Consider:
The knowledge of the VedŒnta i.e. Upani¦ads embodies the

deepest philosophical speculation of the ancient seers. But in
the later period the word ‘VedŒnta’ came to mean one of the
branches of ancient Indian philosophy like SŒmkhya, Yoga,
MimŒÃsŒ, VaiÜe¦ika, and NyŒya. On this point Dr. S.
Radhakrishnan is of the view that, ‘The VedŒnta meant originally
the Upani¦ads, though the word is now used for the system of
philosophy based on the Upani¦ad’.

1.4 Number of the Upani¦ads:
The number of the Upani¦ad is mentioned differently in

different works, hence the exact number of Upani¦ads is not
clearly known. Scholars differ on the total number of Upani¦ads.
Some of the Upani¦ads are very ancient, but some are of recent
origin. G.S. Sadhale in his book The Concordance of Upani¦adic
Sentences says that though there may be many more, the number
of Upani¦ads published so far is one hundred and eight. Among
the 108 Upani¦ads ºÜa, Kena, Ka¢¡ha, PraÜna, MuÄÎaka, Taittir¶ya,
Aitareya, ChŒndogya, B¾hadŒraÄyaka, Brahmabindu, JŒbŒla,
Kaivalya, ÝvetŒÜvataram, HaÆsa, �r µu¡nika, KauÜ¶taki,
MaitrŒyaÄi, B¾hajjŒbŒla, MahŒnŒrŒyaÄam N¾siÆhatŒpan¶ya are
the more important ones. The Muktika-Upani¦ad lists 108
Upani¦ads. There are also counts that give a total number of
Upani¦ads in excess of 108; Max Muller is aware of 170, and there
are other counts in excess of 200 or even 300. Weber has fixed
the total number of Upani¦ads at 235. S.C. Sen in his book The
Mystic Philosophy of the Upani¦ads discusses about 1180
Upani¦ads, as stated in the Muktika-Upani¦ad. He accepts the
view of the Muktika-Upani¦ad and says that the number of
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Upani¦ads are 1180, but the total number of existing Upani¦ads
are 123. In this regard V.S. Idaykidath, in his book Upani¦ads on
Education, says, ‘‘Each branch of each Veda is having each
Upani¦ad. Thus the total number of Upani¦ads is One Thousand
One Hundred and Eighty.’’ He shows the numbers of branches
connected to each Veda are 1180, which are as follows:

¡Rgved : 21
Yajurved: 109 (for Ýuklayajurveda and K¾¦Äa-

yajurveda together)
SŒmaveda : 1000
Atharvaveda : 50

This is, in fact, discussed by the Muktika-Upani¦ad. It is stated
there that as there were all together 1180 schools of the four Vedas
so there ought to be as many Upani¦ads. But the number of the
108 Upani¦ads as given by this Upani¦ad is described as to be the
essence of all the treaties of the class. These 108 Upani¦ads are
classified according to the four Vedas in the following manner.
10 Upani¦ads coming under the ¡Rgveda, 19 under the Ýukla-
Yajurveda, 32 under the K¾¦Äa-Yajurveda, 16 under the
SŒmaveda and 31 under the Atharvaveda.

SAQ
1. Discuss in detail the definition  of Upani¦ad.

........................................................................................

........................................................................................
2. Write a note on the number of the Upani¦ads

........................................................................................

........................................................................................

1.5 Principal Upani¦ads :
Traditionally the principal Upani¦ads are accepted to be ten

in total, which ÝaÆkarŒcŒrya has commented upon. The Muktika
canon of 108 Upani¦ads is headed by ten principal Upani¦ads.
The first ten Upani¦ads of the Muktika canon are commented
upon by 9th century scholar ÝaÆkarŒcŒrya. These ten principal
Upani¦ads are arranged according to the order of the Muktika
canon as follows:

1. ºÜa, (Ýukla Yajur Veda)
2. Kena, (SŒma Veda)
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3. Ka¢¡ha, (K¾¦ÄaYajur Veda)
4. PraÜna, (Atharva Veda)
5. MuÄÎaka, (Atharva Veda)
6. MŒÄÎµukya, (Atharva Veda)
7. Taittir¶ya, (K¾¦Äa Yajur Veda)
8. Aitareya, (¡Rg Veda)
9. ChŒndogya, (SŒma Veda)
10. B¾hadŒraÄyaka, (Ýukla Yajur Veda)
S.C. Sen in his book The Mystic Philosophy of the Upanishads

asserts that there are thirteen Upani¦ads which may be regarded
as canonical or authoritative. With the first ten Upani¦ads of the
Muktika canon he adds the following – Kau¦¶taki, ÝvetŒÜvatara
and MaitrŒyaÄa or Maitr¶.

According to Max Muller there are 12 principal Upani¦ads.
In his book the Sacred Books of the East he added the
ÝvetŒsvatara-Upani¦ad and the MaitrŒyaÄ¶ya-Upani¦ad to the
ten principal Upani¦ads mentioned in the Muktika-Upani¦ad.
Robert Earnest Hume includes the Kau¦itaki-Upani¦ad in the list
of the twelve principal Upani¦ads. Hence he accepts thirteen as
the principal Upani¦ads. Paul Deussen accepts the number of
principal Upani¦ads as fourteen. He includes the MahŒnŒrŒyaÄa-
Upani¦ad in the list of Hume’s thirteen principal Upani¦ads. On
the other hand William Beidler considers twelve as principal
Upani¦ads. He includes Kau¦¶taki-Upani¦ad and ÝvetŒsvatara-
Upani¦ad in the list of the Muktika canon. But again he said that
‘‘of these twelve Upani¦ads we shall fully consider only ten of
them, the other two shall be referred to only’’. RadhaÖkrishnan in
his book Indian Philosophy says that among the 108 Upani¦ads
ten Upani¦ads, commented by ÝaÄkarŒcŒrya are the chief. But
Radhakrishnan in his book The Principal Upani¦das says,
‘‘ÝaÆkara commented on eleven. ºÜa-Upani¦ada, Kena-Upani¦ad,
Ka¢¡ha-UpaniÜad, PraÜna-Upani¦ad, MuÄÎaka-UpaniÜad,
MŒÄÎµukya-Upani¦ad, Taittir¶ya-Upani¦ad, Aitareya-Upani¦ad,
ChŒndogya-Upani¦ad, B¾hadŒraÄyaka-Upani¦ad and
ÝvetŒsvatara-Upani¦ad. He also refers to Kau¦¶taki, JŒbŒla,
MahŒnŒrŒyaÄa and PriÆgalopani¦ad in his commentary on the
Brahmasµutra. These together with the Maitr¶-Upani¦ad constitute
the principal Upani¦ads’’. Swami Ranganathananda clearly
accepts the first ten Upani¦ads of the Muktika canon as the
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Principal Upani¦ads. But he also points it out that there are some
scholrars who accept eleven as principal Upani¦ads. With the
first ten of the Muktika canon they include the ÝvetŒÜvatara-
Upani¦ad, as they believe that the philosopher and commentator
ÝaÆkara (9th century) composed commentary of the ÝvetŒÜvatara
also. Swami Nikhilananda expressing his doubts says that the
commentary of this Upani¦ad (ÝvetŒÜvatara-Upani¦ad) be
possibly writen by ÝaÆkarŒcŒrya. V.S. Idyakidath also offers some
points in his book Upani¦ads on Education that produces the
same doubt. S.R. Talghatti in Indian Thought, edited by Donald
H. Bishop, says that Principal Upani¦ads are thirteen in number;
with he first ten of Muktika canon he includes –the ÝvetŒÜvatara,
the Kau¦¶taki and the Maitr¶. Hence scholars differ in their opinion
about the exact number of the principal Upani¦ads.

1.6 Age of the Upani¦ads:
The Upani¦ads do not belong to a particular period of Sanskrit

literature. One can not assign any exact date of the Upani¦ads.
The Upani¦ads are generally dated later than the SaÅhitŒs and
BrŒhmaÄas, though some are actually portions of he BrŒhmaÄas.
The oldest of them are certainly pre-Buddhistic and a few of them
are after Buddha. It is likely that the Upani¦ads were composed
between the completion of the Vedic hymns and the rise of the
Buddhism. The accepted date for the early Upani¦ads are 1000
B.C. to 300 B.C. Some of the later Upani¦ads on which ÝaÆkara
has commented are post-Buddhistic. R.D. Ranade in his book A
Constructive Survey of Upani¦adic Philosophy says that the
Upani¦adic age is somewhere between 1200 BC to 600 BC.

On the basis of the writing style, Paul Deussen in his book
Philosophy of the Upani¦ads arrange the Upani¦ads of earlier and
later period on the following order :
1. Ancient Prose Upani¦ads: The B¾hadŒraÄyaka-Upani¦ad,

ChŒndogya-Upani¦ad, Taittir¶ya-Upani¦ad, Aitareya-
Upani¦ad, Kau¦¶taki-Upani¦ad, Kena-Upani¦ad (partly in
prose)

2. Verse Upani¦ad: The Ka¢ha-Upani¦ad, ºÜa-Upani¦ad,
ÝvetŒÜvatara-Upani¦ad, MuÄÎaka-Upani¦ad,
MahŒnŒrŒyaÄa-Upani¦ad.
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3. Later Prose Upani¦ads: The PraÜna-Upani¦ad, Maitrayan¶-
Upani¦ad, MŒÄÎukya-Upani¦ad.

Maurice Winternitz in his book A History of Indian Literature
discusses about the age of the Upani¦ads. He says hat the Aitareya,
B¾hadŒraÄyaka, ChŒndogya, Taittir¶ya, Kau¦¶taki and Kena
undoubtedly represent the earliest stage of developmen in the
literature of the Upani¦ads. He further says that a few Upani¦ads
belong to a period which is somewhat later, and probably pre-
Buddhistic. In this category Winternitz includes Ka¢ha,
ÝvetŒÜvatara, MahŒnŒrŒyaÄa, ºÜa, MuÄÎaka and PraÜna.
According to Winternitz MaitrŒyaÄ¶-Upani¦ad belongs to a
considerably later period which must have been post-Buddhistic
and the MŒÄÎukya-Upani¦ad also belongs to some later period.

Radhakrishnan says that the Aitareya, Kau¦¶taki, ChŒndogya,
Kena, Taittir¶ya and B¾hadŒraÄyaka totgether with ºÜa and Ka¢ha
belong to the eight and seventh century BC. These are all pre
Buddhistic. These Upani¦ads represent the VedŒnta philosophy
in its original form and are the earliest philosophical composition
of the word. The MŒÄÎµukya is the latest of the pre-sectarian
Upani¦ads. The Atharvavedic Upani¦ads are also of later date.
The ÝvetŒÜvatara-Upani¦ad was composed prior to formulation
of several philosophical theories.

The order of the Muktika canon of the principal Upani¦ads
does not follow the exact chronological sequence of the
Upani¦ads. The chronological arrangement of the Upani¦ads is a
very tough work. According to R. D. Ranade the order of the
thirteen principal Upani¦ads according to their chronological
sequence should be as follow:
I. B¾hadŒraÄyaka and ChŒndogya.
II. ºÜa and Kena.
III. Aitareya, Taittir¶ya and Kau¦¶taki.
IV. Ka¢ha, MuÄÎaka and ÝvetŒÜvatara.
V. PraÜna, Maitr¶ and MŒÄÎµukya.

Moreover S.C. Sen in his book The Mystic Philosophy of the
Upani¦ads also attempts to divide the Upani¦adic age into three
chronological periods. According to him the earliest division may
be called the �raÄyakopani¦adic period, the second division may
be called the SaÅhitopani¦adic period and the third or last
division may be called the period of independent Upani¦ads. He
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arranges the thirteen Upani¦ads according to their chronological
order and respective periods as follows:
A) The �raÄyakopani¦adic period 1) B¾hadŒraÄyaka, 2)

ChŒndogya, 3) Aitareya, 4) Kau¦¶taki, 5) Taittir¶ya, (6) Kena.
B) The SaÅhitopani¦adic period: 1) Ka¢ha, 2) ÝvetŒÜvatara, 3)

ºÜa, 4) MaitrŒyaÄa or Maitr¶.
C) The period of independent Upani¦ads: 1) MuÄÎaka, 2)

PraÜna, 3) MŒÄÎµukya.
Some scholars arrange the Upani¦ads on the philosophy
contained in them. For example Pandit A. Mahadevan Sastri
in his books Vai¦Äava Upani¦ads, Ýaiva Upani¦ads and
VedŒnta Upani¦ads published by Adyar library arranges
Upani¦ads according to the philosophy of those Upani¦ads.

1.7 A brief note on the principal Upani¦ads:
ºÜopani¦ad

The ºÜopani¦ad is the fortieth adhyayŒ of VŒjasaney¶ SaÅhiŒ
of the Ýukla Yajurveda SaÅhitŒ. The Upani¦ad gets its name
from the first word of the very first verse, i.e., ºÜŒvŒsyam.

It is one of the smallest Upani¦ads, but beautiful both in
thought and expression. It consists of 18 two-line verses in a single
chapter arranged in two parts, the first fourteen and the next four;
covering a wide spectrum of philosophy, religion, ritualism and
metaphysics in a concise manner.

The ºÜopani¦ad refers to both the discipline of action and
the discipline of knowledge. It deals with the problem of the
material causality of the world and of man’s relation thereto, the
nature of the highest truth and the difference between reality and
unreality and between knowledge and ignorance. The Upani¦ad
delivers the doctrine that neither knowledge of the supernatural
nor knowledge of the natural alone can be sufficient for true
wisdom. The text discusses the nature of karma for the living
entities, and it promotes a way of life of simple living, accepting
only those things set aside for oneself and a culture of knowledge
over ignorance. The reward for correct worship is given as a future
life of eternity, bliss and knowledge. Verses nine to fourteen apply
to those who cannot ascend the steep path of total renunciation.
Some among them engage in the mechanical performance of
sacrifices and rituals without understanding the deities behind
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such action; and some devote themselves to meditation on the
deities without the performance of appropriate rituals. According
to the ºÜa-Upani¦ad, the two disciplines should be harmonized.

The ºÜa-Upani¦ad is significant amongst the Upani¦ads for
its description of the nature of the Supreme Person as the
controller (ºÜa) behind this universe. The Upani¦ad gives a number
of seemingly paradoxical descriptions of the Supreme. The last
four verses of this Upani¦ad take the form of a series of prayers
by the aspirant on his deathbed. Through his prayers he prays to
lead his soul throrugh the way of the Gods to Brahmaloka, from
which he will attain Liberation.

Kenopani¦ad:
The Kenopani¦ad is also known as TalavakŒra after its

ÝŒkhŒ. Nine chapters of the TalavakŒra BrŒhmaÄa of the
SŒmaveda form the Kena-Upani¦ad or TalavakŒra-Upani¦ad.
The Upani¦ad derives its name from the first word Kena, meaning
‘‘by whom?’’

It has four chapters, first two in verse and in the form of
question and answers between the teacher and the taught. The
other two in prose and are presented as an �khyŒyikŒ or
UpŒkhyŒna.

The subject matter of this Upani¦ad covers the enquiry of
the nature of the Supreme Spirit and the way to understand it.
The main object of this Upani¦ad is to define the idea of Brahman
as the one absolute spirit and to teach the knowledge of the
oneness of �tman and Brahman.

The first chapter states that the sense organs and the mind,
which are material entities, cannot perform their functions
intelligently without the help of �tman, or Pure consciousness.
�tman itself cannot be comprehended by any of them, having
detached the Self (from the sense organs) and renounced the
world, the wise attain to Immortality. In the second chapter it is
stated that if an un-illumined person boasts that he has known
Brahman, he really knows very little of it. But the truly wise man
realizes that the infinite and attributeless Brahman can never be
an object of knowledge. According to the instruction of the Kena-
Upani¦ad, Brahman should be meditated upon as the Pure
Intelligence underlying every mental state. Through the practice
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of the proper spiritual disciplines, a seeker can realize Brahman
in this very life. The third and the fourth chapters describe the
inability of the finite senses to realize the infinite Brahman. Here
the Upani¦ad describes a story of VŒyu, Agni and Indra, through
which it is stated that one cannot even have a glimpse of the
indwelling �tman unless the evil passions are subdued. The
important point is that the Brahman is not what can come within
the scope of man’s ordinary knowledge. The knowledge of the
Self, described in the Upani¦ads, is eternal and self-luminous,
but it remains veiled by avidyŒ or ignorance. On the destruction
of ignorance the revelation of the Self immediately takes place.
The means by which ignorance can be destroyed are described
as –austerities, self-restraint, truth etc.

SAQ
1. ºÜoponi¦ad belongs to which Veda?
2. What is the meaning of the term vŒsyam in the first

mantra of the ºÜoponi¦ad.
3. What is the meaning of the term Kena?

Ka¢ha- Upani¦ad:
The Ka¢ha-Upani¦ad gets its name from a school named

Ka¢ha of the K¾¦Äa-Yajur-Veda, to which the Upani¦ad belongs.
Swami Nikhilananda says that the exact relationship of the Ka¢ha-
Upani¦ad to the Vedas is a controversial subject, as some associate
it with the SŒma-Veda, some with the Yajur-Vada and others
with the Atharva-Veda.

The Ka¢ha-Upani¦ad consists of two adhyŒyas (parts/
chapters), each of them containing three vall¶s (creepers/sub-
chapters).

The Ka¢ha-Upani¦ad is also known as Ka¢hakopani¦ad. In
this Upani¦ad a beautiful example of the intimate relationship
between the teacher and the student, is shown very nicely; in
which both of them are in communion with each other. The
invocation recited by the teacher and the disciple at the beginning
of their discourse reveals that there is a perfect understanding
and co-operation between NŒciketŒ, a truly devoted and ardent
seeker after truth, and Yama, the King of Death. Having satisfied
with the moral and spiritual fitness of NaciketŒ for receiving Œtma-
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jÛŒna, Yama teaches him the great secret of immortality. Yama
taught that the Self in man is none other than the Spirit behind
the universe, which is described in the Vedas through the sacred
symbol Om. This syllable Om is indeed Brahman and it is the
highest goal and whosoever knows this syllable obtains all that
he desires. The Ka¢ha-Upani¦ad repeatedly indicates the results
of knowing the Ultimate Reality which is no other than the
attainment of immortality. The Upani¦ad aims at inculcating the
knowledge of Brahman or the necessity of union with God. In
this Upani¦ad a clear exposition of the nature of the Self or Ultimate
Reality which is emphatically declared as the indwelling Spirit of
all beings. The true soul is described here as the inner essence of
man which is never born, is ever eternal, and remains unaffected
by death or destruction. This Upani¦ad is so important both in
thought and expression in the sense that the ÝrimadbhagavadgitŒ
frequently quotes its verses and is deeply inspired by its
philosophy.

PraÜna- Upani¦ad :
The PraÜna-Upani¦ad belongs to the Atharvaveda. It is

divided into six parts known as PraÜna.
In this book six sage-philosophers ask various questions to

sage PippalŒda, about the real nature of ParamŒtmŒ. Each of
them asks one question to PippalŒda and answer(s) to it forms a
chapter in the Upani¦ad. The answers to each of the questions
are developed by PippalŒda, within a perspective of great depth.
Instead of answering immediately, PippalŒda ask them to take
up penance and brahmacarya for one year at his place. Upon
completion of one year, pupils ask the sage, and then the sage
answers their questions. The answers of the PippalŒda evolve a
systematic philosophy on creation, human personality and the
metaphysical principle in man. The practice of austerity, faith and
chastity of body and mind are emphasized as special qualifications
on the part of pupils seeking deep spiritual knowledge. At last,
the six sages honored sage PippalŒda for his valuable words,
saying him as their father who carries them over the infinite ocean
of ignorance. The pupils who ask questions are– a) SukeÜŒn, the
son of BharadvŒja, b) SatyakŒma, the son of Ýibi, c) SauryŒyaÄi, a
descendant from the Ganga family, d) AÜvalŒyana, a resident of
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the KoÜala, e) BhŒrgava, of the country of Vidarbha, belonging
to Bh¾gu Gotra, f) Kabandh¶, the son of Katya. The ultimate cause
of the world, the Supreme Being, the nature and power of the
sound AUM and the relation of the Supreme to the constituents
of the world are the subjects dealt with in this Upani¦ad. The
teacher by removing all the doubts of the students enlighten them
with supreme knowledge.

MuÄÎaka- Upani¦ad:
The MuÄÎka-Upani¦ad is associated with the Atharvaeda.

It contains three parts or muÄÎakas, each of which is subdivided
into two sections or khaÄÎas; in total this Upani¦ad has 64
mantras. The word muÄÎaka is derived from the rood word
muÄÎ means to shave. The instruction given in this Upani¦ad
has the sharpness of a razor; it cuts off a man’s error and ignorance,
like a razor. The name also suggests that this Upani¦ad is meant
only for the shaven-headed sannyŒsins, who renounce all the
actions prescribed for householders and devote themselves to
the cultivation of BrahmavidyŒ or the knowledge of Brahman.

It is a Mantra-Upani¦ad, i.e., it has the form of a Mantra
(verse). But, though it is written in verse or Mantras, it is not, like
other Mantras, to be used for sacrificial purposes. It teaches the
knowledge of Brahman.

The subject matter of this Upani¦ad is to teach the highest
knowledge, the knowledge of Brahman, which cannot be
obtained either by sacrifices or by worship, but by such teaching
only as is imparted in the Upani¦ad. With its beautiful style, lucid
metres, serious wording, and lofty feelings each mantra of this
Upani¦ad gives joyous reading. This Upani¦ad divides all
knowledge into two categories. The knowledge that leads to Self
Realization is called ParŒ-VidyŒ or Divine Knowledge and
everything else is called AparŒ-VidyŒ or Knowledge of material
world. By means of the Higher Knowledge or ParŒ-VidyŒ one
realizes the Imperishable Truth. This Upani¦ad expounds the
greatness of ParŒ-VidyŒ. The lower knowledge or AparŒ-VidyŒ
includes the techings of all the Vedas (the sections dealing with
rituals and sacrifices) and their auxiliaries; it endows a man with
knowledge of the manifested universe and enables him to enjoy
material prosperity on earth and happiness in heaven. The
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MuÄÎaka-Upani¦ad is notable as the source of the phrase
satyameva jayate, the national motto of India, appearing in the
national emblem having four lions. The Upani¦ad discloses the
order of the creation; viz, from Brahman is produced food, and
from food, life mind, existence, the worlds, works and immortality.

The second chapter of the first MuÄÎaka deals with rituals
which, when rightly carried out, enable their performers to go to
heaven after death. But is also pointed out that after the fruit has
been enjoyed they return to earth. Even life in Brahmaloka, which
some fortunate souls may attain through worship of SaguÄa
Brahman, does not constitute true Immortality. Neither by
sacrifice nor by worship of the Deity can one transcend relativity.
The aspirant for Immortality must therefore obtain the knowledge
of Brahman, by means of which, alone, can ne conquer time,
space and death. The second MuÄÎaka describes Brahman in
sublime poetry as the source of all things. It gives a spiritual
interpretation of creation, the universe, man, nature and action.
As a discipline for attaining the Knowledge of Brahman,
meditation on Aum, the symbol of Supreme Wisdom, is
prescribed. The third MuÄÎaka states that the individual soul is
separated from Brahman through ignorance. Through the
knowledge of its oneness with Brahman it rediscovers its innate
greatness and overcomes grief. The Upani¦ad further speaks that
the Supreme Self can be realized only through the practice of
truthfulness, inner strength, self-control and total renunciation,
which is the highest knowledge.

SAQ
1. The MuÄÎka Upani¦ad belongs to which Veda?

........................................................................................

........................................................................................
2. Why it is called MuÄÎaka Upani¦ad ?

........................................................................................

........................................................................................

MŒÄÎµukya- Upani¦ad:
The MŒÄÎµukya-Upani¦ad belongs to the Atharva-Veda and

named for the sage teacher MŒÄÎµukya. The MŒÄÎµuyka-Upani¦ad
is one of the shortest Upani¦ads, it consists of twelve verses. �cŒrya
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GauÎapŒda, teacher of GovindapŒda, who was the teacher of
ÝaÄkarŒcŒrya, has explianed this Upani¦ad in two hundred and
fifty verses, popularly known as GauÎapŒda KŒrikŒ, which
constitute the first systematic exposition of Advaita VedŒnta.

The Upani¦ad delivers the theory of the four states of
consciousness. It says that the knowledge of Brahman covers
four states of phenomenal experience. It devotes itselt entirely to
the explanation of the spiritual - syllable AUM. The word AUM is
used in this Upani¦ad as a symbol of Brahman. It consists of
three letters i.e. A, U, M and they are the symbols of the ordinary
states of waking, dreaming and dreamless sleep. But transcending
these three states is also a kind of undifferentiated Pure
Consciousness – called the fourth, e.g. tur¶ya. These four states
are known as VaiÜvŒnara, Taijasa, PrajnŒ, and Tur¶ya
respectively. The teacher for this Upani¦ad says that the individual
soul is bound by the first three states referred to above. The
individual soul should make an endeavour to achieve the state of
Tur¶ya by overcoming all other states. In the state of Tur¶ya the
individual soul can enjoy eternal peace and eternal happiness of
the non-dual soul. This Upani¦ad says that AUM when meditated
upon in the proper way, it becomes helpful for one for the
realization of Brahman. This Upani¦ad is treated as one of the
most important one among the principal Upani¦ads. Nowhere in
the Upani¦ads was the self treated with as much brilliance and
force as here. One of the four great principal sentences of
MahŒvŒkyas ayamŒtmŒ Brahma (this Self is Brahman) is uttered
in this Upani¦ad.

Regarding the value and importance of MaÄÎµukya-Upani¦ad
the Muktika-Upani¦ad holds a very significant comment. The latter
says that for those who are desirous of liberation, the study of
only one Upani¦ad, i.e. MŒÄÎµukya, will be sufficient. Thus is the
Muktika-Upani¦ad top most position amongst the Upanisadic
treaties has been given to MŒÄÎµukya-Upani¦ad.

Taittir¶ya- Upani¦ad:
The Taittir¶ya-Upani¦ad is associated with the Taittir¶ya

school of the K¾¦Äa-Yajurveda. The seventh, eight and ninth
chapters of Taittir¶ya �raÄyaka form the Taittir¶ya-Upani¦ad and
this Upani¦ad is also found in the collection of the Atharva-
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Upani¦ads. The Taittir¶ya-Upani¦ad is so named because it is a
part of the Taittir¶ya �raÄyaka. The word Taittir¶ya comes from
the name Taittiri, a sage well versed in the knowledge of this
Upani¦ad.

The Taittir¶ya-Upani¦ad is divided into three sections or
vall¶s, i.e. –the Üik¦Œ vall¶, the brahmŒnanda vall¶ and the bh¾gu
vall¶. The first chapter has twelve section, which have altogether
twenty-nine verses; the second chapter has nine sections and the
same numbers of verses; the third chapter has ten sections which
have altogether fourteen verses. In total the Upani¦ad has fifty-
two verses.

The Üik¦Œ vall¶ deals with the discipline of Üik¦Œ (which is the
first of the six VadaÆgas). It is concerned with the science of
phonetics and pronunciation. This vall¶ contains the mystical
utterances of the sage TriÜaÆku and his realization of the unity
with Brahman. Moreover, this Vall¶ also contains the instructions
with which a student used to be discharged from the house of his
teacher at the end of his education.

The second chapter, i.e. bramnŒnanda vall¶ of this Upani¦ad
is famous for its doctrine of the ‘five sheaths’ of the self – food,
breath, mind, intellect and bliss. The human personality is said to
be constituted of five sheaths, of which the innermost is the sheath
of pure bliss, which is the seat of Brahman. Thus, in this Upani¦ad
also the ultimate reality of Brahman is identified with the
innermost essence of man. The special feature of the Taittir¶ya-
Upani¦ad lays in its emphasis on the nature of Brahman as pure
bliss from which everythng proceeds, which sustains everything
and to which everything ultimately returns.

The third chapter of Taittir¶ya-Upani¦ad gives the story of
Bh¾gu and VaruÄa. It tells abut how Bh¾gu slowly arrives at a
knowledge of Brahman in five embodiments.

Aitareya- Upani¦ad:
The Aitareya-Upani¦ad is taken from the second �raÄyaka

of the Aitareya BrŒhmaÄa of the ¡Rg-Veda, where it constitues
the 4th to 6th chapters. The ¡R¦i of Aitareya-Upani¦ad and
Aitareya-BrŒhmaÄa is Aitareya Mah¶dŒsa, the son of ItarŒ, a Üµudra
woman wife of BrŒhmin Mah¶dŒsa. ÝaÆkarŒcŒrya asserts that this
Upani¦ad teaches the self-knowledge which is the goal of life.
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The Aitareya-Upani¦ad is divided into three chapters; the
first is having three sections called khaÄÎas and others are having
only one each.

In the first chapter of the text, �tman, the inner self, is
portrayed as divine creator. In the second chapter, the three births
of the �tman are described. The third chapter deals with the
qualities of the Self or Brahman. It contains one of the most
famous expressions of the VedŒnta, prajÛŒnaÅ Brahma, which
s one of the MahŒvŒkyas – the great principal sentence. This
Upani¦ad teaches that through real knowledge, one gets away
from the process of transmigration and attains immortalitiy. The
sage VŒmadevas cited as an instance of one who has thus attained
immortality.

ChŒndogya- Upani¦ad:
The ChŒndogya-Upani¦ad is one of the oldest of the

Upani¦ads and the second biggest among the tem Principal
Upani¦ads. The SŒma-Veda includes the ChŒndoyga BrŒhmaÄa,
consisting of ten parts; of these, the last eight constitute of
ChŒndogya Upani¦ad. The last eight parts which constitutes the
Upani¦ad may be broadly divided into two sections. The first
consists of five parts, deals with upŒsanŒ, or ritualistic worship
with emphasis on meditation. The second section, of three parts,
discusses certain fundamental doctrines of the VedŒnta
philosophy; viz. the VedŒntic dictum tat tvaÅ asi (treated as
MahŒvŒkya) or that thou art, the doctrine of BhumŒ or Infinity,
and the doctrine of �tman (Self). The eight chapters of the text
consist of one hundred and forty four sections called khaÄÎas.
The word ChŒndogŒ¡h means one who sings SŒmaveda and thus
the name ChŒndogya-Upani¦ad was also derived.

The central teaching of the Upani¦ad is the identity of the
�tman and the Brahman. The references on the Upani¦ad of
the five celestial fires etc are presented in an attractive style in
this Upani¦ad. The ChŒndogya-Upani¦ad beings with the
description of the glories of the sacred word Aum as the udg¶tha
which is considered to be the purest expression of the highest
God equivalent to Brahman. The second part of the ChŒndogya-
Upani¦ad glorifies the SŒma-Veda –whatever is good is sŒmaÅ,
which leads to various results. The third chapter of this Upani¦ad
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opens with the glorification of the sun, which is indentified with
Madhu and the knowledge of it is known as the Madhu-vidyŒ
(the sweets of all knowledge). The same vidyŒ is also expounded
through GŒyatr¶, which has been chosen, out of several metres,
as the means of acquiring the knowledge of Brahman. In the
fourth chapter the story of JŒnaÜruti and Raikva shows that
goodness without wisdom cannot help a man in achieving the
highest goal of life – the spiritual illumination; and the essential
qualification required of a disciple is to receive proper instruction
from the teacher who is a realized soul. This Upani¦ad says that
the status of a brŒhmin is determined by character rather than by
birth. It is demostrated in the story SatyakŒma JŒbŒla and his
truthful mother in the fourth chapter. The Upani¦ad expounds
the Agni-vidyŒ and the story of Upakosala KŒmalŒyana to show
that both faith (ÜraddhŒ) and austerity (tapas) are essential on
the part of the student for achieving the highest knowledge in
life. The famuos story of the UddŒlaka and Ývetaketu is found in
the sixth chapter of this Upani¦ad. The whole of the sixth chapter
of the Chandogya-Upani¦ad consists of the teaching of UddŒlaka
to his son Ývetaketu and the teaching is known as Sad-vidyŒ.

B¾hadaraÄyaka- Upani¦ad:
It is the longest, most famous and one of the oldest of all the

Upani¦ads. This is the B¾hat (greatest) among Upani¦ads both in
size and theme. It belongs to the ÝatapathabrŒhmaÄa of Ýukla-
Yajurveda. Of the two versions of the text viz MŒdhyanadina
and KŒÄva, �cŒrya ÝaÆkara accepted the latter and also by
successors. �cŒrya ÝaÆkara gives an explanation to the
significance of the name assigned to this text as – this Upani¦ad is
having six chapters and it is ŒraÄyakam - forest text; because it is
disclosed in the forest and b¾hat–greatest in size. Considering
these two aspects it is B¾hadŒraÄyakam . The name
B¾hadŒraÄyaka means ‘‘great forest book’’.

The B¾hadŒraÄyaka-Upani¦ad contains six chapters; chapter
one, two and four have six parts each and chapter three has nine
parts, chapter five has fifteen and chapter six has five parts
respectively. In total there are a number of forty-seven chapters,
called brŒhmaÄas. The Upani¦ad has three hundred and thirty-
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eight verses. SureÜvarŒchŒrya, in his illuminating explanations
(vŒrttika) on ÝaÆkara’s commentary, has pointed out the harmony
between the different parts of the Upani¦ad. He has arranged the
Upani¦ad in three divisions (kŒÄÎas) : the MadhukŒÄÎa, the
YŒjÛavalkyakŒÄÎa or MunikŒÄÎa and the KhilakŒÄÎa. The
MadhukŒÄÎa covers the first and second chapters of the
B¾hadŒraÄyaka-Upani¦ad, the YŒjÛavalkyakŒÄÎa or
MunikŒÄÎa, the third and fourth chapters, and the KhilakŒÄÎa
covers the fifth and the sixth chapters. The first kŒÄÎa contains
the revelation of the principal Advaita doctrines and is called
upadeÜa (teaching); the second furnishes logical arguments
(upapatti) showing the soundness of the upadeÜa, and the third
deals with certain forms of meditation (upŒsanŒ), by means of
which the aspirant experiences what is laid down in the upadeÜa.

One of the best expressions of the philosophical idealism of
the Upani¦ads is found in this Upani¦ad in the famous discourse
between the great philosopher YŒjÛavalkya and his wife Maitrey¶.
The doctrine of the indescribability of the Absolute, i.e., ‘‘neti,
neti’’ (not this, not this), is made famous by the B¾hadŒraÄyaka-
Upani¦ad.

The B¾hadŒraÄyaka-Upani¦ad is generally recognized as
the most important of all the Upani¦ads. It speaks of two forms of
Reality, visible and invisible, mortal and immortal, empirical and
transcendent. It makes an improvement upon the Taittir¶ya view
of the self by treating it not merely as pure bliss but also as pure
consciousness. This Upani¦ad says that the Self is the dearest of
all things and only throrugh the Self is anything else dear. Another
MahŒvŒkya aham BrahmŒs, meaning ‘I am Brahman’, is
attributed to this Upani¦ad.

1.8 Summing up :
In conclusion it can be said that the Upani¦ads are a valuable

part of the profound and vast Vedic literature. The great thinkers
of the east and the west searching for knowledge have held fast
to conviction that the Upani¦ads have profound teaching to impart
the whole mankind. It provides wisdom to inculcate values for
leading an enlightened way of life. Hence Upanisadic message is
relevant to the man’s needs and demand for all ages.
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1.9 Sample questions :
1. Define Upani¦ad. Name the principal Upani¦ads related to

the four Vedas.
2. Give a brief note on the number of Upani¦ads.
3. Write a note on the principal Upani¦ads.
4. The MuÄÎaka Upani¦ad belongs to which Veda? Why it is

called MuÄÎaka Upani¦ad ? Write a note on the contents of
the MuÄÎaka Upani¦ad.

1.10 References :
ºÜŒdidaÜopani¦ad, Motilal Banarasidass, New Delhi, 2000.
MuÄÎaka Upani¦ad, tr. with notes based on SaÆkara’s comm.,
The Ramakrishna Mission Institute of Culture, Kolkata, 2005.
Besant, Annie, Indian Ideals in Education, Philosophy and Art,
University of Calcutta, 1925.
Chakravarti, Suresh Chandra, The Philosophy of the Upani¦ads,
University of Calcutta, 1935.
Hume, Robert Ernest, The Thirteen Principal Upani¦ads, Oxord
University Press, 1983.
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UNIT - VI

The MuÄÎakopani¦ad : The Text

2.1 Introduction
2.2 Objectives
2.3 Text
2.4 Prose order
2.5 Translation
2.6 Exposition/Notes
2.7 Summing up
2.8 Sample Questions
2.9 References

2.1 Introduction
The contents of the MuÄÎakopani¦ad is discussed in the 1st

unit. This Upani¦ad is widely read both in the East and in the
West and is considered as one of the most perfect specimens of
the mystic philosophy of the ancient Hindus. The knowledge of
the self is here described in a lucid style. Like some other
Upani¦ads,  the MuÄÎaka Upani¦ad gives its instruction in the
form of a dialogue between a desciple and his preceptor.

2.2 Objectives
This unit wil help you to
Ò Read the actual text
Ò Render the prose order of the verses
Ò Find out the meanings of the verses
Ò Penetrate deep into the purport of the text.

2.3 ×é‡ÇU·ð¤ÂçÙáÌ÷ (Text)
ú Ö¼ý¢ ·¤‡æðüçÖÑ oë‡æéØæ× Îðßæ Ö¼ý¢ ÂàØð×æÿæçÖØüÁ˜ææÑÐ
çSÍÚñUÚUXïñUSÌéCïäUßæ¢âSÌÙêçÖÃØüàæð× ÎðßçãUÌ¢ ØÎæØéÑÐ

ú àææç‹ÌÑ àææç‹ÌÑ àææç‹ÌÑH
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ÂýÍ××é‡ÇU·ð¤ ÂýÍ×Ñ ¹‡ÇUÑÐ
ú Õýræïæ ÎðßæÙæ¢ ÂýÍ×Ñ â�ÕÖêß-çßESØ ·¤žææü ÖéÕÙSØ »ô#æ
â Õýræïçßlæ¢ âßüçßlæÂýçÌDïUæ×ÍßæüØ …ØðDïUÂé˜ææØ ÂýæãUH 1H

¥Íüßü‡æð Øæ¢ ÂýßÎðÌ ÕýræïæùÍßæü Ìæ ÂéÚUôßæ¿æçXïUÚðU Õýræïçßlæ×÷
â ÖæÚUmæÁæØ âˆØßãUæØ ÂýæãU ÖæÚUmæÁôùçXïUÚUâð ÂÚUæßÚUæ×÷H 2H

àæõÙ·¤ô ãU ßñ ×ãUæàææÜôùçXïUÚUâ¢ çßçÏßÎéÂâóæÑ ÂÂý‘ÀUH
·¤çS×óæé Ö»ßô çß™ææÌð âßüç×Î¢ çß™ææÌ¢ ÖßÌèçÌH 3H

ÌS×ñ â ãUôßæ¿Ð mð çßlð ßðçÎÌÃØð §çÌ ãU S×
ØÎ÷ÕýræïçßÎô çßÎç‹Ì ÂÚUæ-¿ñßæÂÚUæ ¿H 4H

Ì˜ææÂÚUæ «¤‚ßðÎô ØÁéßðüÎÑ âæ×ßðÎô ùÍßüßðÎÑ çàæÿææ ·¤ËÂô ÃØæ·¤ÚU‡æ¢ çÙL¤Q¢¤ ÀU‹Îô
…ØôçÌáç×çÌÐ ¥Í ÂÚUæ ØØæ ÌÎÿæÚU×çÏ»�ØÌðH 5H

ØžæÎ¼ýðàØ×»ýæsï×»ô˜æ×ß‡æü×¿ÿæéÑ Ÿæô˜æ¢ ÌÎÂæç‡æÂæÎ×÷Ð
çÙˆØ¢ çßÖé¢ âßü»Ì¢ âéâêÿ×¢ÌÎÃØØ¢ ØjêÌØôçÙ¢ ÂçÚUÂàØç‹Ì ÏèÚUæÑ H 6H

ØÍô‡æüÙæçÖÑ âëÁÌð »ëöïUÌð ¿ ØÍæ ÂëçÍÃØæ×ôáÏØÑ â�Ößç‹ÌÐ
ØÍæ âÌÑ ÂéM¤áæˆ·ð¤àæÜô×æçÙ ÌÍæùÿæÚUæˆâ�ÖßÌèãU çßE×÷H 7H

ÌÂâæ ¿èØÌð Õýræï ÌÌôùóæ×çÖÁæØÌðÐ
¥óææˆÂýæ‡æô ×ÙÑ âˆØ¢ Üô·¤æÑ ·¤×üâé ¿æ×ëÌ×÷H 8H

ØÑ âßü™æÑ âßüçßlSØ ™ææÙ×Ø¢ ÌÂÑÐ
ÌS×æÎðÌÎ÷Õýræï Ùæ× M¤Â×óæ¢ ¿ ÁæØÌðH 9H

ÂýÍ××é‡ÇU·ð¤ çmÌèØ ¹‡ÇUÑÐ
ÌÎðÌˆâˆØ¢ ×‹˜æðáé ·¤×æüç‡æ ·¤ßØô Øæ‹ØÂàØ¢SÌæçÙ ˜æðÌæØæ¢ ÕãéUÏæ â‹ÌÌæçÙÐ
Ìæ‹Øæ¿ÚUÍ çÙØÌ¢ âˆØ·¤æ×æ °á ßÑ Â‹ÍæÑ âé·ë¤ÌSØ Üô·ð¤H 1H

ØÎæ ÜðÜæØÌð sïç¿Ñ âç×hð ãUÃØßæãUÙðÐ
ÌÎæ…ØÖæ»æß‹ÌÚðU‡ææãéUÌèÑ ÂýçÌÂæÎØðÌ÷H 2H

ØSØæç»AãUô˜æ×Îàæü×Âõ‡æü×æâ×¿æÌé×æüSØ×Ùæ»ýØ‡æ×çÌçÍßçÁüÌ¢ ¿Ð
¥ãéUÌ×ßñEÎðß×çßçÏÙæ ãéUÌ×æâ#×æ¢SÌSØ Üô·¤æç‹ãUÙçSÌH 3H

·¤æÜè ·¤ÚUæÜè ¿ ×ÙôÁßæ ¿ âéÜôçãUÌæ Øæ ¿ âéÏê×ýß‡ææüÐ

SÈé¤çÜçXïUÙè çßEL¤¿è ¿ Îðßè ÜðÜæØ×æÙæ §çÌ â# çÁuïUæÑH 4H
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°ðÌáé ØpÚUÌð ÖýæÁ×æÙðáé ØÍæ·¤æÜ¢ ¿æãéUÌØô sïæÎÎæØÙ÷Ð

Ì¢ ÙØ‹ˆØðÌæÑ âêØüSØ ÚUà×Øô Ø˜æ ÎðßæÙæ¢ ÂçÌÚðU·¤ôùçÏßæâÑH 5H

°sïðãUèçÌ Ì×æãéUÌØÑ âéß¿üâÑ âêØüSØ, ÚUçà×çÖØüÁ×æÙ¢ ßãUç‹ÌÐ

çÂýØæ¢ ßæ¿×ÖßÎ‹ˆØôù¿üØ‹ˆØ °ß ßÑ Âé‡ØÑ âé·ë¤Ìô ÕýræïÜô·¤ÑH 6H

ŒÜßæ sïðÌð ¥ÎëÉUæ Ø™æL¤Âæ ¥CïUæÎàæôQ¤×ßÚ¢U Øðáé ·¤×üÐ

°Ì‘ÀþðUØô ØðùçÖÙ‹Îç‹Ì ×êÉ¸Uæ ÁÚUæ×ëˆØé¢ Ìð ÂéÙÚðUßæçÂ Øç‹ÌH 7H

¥çßlæØæ×‹ÌÚðU ßÌü×æÙæÑ SßØ¢ ÏèÚUæÑ Âç‡ÇUÌ ×‹Ø×æÙæÑÐ

ÁYïU‹Ø×æÙæÑ ÂçÚUØç‹Ì ×êÉ¸Uæ ¥‹ÏðÙñß ÙèØ×æÙæ ØÍæ‹ÏæÑH 8H

¥çßlæØæ¢ ÕãéUÏæ ßÌü×æÙæ ßØ¢ ·ë¤ÌæÍæü §ˆØçÖ×‹Øç‹Ì ÕæÜæÑÐ

Øˆ·¤ç×ü‡æô Ù ÂýßðÎØç‹Ì ÚUæ»æžæðÙæÌéÚUæÑ ÿæè‡æÜô·¤æà‘Øß‹ÌðH 9H

§CïUæÂêÌZ ×‹Ø×æÌæ ßçÚUDï¢U Ùæ‹Ø‘ÀþðUØô ßðÎØ‹Ìð Âý×êÉ¸UæÑÐ

Ùæ·¤SØ ÂëDïðU Ìð âé·ë¤ÌðùÙéÖêˆßæ §×¢ Üô·¢¤ ãUèÙÌÚ¢U ßæ çßàææç‹ÌH 10H

ÌÂÑ Ÿæhð Øð sïäÂßâ‹ˆØÚU‡Øð àææ‹Ìæ çßmæ¢âô ÖñÿØ¿ØæZ ¿ÚU‹ÌÑÐ

âêØümæÚðU‡æ Ìð çßÚUÁæÑ ÂýØæç‹Ì Ø˜ææ×ëÌÑ â ÂéM¤áô sïÃØØæˆ×æH 11Ð

ÂÚUèÿØ Üô·¤æ‹·¤×üç¿Ìæ‹Õýæræï‡æô çÙßðüÎ×æØæóææSˆØ·ë¤ÌÑ ·ë¤ÌðÙÐ
Ìçm™ææÙæÍZ â »éM¤×ðßæçÖ»‘ÀðUˆâç×ˆÂæç‡æÑ Ÿæôç˜æØ¢ ÕýræïçÙDïU×÷H 12H

ÌS×ñ â çßmæÙéÂâóææØ â�Ø·¤÷Âýàææ‹Ìç¿žææØ àæ×æç‹ßÌæØÐ

ØðÙæÿæÚ¢U ÂéM¤á¢ ßðÎ âˆØ¢ Âýôßæ¿ Ìæ¢ ÌžßÌô Õýræïçßlæ×÷H

§çÌ ÂýÍ××é‡ÇU·ð¤ çmÌèØÑ ¹‡ÇUÑH §çÌ ÂýÍ××é‡ÇU·¤×÷H

çmÌèØ×é‡ÇU·ð¤ ÂýÍ×Ñ ¹‡ÇUÑ
ÌÎðÌˆâˆØ¢ ØÍæ âéÎè#æˆÂæß·¤æçmSÈé¤çÜXïUæÑ âãUdæàæÑ ÂýÖß‹Ìð âM¤ÂæÑÐ

ÌÍæùÿæÚUæçmçßÏæÑ âô�Ø ÖæßæÑ ÂýÁæØ‹Ìð Ì˜æ ¿ñßæçÂ Øç‹ÌH 1H

çÎÃØô sï×êÌüÑ ÂéM¤áÑ âÕæsïæ�Ø‹ÌÚUô sïÁÑÐ

¥Âýæ‡æô sï×ÙæÑ àæéÖýô sïÿæÚUæˆÂÚUÌÑ ÂÚUÑH 2H

°ÌS×æ”ææØÌð Âýæ‡æô ×ÙÑ âßðüç‹¼ýØæç‡æ ¿Ð
¹¢ ßæØé”æôüçÌÚUæÂÑ ÂëçÍßè çßESØ ÏæçÚU‡æèH 3H

¥ç»A×êüÏæü ¿ÿæéáè ¿‹¼ýâêØõü çÎàæÑ Ÿæô˜æð ßæç‚ßßëÌæp ßðÎæÑÐ

ßæØéÑÂýæ‡æô NUÎØ¢ çßE×SØ ÂÎ÷�Øæ¢ ÂëçÍßè sïðá âßüÖêÌæ‹ÌÚUæˆ×æH 4H

ÌS×æÎç»AÑ âç×Ïô ØSØ âêØüÑ âô×æˆÂÁü‹Ø ¥ôáÏØÑ ÂëçÍÃØæ×÷Ð

Âé×æ‹ÚðUÌÑ çâ@çÌ ØôçáÌæØæ¢ ÕuïUèÑ ÂýÁæÑ ÂéM¤áæˆâ�ÂýâêÌæÑH 5H
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ÌS×æÎë¿Ñ âæ× ØÁê¢çá Îèÿææ Ø™ææp âßðü ·ý¤Ìßô Îçÿæ‡ææpÐ

â¢ßˆâÚUp ØÁ×æÙp Üô·¤æÑ âô×ô Ø˜æ ÂßÌð Ø˜æ âêØüÑH 6H

ÌS×æ“æ Îðßæ ÕãéUÏæ â�ÂýâêÌæÑ âæŠØæ ×ÙécØæÑ Âàæßô ßØæ¢çâÐ
Âýæ‡ææÂæÙõ ßýèçãUØßõ ÌÂp Ÿæhæ âˆØ¢ Õýræï¿ØZ çßçÏpH 7H

â# Âýæ‡ææÑ ÂýÖßç‹Ì ÌS×æÌ÷ â#æç¿üáÑ âç×ÏÑ â# ãUô×æÑÐ

â# §×ð Üô·¤æ Øðáé ¿ÚUç‹Ì Âýæ‡ææ »éãUæàæØæ çÙçãUÌæÑ â# â#H 8H

¥ÌÑ â×é¼ýæ ç»ÚUØp âßðüùS×æˆSØ‹Î‹Ìð çâ‹ÏßÑ âßüM¤ÂæÑÐ

¥Ìp âßæü ¥ôáÏØô ÚUâp ØðÙñá ÖêÌñçSÌDïUÌð sï‹ÌÚUæˆ×æH 9H

ÂéL¤á °ßðÎ¢ çßE¢ ·¤×ü ÌÂô Õýræï ÂÚUæ×ëÌ×÷Ð
°Ìlô ßðÎ çÙçãUÌ¢ »éãUæØæ¢âôùçßlæ»ýç‹Í¢çßç·¤ÚUÌèãU âô�ØH 10H

§çÌ çmÌèØ×é‡ÇU·ð¤ ÂýÍ×Ñ ¹‡ÇUÑ

çmÌèØ×é‡ÇU·ð¤ çmÌèØ ¹‡ÇUÑ
¥æçßÑ âçóæçãUÌ¢ »éãUæ¿Ú¢U Ùæ× ×ãUˆÂÎ×˜æñÌˆâ×çÂüÌ×÷Ð

°ÁˆÂýæ‡æçÙóæç×á“æ ØÎðÌ”ææÙÍ âÎâmÚðU‡Ø¢ ÂÚ¢U çß™ææÙælmçÚUDï¢U ÂýÁæÙæ×÷H 1H
ØÎç¿ü×lÎ‡æé�Øôù‡æé ¿ ØçS×¢„Uô·¤æ çÙçãUÌæ Üôç·¤ÙpÐ

ÌÎðÌÎÿæÚ¢U Õýræï â Âýæ‡æSÌÎé ßæ¾U÷×ÙÑÐ

ÌÎðÌˆâˆØ¢ ÌÎ×ëÌ¢ ÌmðhÃØ¢ âô�Ø çßçhH 2H

ÏÙé»ëüãUèˆßõÂçÚUáÎ¢ ×ãUæ�¢ àæÚ¢U sïäÂæâæçÙçàæÌ¢ â‹ÎÏèÌÐ

¥æØ�Ø Ìjæß»ÌðÙ ¿ðÌâæ ÜÿØ¢ ÌÎðßæÿæÚ¢U âô�Ø çßçhH 3H

Âý‡æßô ÏÙéÑ àæÚUô sïæˆ×æ Õýræï Ì„UÿØ×é‘ØÌðÐ

¥Âý×žæðÙ ßðhÃØ¢ àæÚUßžæ‹×Øô ÖßðÌ÷H 4H
ØçS×‹lõÑ ÂëçÍßè ¿æ‹ÌçÚUÿæ×ôÌ¢ ×ÙÑ âãU Âýæ‡æñp âßñüÑÐ

Ì×ðßñ·¢¤ ÁæÙÍ ¥æˆ×æÙ×‹Øæ ßæ¿ô çß×é@Íæ×ëÌSØñá âðÌéÑH 5H

¥ÚUæ §ß ÚUÍÙæÖõ â¢ãUÌæ Ø˜æ ÙæÇKÑ

â °áôù‹ÌpÚUÌð ÕãéUÏæ ÁæØ×æÙÑÐ

¥ôç×ˆØðß¢ ŠØæØÍ ¥æˆ×æÙ¢

SßçSÌ ßÑ ÂæÚUæØ Ì×âÑ ÂÚUSÌæÌ÷H 6H
ØÑ âßü™æÑ âßüçßlSØñá ×çãU×æ ÖéçßÐ

çÎÃØð ÕýræïÂéÚðU sïðá ÃØô×‹Øæˆ×æ ÂýçÌçDïUÌÑH

×Ùô×ØÑ Âýæ‡æàæÚUèÚUÙðÌæ ÂýçÌçDïUÌôùóæð NUÎØ¢ âçóæÏæØÐ

Ìçm™ææÙðÙ ÂçÚUÂàØç‹Ì ÏèÚUæ ¥æÙ‹ÎM¤Â××ëÌ¢ ØçmÖæçÌH 7H

çÖlÌð NUÎØ »ýç‹ÍçSÏl‹Ìð âßüâ¢àæØæÑ

ÿæèØ‹Ìð ¿æSØ ·¤×æüç‡æ ÌçS×‹ÎëCïðU ÂÚUæßÚðUH 8H
çãUÚU‡×Øð ÂÚðU ·¤ôàæð çßÚUÁ¢ Õýræï çÙc·¤Ü×÷Ð

Ì‘ÀéUÖý¢ …ØôçÌáæ¢ …ØôçÌSÌlÎæˆ×çßÎô çßÎéÑH 9H

Ù Ì˜æ âêØôü ÖæçÌ Ù ¿‹¼ýÌæÚU·¢¤

Ùð×æ çßléÌô Öæç‹Ì ·é¤ÌôùØ×ç»AÑÐ

Ì×ðß Öæ‹Ì×ÙéÖæçÌ âßZ
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ÌSØ Öæâæ âßüç×Î¢ çßÖæçÌH 10H

ÕýræïñßðÎ××ëÌ¢ ÂéÚUSÌæmræ Âpæmsïï Îçÿæ‡æÌpôžæÚðU‡æÐ

¥ÏpôŠßZ ¿ ÂýâëÌ¢ ÕýræïñßðÎ¢ çßEç×Î¢ ßçÚUDïU×÷H 11H
§çÌ çiÌèØ×é‡ÇU·ð¤ çmÌèØÑ ¹‡ÇUÑH

SAQ :
1. Write the benedictory verse of the MuÄÎakopani¦ad

with its meaning.
2. To whom AÆgirŒ narrated ParŒ and AparŒ VidyŒ?

ÌëÌèØ ×é‡ÇU·ð¤ ÂýÍ×Ñ ¹‡ÇUÑ
mæ âéÂ‡ææü âØéÁæ âÚUßæØæ â×æÙ¢ ßëÿæ¢ ÂçÚUáSßÁæÌðÐ

ÌØôÚU‹ØÑ çÂŒÂÜ¢ Sßæmçžæ ¥ÙŸæóæ‹Øô ¥çÖ¿æ·¤àæèçÌH 1H

â×æÙð ßëÿæð ÂéM¤áô çÙ×»AôùÙèàæØæ àæô¿çÌ ×ésï×æÙÑÐ

ÁéCï¢U ØÎæ ÂàØˆØ‹Ø×èàæ×SØ ×çãU×æÙç×çÌ ßèÌàæô·¤ÑH 2H
ØÎæ ÂàØÑ ÂàØÌð L¤€×ß‡æZ ·¤ÌæüÚU×èàæ¢ ÂéM¤á¢ ÕýræïØôçÙ×÷Ð

ÌÎæ çßmæ‹Âé‡ØÂæÂð çßÏêØ çÙÚUTÙÑ ÂÚU×¢ âæ�Ø×éÂñçÌH 3H

Âýæ‡æô sïðá ØÑ âßüÖêÌñçßüÖæçÌ çß™ææÙç‹ßmæ‹ÖßÌð ÙæçÌßæÎèÐ

¥æˆ×·ý¤èÇU ¥æˆ×ÚUçÌÑ ç·ý¤ØæßæÙðá ÕýræïçßÎæ¢ ßçÚUDïUÑH 4H

âˆØðÙ Ü�ØSÌÂâæ sïðá ¥æˆ×æ â�Ø‚™ææÙðÙ Õýræï¿Øðü‡æ çÙˆØ×÷Ð

¥‹ÌÑ àæÚUèÚðU …ØôçÌ×üØô çãU àæéÖýô Ø¢ ÂàØç‹Ì ØÌØÑ Öè‡æÎôáæÑH 5H

âˆØ×ðß ÁØçÌ ÙæÙëÌ¢ âˆØðÙ Â‹Íæ çßÌÌô ÎðßØæÙÑÐ
ØðÙæ·ý¤×‹ˆØëáØô sïæ#·¤æ×æ Ø˜æ ÌˆâˆØSØ ÂÚU×¢ çÙÏæÙ×÷H 6H

ÕëãU“æ ÌçgÃØ×ç¿‹ˆØM¤Â¢ âêÿ×æ“æ Ìˆâêÿ×ÌÚ¢U çßÖæçÌÐ

ÎêÚUæˆâéÎêÚðU ÌçÎãUæç‹Ì·ð¤ ¿ ÂàØçˆSßãñUß çÙçãUÌ¢ »éãUæØæ×÷H 7H

Ù ¿ÿæéáæ  »ësïÌð ÙæçÂ ßæ¿æ Ùæ‹ØñÎðüßñSÌÂâæ ·¤×ü‡ææ ßæÐ

™ææÙÂýâæÎðÙ çßàæéhâžßSÌÌSÌé Ì¢ ÂàØÌð çÙc·¤Ü¢ ŠØæØ×æÙÑH 8H

°áôù‡æéÚUæˆ×æ ¿ðÌâæ ßðçÎÌÃØô ØçS×‹Âýæ‡æÑ Â@Ïæ â¢çßßðàæÐ
Âýæ‡æõçpžæ¢ âßü×ôÌ¢ ÂýÁæÙæ¢ ØçS×ç‹ßàæéhð çßÖßˆØðá ¥æˆ×æH 9H

×Ùˆ×æ âçß×æçÌ çßàæéÎéâžæÑ ·¤æ×ØÌð Øæ¢p ·¤æ×æÙ Ì¢Ì¢ Üô·¢¤Ð

Ø¢ Ì¢ Üô·¢¤ ÁØÌð Ìæ¢p ·¤æ×æ¢SÌS×æÎæˆ×™æ¢ sï¿üØðÎ÷ ÖêçÌ·¤æ×ÑH 10H

§çÌ ÌëÌèØ×é‡ÇU·ð¤ ÂýÍ×Ñ ¹‡ÇUÑ

ÌëÌèØ×é‡ÇU·ð¤ çmÌèØ ¹‡ÇUÑ
â ßðÎñÌˆÂÚU×¢ Õýræï Ïæ× Ø˜æ çßE¢ çÙçãUÌ¢ ÖæçÌ àæéÖý×÷Ð

©UÂæâÌð ÂéM¤á¢ Øð sï·¤æ×æSÌð àæé·ý¤×ðÌÎçÌßÌüç‹Ì ÏèÚUæÑH 1H

·¤æ×æ‹ØÑ ·¤æ×ØÌð ×‹Ø×æÙÑ â ·¤æ×çÖÁæüØÌð Ì˜æ Ì˜æÐ

ÂØæü#·¤æ×SØ ·ë¤Ìæˆ×ÙSÌé §ãñUß âßðü ÂýçßÜèØç‹Ì ·¤æ×æÑH 2H

ÙæØ×æˆ×æ Âýß¿ÙðÙ Ü�Øô Ù ×ðÏØæ Ù ÕãéUÙæ ŸæéÌðÙÐ
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Ø×ðßñá ßë‡æéÌð ÌðÙ Ü�ØSÌSØñá ¥æˆ×æ çßßë‡æéÌð ÌÙé¢ Sßæ×÷H 3H

ÙæØ×æˆ×æ ÕÜãUèÙðÙ Ü�Øô Ù ¿ Âý×æÎæžæÂâô ßæùŒØçÜXïUæÌ÷Ð

°ÌñL¤ÂæØñØüÌÌð ØSÌé çßmæ¢SÌSØñá ¥æˆ×æ çßàæÌð Õýræï Ïæ×÷H 4H
â�ÂýæŒØñÙ×ëáØô ™ææÙÌë#æÑ ·ë¤Ìæˆ×æÙô ßèÌÚUæ»æÑ Âýàææ‹ÌæÑÐ

Ìð âßü»¢ âßüÌÑ Âýæ# ÏèÚUæ ØéQ¤æˆ×æÙÑ âßü×ðßæçßàææç‹ÌH 5H

ßðÎæ‹Ìçß™ææÙâéçÙçpÌæÍæüÑ âóØæâØô»ælÌØÑ àæéhâžßæÑÐ

Ìð ÕýræïÜô·ð¤áé ÂÚUæ‹Ì·¤æÜð ÂÚUæ×ëÌæÑ ÂçÚU×é‘Øç‹Ì âßðüH 6H

»ÌæÑ ·¤ÜæÑ Â@Îàæ ÂýçÌDïUæ Îðßæp âßðü ÂýçÌÎðßÌæâéÐ

·¤×æüç‡æ çß™ææÙ×Øp ¥æˆ×æ ÂÚðUùÃØØð âßü °·¤èÖßç‹ÌH 7H
ØÍæ ÙlÑ SØ‹Î×æÙæÑ â×é¼ýðùSÌ¢ »‘ÀUç‹Ì Ùæ×M¤Âð çßãUæØÐ

ÌÍæ çßmæóææ×M¤Âæçm×éQ¤Ñ ÂÚUæˆÂÚ¢U ÂéM¤á×éÂñçÌ çÎÃØ×÷H 8H

â Øô ãU ßñ ÌˆÂÚU×¢ Õýræï ßðÎ Õýræïñß ÖßçÌ ×æSØæÕýræïçßˆ·é¤Üð ÖßçÌÐ

ÌÚUçÌ àæô·¢¤ ÌÚUçÌ Âæ�ÂæÙ¢ »éãUæ»ýç‹Í�Øô çß×éQ¤ôù×ëÌô ÖßçÌH 9H

ÌÎðÌÎë¿æù�ØéQ¤×÷ —

ç·ý¤Øæß‹ÌÑ Ÿæôç˜æØæ ÕýræïçÙDïUæÑ SßØ¢ ÁéuïUÌ °·¤çáZ ŸæhØ‹ÌÑÐ
Ìðáæ×ðßñÌæ¢ Õý±çßlæ¢ ßÎðÌ çàæÚUôßýÌ¢ çßçÏßlñSÌé ¿è‡æü×÷H 10H

ÌÎðÌˆâˆØ×ëçáÚUçXïUÚUæÑ ÂéÚUôßæ¿ ÙñÌÎ¿è‡æüßýÌôùÏèÌðÐ

Ù×Ñ ÂÚU×«¤çá�Øô Ù×Ñ ÂÚU×«¤çá�ØôÑH 11H

§çÌ ÌëÌèØ×é‡ÇU·ð¤ çmÌèØÑ ¹‡ÇUÑ

ú Ö¼ý¢ ·¤‡æðüçÖçÚUçÌ àææç‹ÌÑÐ

§ˆØÍßüßðÎèØæ ×é‡ÇU·¤ôÂçÙáˆâ×æ#æH

w.y Prose order ÂýÍ××é‡ÇU·ð¤ ÂýÍ×Ñ ¹‡ÇUÑ

çßESØ ·¤žææü, ÖéßÙSØ »ô#æ Õýræïæ ÎðÕæÙæ¢ ÂýÍ×Ñ â¢ßÖêßÐ âÑ âßüçßlæ-ÂýçÌDïUæ¢ Õýræïçßlæ¢

…ØðDïUÂé˜ææØ ¥ÍßæüØ ÂýæãUÐ (I.i.1)
Õýræïæ ¥Íßü‡æð Øæ×÷ ÂýßÎðÌ ¥Íßæü Ìæ¢ Õýræïçßlæ×÷ ¥çXïUÚðU ÂéÚUæ ©Ußæ¿Ð âÑ ÖæÚUmæÁæØ

âˆØßãUæØ ÂýæãU! ÖæÚUmæÁÑ ÂÚUæßÚUæ¢ ¥çXïUÚUâð (¥æãU)Ð (I.i.2)
×ãUæàææÜÑ àæõÙ·¤Ñ çßçÏßÌ÷ ©UÂâóæÑ ¥çXïUÚUâ¢ ÂýÂ‘ÀU ãU ßñ— Ö»ßÑ ·¤çS×Ù÷ Ùé çß™ææÌð

§Î¢ âßZ çß™ææÌ¢ ÖßçÌ §çÌÐ (I.i.3)
ÌS×ñ âÑãU ©Ußæ¿ - §çÌ ãUS× ÕýræïçßÎÑ ßÎç‹Ì mð çßlð ßðçÎÌÃØð ØÌ÷ ÂÚUæ ¿ °ß ¥ÂÚUæ

¿Ð (I.i.4)
Ì˜æ «¤»÷ßðÎÑ ØÁéßðüÎÑ, âæ×ßðÎÑ, çàæÿææ, ·¤ËÂ, ÃØæ·¤ÚU‡æ×÷, çÙM¤Q¢¤, ÀU‹ÎÑ …ØôçÌá×÷

§çÌ ¥ÂÚUæÑÐ ¥Í ØØæ ÌÌ÷ ¥ÿæÚU×÷ ¥çÏ»�ØÌð (âæ °ß) ÂÚUæÐ (I.i.5)
ÌÌ÷ ØÌ÷ ¥¼ýðàØ×÷, ¥»ýæsï×÷, ¥»ô˜æ×÷, ¥ß‡æü×÷, ¥¿ÿæéÑ Ÿæô˜æ×÷ ÌÌ÷ ¥Âæç‡æÂæÎ×÷, çÙˆØ¢,

çßÖé¢ âßü»Ì¢ âéâêÿ×¢ ÌÌ÷ ¥ÃØØ¢ ØÌ÷ ÖêÌØôçÙ¢ ÏèÚUæÑ ÂçÚUÂàØç‹ÌÐ (I.i.6)
ØÍæ ©U‡æüÙæçÖÑ (Ì‹ÌêÙ) âëÁÌð »ëöïUÌð ¿, ØÍæ ÂëçÍÃØæ×÷ ¥ôáÏØÑ â�Ößç‹Ì, ØÍæ âÌÑ

ÂéM¤áæÌ÷ ·ð¤àæÜô×æçÙ (ÁæØ‹Ìð) ÌÍæ §ãU ¥ÿæÚUæÌ÷ çßEÑ â�ÖßçÌÐ (I.i.7)
ÌÂâæ Õýræï ¿èØÌð ÌÌÑ ¥óæ×÷ ¥çÖÁæØÌð, ¥óææÌ÷ Âýæ‡æÑ, ×ÙÑ âˆØ×÷ Üô·¤æÑ ·¤×üâé
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¥×ëÌ¢ ¿Ð (I.i.8)
ØÑ âßü™æÑ âßüçßÌ÷ ØSØ ÌÂÑ ™ææÙ×Ø×÷ ÌS×æÌ÷ °ÌÌ÷ Õýræï Ùæ× M¤Â×÷ ¥óæ¢ ¿ ÁæØÌðÐ

(I.i.9)

ÂýÍ××é‡ÇU·ð¤ çmÌèØÑ ¹‡ÇUÑ
ÌÌ÷ °ÌÌ÷ âˆØ×÷ - ×‹˜æðáé ·¤ßØÑ ØæçÙ ·¤×æüç‡æ ¥ÂàØÙ÷ ÌæçÙ ˜æðÌæØæ¢ ÕãéUÏæ â‹ÌÌæçÙ,

(ØêØ¢) âˆØ·¤æ×æÑ çÙØÌ¢ ÌæçÙ ¥æ¿ÚUÍÐ âé·ë¤ÌS¿ Üô·ð¤ °áÑ ßÑ Â‹ÍæÑÐ (I.ii.1)
ØÎæ çãU âç×hð ¥ç¿üÑ ÜðÜæØÌð, ÌÎæ ¥æ…ØÖæ»õ ¥‹ÌÚðU‡æ ¥æãéUÌèÑ ÂýçÌÂæÎØðÌ÷Ð (I.ii.2)
ØSØ ¥ç»AãUô˜æ×÷ ¥Îàæü×÷ ¥Âõ‡æü×æâ×÷ ¥¿æÌé×æüSØ×÷ ¥Ùæ»ýØ‡æ×÷ ¥çÌçÍßçÁüÌ×÷ ¥ãéUÌ×÷
¥ßñEÎðß×÷ ¥çßçÏÙæ ãéUÌ¢ (ÖßçÌ) ÌSØ ¥æâ#×æÙ÷ Üô·¤æÙ÷ (§Î×÷) çãUÙçSÌÐ (I.ii.3)
·¤æÜè ·¤ÚUæÜè ¿ ×ÙôÁßæ, âéÜôçãUÌæ âéÏê×üß‡ææü, SÈé¤çÜçXïUÙè, Îðßè çßEM¤¿è ¿, §çÌ

ÜðÜæØ×æÙÑ â#çÁuïUæÑÐ (I.ii.4)
ÖýæÁ×æÙðáé °Ìðáé ØÍæ·¤æÜ¢ ¿ ØÑ ¿ÚUÌð, °ÌæÑ ¥æãéUÌØÑ âêØüSØ ÚUà×ØÑ Ì×÷ ¥æÎÎæØÙ÷

(Ì˜æ) ÙØç‹Ì, Ø˜æ ÎðßæÙæ¢ °·¤Ñ ÂçÌÑ ¥çÏßæâÑÐ (I.ii.5)
âéßü¿âÑ ¥æãéUÌØÑ °çãU °çãU §çÌ, °áÑ ßÑ Âé‡ØÑ âé·ë¤ÌÑ ÕýræïÜô·¤Ñ - §çÌ çÂýØæ¢ ßæ¿×÷
¥çÖßÎ‹ˆØÑ ¥¿üØ‹ˆØÑ Ì¢ ØÁ×æÙ¢ âêØüSØ ÚUçà×çÖÑ ßãUç‹ÌÐ (I.ii.6)
°Ìð çãU ¥CïUæÎàæ Ø™æM¤ÂæÑ ŒÜßæÑ ¥ÎëÉ¸Uæ Øðáé ¥ßÚ¢U ·¤×ü ©UQ¤×÷, Øð ×êÉ¸UæÑ °ÌÌ÷ ŸæðØÑ

¥çÖÙ‹Îç‹Ì Ìð ÂéÙÑ °ß ÁÚUæ×ëˆØé×÷ ¥çÂØç‹ÌÐ (I.ii.7)
¥çßlæØæ×÷ ¥‹ÌÚðU ßÌü×æÙæÑ (¥çÂ) SßØ¢ ÏèÚUæÑ Âç‡ÇUÌ�×‹Ø×æÙæÑ ×êÉ¸UæÑ ÁYïU‹Ø×æÙæÑ

(â‹ÌÑ) ¥‹ÏðÙ ÙèØ×æÙæÑ ØÍæ ¥‹ÏæÑ ÂçÚUØç‹ÌÐ (L.ii.8)
¥çßlæØæ¢ ßãéUÏæ ßÌü×æÙæÑ ßæÜæÑ ßØ¢ ·ë¤ÌæÍüÑ §çÌ ¥çÖ×‹Øç‹Ì, ØÌ÷ ÚUæ»æÌ÷ ·¤ç×ü‡æÑ Ù

ÂýßðÎØç‹Ì ÌðÙ  ÿæè‡æÜô·¤æÑ ¥æÌéÚUæÑ (â‹ÌÑ) ‘Øß‹ÌðÐ (I.ii.9)
Âý×êÉ¸UæÑ §CïUæÂêÌZ ßçÚUDï¢U ×‹Ø×æÙæÑ ¥‹ØÌ÷ ŸæðØÑ Ù ßðÎØ‹Ìð, Ìð âé·ë¤Ìð Ùæ·¤SØ ÂëDïðU ¥ÙéÖêˆßæ

§×¢ ãUèÙÌÚ¢U ßæ Üô·¢¤ çßàæç‹ÌÐ (I.ii.10)
Øð çãU àææ‹ÌæÑ çßmæâÑ Öñÿæ¿ØæZ ¿ÚU‹ÌÑ ¥ÚU‡Øð ÌÂÑ Ÿæhð ©UÂßâç‹Ì Ìð çßÚUÁæÑ (â‹ÌÑ)

âêØümæÚðU‡æ Ì˜æ ÂýØæç‹Ì Ø˜æ âÑ ¥×ëÌ ¥ÃØØæˆ×æ ÂéM¤áÑ (¥çSÌ) (I.ii.11)
·¤×üç¿ÌæÙ÷ Üô·¤æÙ÷ ÂÚUèÿØ Õýæræï‡æÑ çÙßðüÎ×÷ ¥æØæÌ÷ (ØÌÑ) ·ë¤ÌðÙ ¥·ë¤ÌÑ Ù ¥çSÌ ÌÌ÷

çß™ææÙæÍZ âÑ âç×Ì÷Âæç‡æÑ (âÙ÷) Ÿæôç˜æØ¢ ÕýræïçÙDï¢U »éM¤×÷ °ß ¥çÖ»‘ÀðUÌ÷Ð (I.ii.12)
âÑ çßmæÙ÷ â�Ø·¤÷ Âýàææ‹Ìç¿žææØ ÚUæ×æç‹ßÌæØ ©UÂæâóææØ ÌS×ñ ØðÙ âˆØ×÷ ¥ÿæÚ¢U ÂéM¤á¢

ßðÎ Ìæ¢ Õýræïçßlæ×÷ ÌˆßÌÑ Âýôßæ¿Ð (I.ii.13)

çmÌèØ×é‡ÇU·ð¤ ÂýÍ×Ñ ¹‡ÇUÑ
ÌÌ÷ °ÌÌ÷ âˆØ×÷, ØÍæ âéÎè#æÌ÷ Âæß·¤æÌ÷ âL¤ÂæÑ çßSÈé¤çÜXïUæÑ âãU�àæÑ, Âý×ß‹Ìð âô�Ø,

ÌÍæ ¥ÿæÚUæÌ÷ çßçßÏæÑ ÖæßæÑ ÂýÁæØ‹Ìð Ì˜æ ¿ °ß ¥çÂØç‹ÌÐ (II.i.1)
(âÑ) çÎÃØÑ ÂéM¤áÑ çãU ¥×êÌüÑ âßæsïæ�Ø‹ÌÚU, çãU ¥ÁÑ ¥Âýæ‡æÑ, çãU ¥×ÙæÑ, àæéÖýÑ çãU

¥ÿæÚUæÌ÷ ÂÚUÌÑ ÂÚUÑÐ (II.i.2)
°ÌS×æÌ÷ Âýæ‡æÑ ×ÙÑ âßðüç‹¼ýØæç‡æ ¹¢ ßæØéÑ …ØôçÌÑ ¥æÂÑ çßESß ÏæçÚU‡æè ÂëçÍßè ¿

ÁæØÌðÐ (II.i.3)
¥SØ ×êÏæü ¥ç»A, ¿ÿæéáè ¿‹¼ýâêØôü, çÎàæÑ Ÿæô˜æð, çßßëÌæÑ ßðÎæÑ ¿ ßæ·¤÷, ßæØéÑ Âýæ‡æÑ
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NUÎØ¢ çßE×÷ ¥SØ ÂjØæ¢ ÂëçÍßè, °áÑ çãU âßüÖêÌæ‹ÌæÚUæˆ×æÐ (II.i.4)
âêØü ØSØ âç×ÏÑ (âÑ) ¥ç»AÑ ÌS×æÌ÷ âô×æÌ÷ ÂÁü‹ØÑ (ÌS×æÌ÷) ÂëçÍÃØæ×÷ ¥ôáÏØÑ
¿ Üô·¤æÑ (ÁæÌæÑ) Ø˜æ âô×Ñ ÂßÌð Ø˜æ âêØü (ÌÂÌð) (II.i.6)
ÌS×æÌ÷ ¿ ÕãéUÏæÑ ÎðßæÑ â�ÂýâêÌæÑ, âæŠØæÑ ×ÙécØæÑ ÂàæßÑ ßØæ¢çâ, Âýæ‡ææÂæÙõ, ßýèçãUØßõ
ÌÂÑ ¿ Ÿæhæ âˆØ×÷, Õýræï¿ØZ çßçÏÑ ¿ (â�ÂýâêÌæÑ ¿) (II.i.7)
ÌS×æÌ÷ â# Âýæ‡ææÑ ÂýÖßç‹Ì, âÂý ¥ç¿üáÑ âÂý âç×ÏÑ âÂý ãUô×æÑ §×ð âÂý Üô·¤æÑ Øðáé
âÂý âÂý çÙçãUÌæÑ »éãUæàæØæÑ Âýæ‡ææÑ ¿ÚUç‹ÌÐ (II.i.8)
¥ÌÑ âßðü â×é¼ýæÑ ç»ÚUØÑ ¿ (©UˆÂóææÑ) ¥S×æÌ÷ âßüM¤Âæ çâ‹ÏßÑ SØ‹Î‹Ìð, ¥ÌÑ ¿
âßæüÑ ¥ôáÏØÑ ÚUâÑ ¿ ØðÙ çãU °áÑ ¥‹ÌÚUæˆ×æ ÖêÌñÑ çÌDïUÌðÐ (II.i.9)
ÂéM¤á °ß §Î¢ çßE¢, ·¤×ü ÌÂÑ ØÑ °ÌÌ÷ ÂÚUæ×ëÌ¢ Õýræï »éãUæØæ¢ çÙçãUÌ¢ ßðÎ âô�Ø, âÑ §ãU
¥çßlæ»ýç‹Í¢ çßç·¤ÚUçÌÐ (II.i.10)

çmÌèØ×é‡ÇU·ð¤ çmÌèØ ¹‡ÇUÑ
(Õýræï) ¥æçßÑ, âçóæçãUÌ¢ »éãUæ¿Ú¢U Ùæ×, ×ãUÌ÷ ÂÎ×÷ ¥˜æ (ØÌ÷) °ÁÌ÷, Âýæ‡æÌ÷, çÙç×áÌ÷,
ØÌ÷ °ÌÌ÷ â×çÂüÌ¢ ØÌ÷ âÌ÷ ¥âÌ÷ ßÚðU‡Ø¢ ßçÚUDï¢U ÂýÁæÙæ¢ çß™ææÙæÌ÷ ÂÚ¢U (ÌÌ÷) ÁæÙÍÐ
(II.ii.1)
ØÌ÷ ¥ç¿ü×Ì÷ ØÌ÷ ¥‡æé�ØÑ ¥‡æé ¿ ØçS×Ù÷ Üô·¤æÑ Üôç·¤ÙÑ ¿ çÙçãUÌæÑ ÌÌ÷ °ÌÌ÷ ¥ÿæÚ¢U
Õýræï âÑ Âýæ‡æÑ ÌÌ÷ ©U ßæ·¤÷ ×ÙÑ ÌÌ÷ °ÌÌ÷ âˆØ¢ ÌÌ÷ ¥×ëÌ×÷ âô�Ø ÌÌ÷ ßðhÃØ¢ çßçhÐ
(II.ii.2)
¥õÂçÙáÎ¢ ×ãUæ�¢ ÏÙéÑ »ëãUèˆßæ ©UÂæâæçÙçàæÌ¢ àæÚ¢U â‹ÏØèÌ, âô�Ø, ÏÙéÑ ¥æá�Ø
Ìjæß»ÌðÙ ¿ðÌâæ ÜÿØ¢ ÌÌ÷ ¥ÿæÚU×÷ °ß çßçhÐ (II.ii.3)
Âýï‡æßÑ ÏÙé, ¥æˆ×æ çãU àæÚUÑ, Õýræï ÌÌ÷ ÜÿØ×÷ ©UlÌð, ¥Âý×žæðÙ ßðhÃØ¢ (ÌÌÑ) àæÚUßÌ÷
Ì‹×ØÑ ÖßðÌ÷Ð (II.ii.4)
lõÑ ÂëçÍßè ¥‹ÌçÚUÿæ¢ ¿ âßñüÑ Âýæ‡æñÑ âãU ×ÙÑ ¿ ØçS×Ù÷ ¥ôÌ¢ Ì×÷ °·¤×÷ ¥æˆ×æÙ×÷ °ß
ÁæÙÍ ¥‹ØæÑ ßæ¿Ñ çß×é@Í, °áÑ ¥×ëÌSØ âðÌéÑÐ (II.ii.5)
ÚUÍÙæÖõ ¥ÚUæÑ §ß Ø˜æ ÙæÇKÑ â¢ãUÌæÑ (âç‹Ì) (Ì˜æ) âÑ °áÑ ÕãéUÏæ ÁæØ×æÙÑ ¥‹ÌÑ
¿ÚUÌð, ¥æˆ×æÙ¢ ¥ô×÷ §çÌ °ß¢ ŠØæØÍ, Ì×âÑ ÂÚUSÌæÌ÷ ÂæÚUæØ ßÑ SßçSÌ (¥SÌé)Ð
(II.ii.6)
ØÑ âßü§Ñ âßüçßÌ÷ Öéçß ØSØ °áÑ ×çãU×æ, °á ¥æˆ×æ çãU çÎÃØð ÕýræïÂéÚðU ÃØô×÷çÙ
ÂýçÌçDïUÌÑÐ (II.ii.7)
×Ùô×ØÑ Âýæ‡æàæÚUèÚUÙðÌæ NUÎØ¢ âçóæÏæØ ¥óæð ÂýçÌçDïUÌ, ÏèÚUæÑ çß™ææÙðÙ ÌÌ÷ ÂçÚUÂàØç‹Ì,
ØÌ÷ ¥æÙ‹ÎM¤Â×÷ ¥×ëÌ¢ çßÖæçÌÐ (II.ii.8)
ÌçS×Ù÷ ÂÚUæßÚðU ÎëCïðU ¥SØ NUÎØ»ýç‹ÍÑ çÖlÌð, âßüâ¢àæØæÑ çÏl‹Ìð, ·¤×æüç‡æ ÿæèØ‹Ìð ¿Ð
(II.ii.9)
çãUÚU‡×Øð ÂÚðU ·¤ôàæð çßÚUÁ¢ çÙc·¤Ü¢ Õýræï (¥çSÌ), ÌÌ÷ àæéÖý¢ ÌÌ÷ ÁôçÌáæ¢ …ØôçÌÑ ØÌ÷
¥æˆ×çßÎÑ çßÎéÑÐ (II.ii.10)
Ì˜æ âêØüÑ Ù  ÖæçÌ Ù ¿‹¼ýÌæÚU·¤×÷ §×æÑ çßléÌÑ Ù Öæç‹Ì, ¥Ø×÷, ¥ç»AÑ ·é¤ÌÑ, Öæ‹Ì¢ Ì×÷
°ß âßü×÷ ¥ÙéÖæçÌ ÌSØ Öæâæ âßü×÷ §Î¢ çßÖæçÌÐ (II.ii.11)
§Î×÷ ¥×ëÌ¢ Õýræï °ß ÂéÚUSÌæÌ÷, Õýræï ÂpæÌ÷, Õýræï Îçÿæ‡æÌÑ ©UžæÚðU‡æ ¿ (ÌÌ÷) ª¤hü×÷ ¥ÏÑ
¿ ÂýâêÌ¢ §Î¢ Õýræï °ß §Î¢ çßE×÷ ßçÚUDï¢U °ßÐ (II.ii.12)
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ÌëÌèØ×é‡ÇU·ð¤ ÂýÍ× ¹‡ÇUÑ
âØéÁæ âÚUßæØæ mæ âéÂ‡ææü â×æÙ¢ ßëÿæ¢ ÂçÚUáSßÁæÌð ÌØôÑ ¥‹ØÑ SßæÎé çÂŒÂÜ×÷ ¥çžæ

¥‹Ø ¥ÙàÙÙ÷ ¥çÖ¿æ·¤àæèçÌÐ (III.i.1)
ÂéM¤áÑ â×æÙð ßëÿæð çÙ×»AÑ ¥ÙèàæØæ ×ésï×æÙÑ (âÙ÷) àæô¿çÌ, (âÑ) ØÎæ ¥‹Ø¢ ÁéCïU×÷

§üàæ¢ ÂàØçÌ, ¥SØ ×çãU×æÙ×÷ §çÌ ßèÌàæô·¤Ñ (ÖßçÌ)Ð (III.i.2)
ØÎæ ÂàØÑ M¤€×ß‡æZ ·¤ÌæüÚ¢U ÕýræïØôçÙ×÷ §üàæ¢ ÂéM¤á¢ ÂàØÌð ÌÎæ çßmæÙ÷ Âé‡ØÂæÂð çßÏêØ

çÙÚUTÙÑ ÂÚU×¢ âæ�Ø×÷ ©UÂñçÌÐ (III.i.3)
ØÑ âßüÖêÌñÑ çßÖæçÌ °áÑ çãU Âýæ‡æÑ çßmæÙ÷ çßÁæÙÙ÷ ¥çÌßæÎè Ù ÖßÌð, °áÑ ¥æˆ×·ý¤èÇ¸U

¥æˆ×ÚUçÌÑ ç·ý¤ØæßæÙ÷, °áÑ ÕýræïçßÎæ¢ ßçÚUDïUÑÐ (III.i.4)
°áÑ …ØôçÌ×üØÑ àæéÖýÑ çãU ¥æˆ×æ ¥‹ÌÑàæÚUèÚðU çÙˆØ¢ âˆØðÙ ÌÂâæ â�Ø·¤÷ ™ææÙðÙ Õýræï¿Øðü‡æ

Ü�ØÑ Ø¢ ÿæè‡æ-ÎôáæÑ ØÌØÑ ÂàØç‹ÌÐ (III.i.5)
âˆØ×÷ °ß ÁØÌð, Ù ¥×ëÌ¢ çßÌÌÑ ÎðßØæÙ Â‹ÍæÑ âˆØðÙ (Ü�ØÑ) ØðÙ ¥æ#·¤æ×æÑ

«¤áØÑ (Ì˜æÑ) ¥æ·ý¤×ç‹Ì, Ø˜æ âˆØSØ ÌÌ÷ ÂÚU×¢ çÙÏæÙ×÷Ð (III.i.6)
ÌÌ÷ ßëãUÌ÷ çÎÃØ×÷ ¥ç¿‹ˆØM¤Â¢ ÌÌ÷ âêÿ×æÌ÷ ¿ âêÿ×ÌÚ¢U çßÖæçÌ, ÌÌ÷ ÎêÚUæÌ÷ âéÎêÚðU ¥ç‹Ì·ð¤

¿ §ãU ÂàØÌ÷âé §ãU °ß »éãUæØæ¢ ¿ çÙçãUÌ×÷ (¥çSÌ)Ð III.i.7)
(ÌÌ÷) ¿ÿæéáæ Ù »ësïÌð ßæ¿æ ¥çÂ Ù, ¥‹ØñÑ ÎðßñÑ Ù, ÌÂâæ ·¤×ü‡ææ ßæ (Ù), ™ææÙÂýâæÎðÙ

çßàæéhâˆßÑ ÌÌÑ (âæÏ·¤Ñ) ŠØæØ×æÙÑ Ì¢ çÙc·¤Ü¢ ÂàØÌðÐ (III.i.8)
°áÑ ¥‡æéÑ ¥æˆ×æ ¿ðÌâæ ßðçÎÌÃØÑ ØçS×Ù÷ Âýæ‡æÑ Â@Ïæ â¢çßßðàæ Âýæ‡æñÑ ÂýÁæÙæ¢ âßZ

ç¿žæ¢ ¥ôÌ¢ ØçS×Ù÷ çßàæéhð (âçÌ) °áÑ ¥æˆ×æ çßÖßçÌÐ (III.i.9)
çßàæéhâˆßÑ Ø¢ Ø¢ Üô·¢¤ ×Ùâæ â¢çßÖæçÌ ØæÙ÷ ¿ ·¤æ×æÙ÷ ·¤æ×ØÌð (âÑ) Ì¢ Ì¢ Üô·¢¤

ÁØÌð ÌæÙ÷ ¿ ·¤æ×æÙ÷ (ÜÖÌð) ÌS×æÌ÷ ÖêçÌ·¤æ×Ñ ¥æˆ×™æ¢ çãU ¥¿üØðÌ÷Ð (III.i.10)

ÌëÌèØ×é‡ÇU·ð¤ çmÌèØ¹‡ÇUÑ
âÑ °ÌÌ÷ ÂÚU×¢ Ïæ× Õýræï ßðÎ, Ø˜æ çßE¢ çÙçãUÌ¢ (¥çSÌ), (ØÌ÷) àæéÖý¢ ÖæçÌ, Øð ¥·¤æ×æÑ

ÏèÚUæÑ çãU ÂéM¤á×÷ ©UÂæâÌð Ìð °ÌÌ÷ àæé·ý¤×÷ ¥çÌßÌüç‹ÌÐ (III.ii.1)
ØÑ ·¤æ×æÙ÷ ×‹Ø×æÙÑ ·¤æ×ØÌð âÑ ·¤æ×çÖÑ Ì˜æ Ì˜æ Áæ¿Ìð, ÂØæü#·¤æ×SØ ·ë¤Ìæˆ×ÙÑ Ìé

âßðü ·¤æ×æÑ §ãU °ß ÂýçßÜèØç‹ÌÐ (III.ii.2)
¥Ø×÷ ¥æˆ×æ Âýß¿ÙðÙ Ù Ü�ØÑ Ù ×ðÏØæ ßãéUÙæ ŸæéÌðÙ Ù, °áÑ Ø×÷ °ß ßë‡æéÌð ÌðÙ °ß
Ü�ØÑ, ÌSØ °áÑ ¥æˆ×æ Sßæ¢ ÌÙé¢ çßßë‡æéÌðÐ (III.ii.3)
¥Ø×÷ ¥æˆ×æ ßÜãUèÙðÙ Ù Ü�ØÑ Âý×æÎæÌ÷ Ù ¿ ¥çÜXïUæÌ÷ ÌÂâÑ ßæ ¥çÂ (Ù) ØÑ Ìé

çßmæÙ÷ °ÌñÑ ©UÂæØñÑ ØÌÌð ÌSØ °áÑ ¥æˆ×æ çßàæÌð ÕýræïÏæ×Ð (III.ii.4)
°Ù¢ â¢ÂýæŒØ «¤áØÑ ™ææÙÌë#æÑ ·ë¤Ìæˆ×æÙÑ ßèÌÚUæ»æÑ Âýàææ‹ÌæÑ (Ößç‹Ì), ØéQ¤æˆ×æÙÑ Ìð

ÏèÚUæÑ âßü»¢ âßüÌÑ ÂýæŒØ âßü×÷ °ß ¥æçßàææç‹ÌÐ (III.ii.5)
ßðÎæ‹Ì-çß™ææÙ-âéçÙçpÌæÍæüÑ âóØæâØô»æÌ÷ àæéhâˆßæÑ Ìð âßðü ØÌØÑ ÂÚUæ×ëÌæÑ ÂÚUæ‹Ì·¤æÜð
ÕýræïÜô·ð¤áé ÂçÚU×é‘Øç‹ÌÐ (III.ii.6)
Â@Îàæ·¤ÜæÑ ÂýçÌDïUæÑ »ÌæÑ (Ößç‹Ì) âßðü ÎðßæÑ ¿ ÂýçÌÎðßÌæâé (»ÌæÑ Ößç‹Ì) ·¤×æüç‡æ

çß™ææÙ×ØÑ ¿ ¥æˆ×æ âßðü ÂÚðU ¥ÃØØð °·¤èÖßç‹ÌÐ (III.ii.7)
ØÍæ SØ‹Î×æÙæÑ Ùl Ùæ×M¤Âð çßãUæØ â×é¼ýð ¥SÌ¢ »‘ÀUç‹Ì ÌÍæ çßmæÙ÷ Ùæ×M¤ÂæÌ÷ çß×éQ¤Ñ

ÂÚUæÌ÷ ÂÚ¢U çÎÃØ¢ ÂéM¤á×÷ ©UÂñçÌÐ (III.ii.8)
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ØÑ ãU ßñ ÌÌ÷ ÂÚU×¢ Õýræï ßðÎ âÑ Õýræï °ß ÖßçÌ ¥SØ ·é¤Üð ¥ÕýræïçßÌ÷ Ù ÖßçÌ (âÑ)

àæô·¢¤ ÌÚUçÌ ÂæÂ×æÙ¢ ÌÚUçÌ »éãUæ»ýç‹Í�ØÑ çß×éQ¤Ñ (âÙ÷) ¥×ëÌÑ ÖïßçÌÐ (III.ii.9)
«¤¿æ ÌÌ÷ °ÌÌ÷ ¥�ØéQ¢¤ (Øð) ç·ý¤Øæß‹ÌÑ Ÿæôç˜æØæÑ ÕýræïçÙDïUæÑ (ÂéM¤áæÑ) ŸæhØ‹ÌÑ
SßØ×÷ °·¤çáZ ÁéuïUÌð ØñÑ Ìé çßçÏßÌ÷ çàæÚUôßýÌ¢ ¿è‡æZ Ìðáæ×÷ °ß °Ìæ¢ Õýræïçßlæ¢ ßÎðÌÐ

(III.ii.10)
ÂéÚUæ «¤çáÑ ¥çXïUÚUæÑ ÌÌ÷ °ÌÌ÷ âˆØ×÷ ©Ußæ¿ ¥¿è‡æüßýÌÑ °ÌÌ÷ Ù ¥ÏèÌð ÂÚU×«¤çá�ØÑ

Ù×Ñ ÂÚU×«¤çá�ØÑ Ù×ÑÐ (III.ii.11)

2.5 Translation
INVOCATION:

OM, MAY WE, O Gods, hear with our ears what is auspicious!
May we, o worshipful gods, see with our eyes what is good! May
we, strong in lim and body, sign your praise and enjoy the life
allotted to us by Prajapati!

Om. Peace! Peace! Peace!

MuÄÎaka, First KhaÄÎa
OM. Brahma, the maker of the universe and the preserver

of the world,  was the first among the devas. He told his eldest
son Atharva about the knowledge of Brahman, the foundation of
all knowledge. (I.i.1)

The knowledge of Brahman about which BrahmŒ told
Atharva, Atharva in olden times told AÆgir, AÆgir, taught it to
Satyavaha, belonging to the clan of BharadvŒja, and the latter
taught it, in succession, to Angiras. (I.i.2)

Ýaunaka, the great householder, approached Angiras in the
proper manner and said: Revered Sir, what is that by the knowing
of which all this becomes known? (I.i.3)

To him he said, two kinds of knowledge must be known -
that is what the knowers of Brahman tell us. They are the Higher
knowledge and the lower knowledge. (I.i.4)

Of these two, the lower knowledge in the ¤Rg-Veda, the Yajur-
Veda, the SŒma-Veda, the Atharva-Veda, Ýik¦Œ (phonetics), Kalpa
(rituals), VyŒkaraÄam (grammar), Nirukta (etymology), Chandas
(metre), and Jyotis (astronomy); and the Higher knowledge is
that by which the Imperishable Brahman is attained. (I.i.5)

By means of Higher knowledge the wise behold every-where
Brahman, which otherwise cannot be seen or seized, which has
no root or attributes, no eyes or ears, no hands or feet; which is
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eternal and imnipresent, all-prevading and extremely subtle,
which is imperishable and the source of all beings. (I.i.6)

As the spider sends forth and draws in its thread, as plants
grow on the earth, as hair grows on the head and the body of a
living man – so does everything in the Universe arise from the
Imperishable. (I.i.7)

Brahman expands by means of austerity and from it primal
mater is produced; from matter, PrŒÄa from PrŒÄa, mind from
mind, the elements from the elements, the worlds thence works
and form the works, their immortal fruits. (I.i.8)

From Him who knows all and understands everything, whose
austerity consists of knowledge - from Him, the Imperishable
Brahman, are born BrahmŒ, name form and food. (I.i.9)

First MuÄÎaka, Second KŒÄda
This is the truth : The sacrificial works which were revealed

to the ¾sis in the hymns have been described in many ways in the
three Vedas. Practise them, being desirous to attain their true
results. This is your path leading o the fruits of your works. (I.ii.1)

When the fire is well lighted and the flames flicker, let a man
offer his oblations in the space between the two portions of melted
butter. (I.ii.2)

Where Agnihotra, darÜa and PurÄamŒsa sacrifices are not
preformed, where CaturmŒsya sacrifice is not performed, where
sacrifices are not held at the beginning of the autumn season,
where guests are not honoured properly where vaiÜyadeva ries
are not performed – on that place if YajamŒna performs Agnihotra
sacrifice he is annihilated along with his ancestors. (I.ii.3)

KŒl¶, KarŒli, ManojavŒ, SulohitŒ, SudhumravarÄŒ, Sphulingin¶
and the luminous ViÜvaruchi – these seven, flickering about, form
the seven tongues of the fire. (I.ii.4)

A man who performs the sacrifices when these flames are
shining, and offers oblations at the right time, is carried by these
oblations on the rays of the sun to where dwells the sole sovereign
of the gods. (I.ii.5)

The luminous oblations say to the sacrificer : ‘Come hither!
come hither! and lead him on the rays of the sun, worshipping
him all the while and greeting him with the pleasant words: This
is the holy heaven of BrahmŒ, earned by your good deeds. (I.ii.6)
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But frail indeed are those rafts of sacrifices, conducted by
eighteen persons, upon whom rests the inferior work, therefore
they are destructible. Fools who rejoice in them as the Higherst
Good fall victims again and again to old age and death. (I.ii.7)

Fools, dwelling in darkness, but wise in their own conceit
and puffed up with vain scholarship, wander about, being afflicted
by many ills, like blind men led by the blind. (I.ii.8)

Children, immersed in ignorance in various ways, flatter
themselves, saying: we have accomplished life’s purpose. Because
these performers of karma do not know the truth owing to their
attachment, they fall from heaven, misery-stricken, when the fruit
of thier work is exhausted. (I.ii.9)

Ignorant fools, regarding sacrifices and humanitarian works
as the highest, do not know any higher good. Having enjyoed
their rewards on the heights of heaven, gained by good works,
they enter again this world or a lower one. (I.ii.10)

But thos wise men of tranquil minds who live in the forest
on alms, practising penance appropriate to their stations of life
and contemplating such deities as Hiranyagarbha, depart, freed
from impurities, by the path of the sun, to the place where that
immortal person dwells whose nature is imperishable. (I.ii.11)

Let a brahmin, after having examined all these worlds that
are gained by works, acquire freedom from desires; nothing that
is eternal can be produced by what is not eternal. In order that he
may understand that Eternal, let him, fuel in hand approach a
guru who is well versed in the Vedas and always devoted to
Brahman, (I.ii.12)

To that Pupil who has duly approached him, whose mind is
completely serene, and whose senses are controlled, the wise
teacher should indeed rightly impart the knowledge of Brahman,
through which one knows the immutable and the true puru¦a.
(I.ii.13)

Second MuÄÎaka, First KhaÄÎa
This is the Truth: As, from a blazing fire, sparks essentially

akin to it fly forth by the thousand, so also, my good friend, do
various beings come forth from the imperishable Brahman and
unto Him again return. (II.i.1)

He is the self-lumious and formless puru¦a, uncreated and
existing both within and without. He is devoid of PrŒÄa, devoid
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of mind, pure, and higher than the supreme Imperishable. (II.i.2)
Of Him are born PrŒÄa, mind, all the sense-organs, ŒkŒÜa,

air, fire, water, and earth, which supports all  (II.i.3)
The heavens are His head, the sun and moon, His eyes; the

quarters, His ears; the revealed Vedas, His speech; the wind is
his breath; the universe, His heart. From His feet is produced the
earth. He is, indeed, the inner self of all beings. (II.i.4)

From Him comes the Fire (i.e. the heaven) whose fuel in the
sun : from the moon comes rain; from rain, the herbs that grow
on the earth; from the herbs, the seminal fluid which a man pours
into a woman. Thus many living beings are born of the Puru¦a.
(II.i.5)

From Him have come the ¤Rk, the SŒman, the Yajus, the Dik¦Œ,
all sacrifices, the Kratus, gifts, the year, the sacrificer and the worlds
which the moon sanctifies and sun illumines. (II.i.6)

By Him are begotten the various devas, the sŒdhyas, men,
cattle, birds, and also prŒÄa and apŒna, rice and corn, penance,
faith, truth, continence and law. (II.i.7)

From that Puru¦a arise seven sense organs, seven action
related to sense organs, seven objects, seven knowledge related
to objects and seven prŒÄa. (II.i.8)

From Him come all the oceans and the mountains; from Him
flow rivers of every kind; from Him have come, as well, all plants
and favours, by which the inner self subsists surrounded by the
elements. (II.i.9)

The Puru¦a alone is verily the universe, which consists of
work and austrerity. O my good friend, he who knows this
Brahman – the Supreme and the Immortal, hidden in the cave of
the heart - cuts asunder even here the knot of Ignorance. (II.i.10)

Second MuÄÎaka, Second KhaÄÎa
The radiant Brahman dwells in the cave of the heart and is

known to move there. It is the great support of all; for in it is
centred everything that moves, breathes, and blinks. O disciples,
know that to be your self - that which is both gross and subtle,
which is adorable, supreme, and beyond the understanding of
creatures (II.ii.1)

That which is radiant, subtler than the subtle, that by which
all the worlds and their inhabitants are supported – that, verily, is
the indestructible Brahman, that is the prŒÄa, speech, and the
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mind. That is the true and that is the Immortal. That alone is to be
struck. Strike it, my good friend. (II.ii.2)

Take the Upani¦ad as the below, the great weapon, and place
upon it the arrow sharpened by meditation. Then having drawn
it back with a mind directed to the thought of Brahman, strike
that mark, o my good friend – that which is the imperishable.
(II.ii.3)

Om is the bow; the Œtman is the arrow; Brahman is said to
be the mark. It is to be struck by an undistracted mind. Then the
Œtman becomes one with Brahman, as the arrow with the target.
(II.ii.4)

In Him are woven heaven, earth and the space between,
and the mind with all the sense-organs. Know that non-dual
Œtman alone and give up all other talk. He is the bridge to
Immortality. (II.ii.5)

Just like the arrows of the chariot, heart is also enriched with
veins and on the deepest place of the heart the soul exists.
Considering that the soul is on one should meditate on this. Oh
the disciple! may you be able to across the darkness of ignorance
without any obstacle. (II.ii.6)

He moves about, becoming manifold, within the heart, where
the arteries meet, like the spokes fastened in the nave of a chariot
wheel. Meditate on Œtman as om. Hail to you! may you cross
beyond the sea of darkness.

He who knows all and understands all, and to whom belongs
all the glory in the world – He, Œtman, is placed in the space in
the effulgent abode of Brahman. He assumes the forms of the
mind and leads the body and the sense. He dwells in the body,
inside the heart. By the knowledge of that which shines as the
blissful and immortal Œtman, the wise behold Him full in all things.
(II.ii.7)

The fetters of the heart are broken, all doubts are resolved,
and all works cease to bear fruit, when He is beheld who is both
high and low. (II.ii.8)

There the stainless and invisible Brahman shines in the
highest, golden sheath. It is pure, It is the lights of lights; It is that
which they know who know the self. (II.ii.9)

The sun  does not shine there, nor the mood and the stars,
nor these lightnings, not to speak of this fire. When He shines,
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everythin shines after Him; by His light everything is lighted.
(II.ii.10)

That immortal Brahman alone is before, that Brahman is
behind, that Brahman is to the right and left. Brahman along
pervades everything above and below; this universe is that
supreme Brahman alone. (II.ii.11)

Third MuÄÎaka, First KhaÄÎa
Two birds united always and known by the same name,

closely cling to the same tree. One of them eats the sweet fruit,
the other looks on without eating. (III.i.1)

Seated on the same tree, the j¶va moans, bewildered by his
impotance. But when he beholds the other, the lord worshipped
by all, and His glory, he then becomes free from grief. (III.i.2)

When the seer beholds the self-luminous creator, the lord,
the Puru¦a, the progeniton of BrahmŒ, then he, the wise seer,
shakes off good and evil, becomes stainless, and reaches the
supreme unity. (III.i.3)

He indeed is prŒÄa; He shines forth variously in all beings.
The wise man who knows Him does not babble. Revelling in the
self, delighting in the self, performing actions, he is the foremost
among the knowers of Brahman. (III.i.4)

This Œtaman, respendent and pure, whom the sinless
sannyŒsins behold residing within the body, is attained by
unceasing practice of truthfulness, austerity, right knowledge, and
continence. (III.i.5)

Truth along triumphs, not falsehood. By truth the path is laid
out, the way of the Gods, on which the seers, whose every desire
is satisfied, proceed to the Highest Abode of the Truth. (III.i.6)

That Brahman shines forth, vast, self-liminous, inconceivable,
subtler than the subtle. He is far beyond what is far, and yet here
very near at hand. Verily, He is seen here, dwelling in the cave of
the heart of conscious beings. (III.i.7)

Brahman is not grasped by the eye, nor by speech, nor by
the other senses, nor by penance or good works. A man becomes
pure through serenity of intellect; thereupon, in meditation, he
beholds Him who is without parts. (III.i.8)

That subtle Œtman is to be known by the intellect here in the
body where the prŒÄa has entered fivefold. By Œtman the
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intellects of men are prevaded, together with the senses. When
the intellect is purified, Œtman shines forth. (III.i.9)

Whatever world a man of pure understanding envisages in
his mind and whatever desires he cherishes, that world he
conquers and those desires he obtains. Therefore let every one
who wants prosperity worship the man who knows the Self.
(III.i.10)

Third MuÄÎaka, Second KhaÄÎa

He, the knower of the self, knows of the self, knows that
supreme abode of Brahman, which shines brightly and in which
the Universe rests. Those wise men who, free from desires,
worship such a person transcend the seed of birth. (III.ii.1)

He, who, cherishing objects, desires them, is born again here
or there through his desires. But for him whose desires are satisfied
and who is established in the self, all desires vanish even here on
earth. (III.ii.2)

This Œtman cannot be attained through study of the Vedas,
nor through intelligence, nor through much learning. He who
chooses Œtman - by him alone is Œtman attained. It is Œtman that
reveals to the seeker its true nature. (III.ii.3)

This Œtman cannot be attained by one who is without strength
or earnestness or who is without knowledge accompanied by
renunciation. But if a wise man strives by means of these aids, his
soul enters the abode of Brahman. (III.ii.4)

Having realised Œtman, the seers become satisfied with the
knowledge. Their souls are establihed in the Supreme Self, they
are free from passions, and they are tranquil in mind. Such calm
souls, ever devoted to the self, behold everywhere the
omnipresent Brahman and in the end enter into it, which is all
this. (III.ii.5)

Having well ascertained the self, the goal of the Vedantic
knowledge, and having purified their minds through the practice
of sannyŒsa, the seers, never relaxing their efforts, enjoy here
supreme Immortanilty and at the time of the great end attain
complete freedom in Brahman. (III.ii.6)

The fifteen kalŒs with whom the body is formed merge into
their own forms where from these are originated, all the sense
organs merge into their respective deities, j¶vŒtman will all the
deeds and knowledge acquired by mind and intellect merge into
Brahman and thus j¶vŒtman and prarmŒtman become united.
(III.ii.7)
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As flowing rivers disappear in the sea, losing their names
and forms, so a wise man, freed from name and from, attains the
Puru¦a, who is greater than the Great. (III.ii.8)

He who knows the Supreme Brahman verily becomes
Brahman. In this family no one is born ignorant of Brahman. He
overcomes grief; he overcomes evil, free from the fetters of the
heart, he becomes immortal. (III.ii.9)

A ¤Rg-verse declares : This knowledge of Brahman should be
told to those only who have performed the necessary duties, who
are versed in the Vedas and devoted to Brahman, and who full of
faith, have offered oblations in the Ekarshi Fire and performed,
according to rule, the rite of carrying fire on the head. (III.ii.10)

Thus the seer AÆgiras declared this truth in olden times. A
man who has not performed the vow should not read it. Salutation
to the great seers. (III.ii.11)

2.6 Select expositions/Notes :

Mantra No. (4) ·¤æ Ùæ× ÂÚUæ ·¤æ ßæ ¥ÂÚUæ?
mð çßlð ßðçÎÌÃØ §çÌ ÂÚUæ ¿ñßæÂÚUæ ¿ - ¥˜æ ÂÚUæ Ùæ× ÂÚU×æˆ×çßlæÐ §Ø¢ ÂÚUæ çßlæ
© U‘ØÌ ð  ØØæ Ìmÿæ×æ‡æ çßàæ ðá‡æ×ÿæÚ U×çÏ»�ØÌ ð  Â ý æ ŒØÌ ðÐ ¥ÂÚ U æ  °ß
Ï×æüÏ×üâæÏÙÌˆÈ¤ÜçßáØæÐ «¤»÷ßðÎô ØÁéßðüÎÑ âæ×ßðÎô ¥ÍßüßðÎ §ˆØðÌð ¿ˆßæÚUô ßðÎæÑ
çàæÿææ ·¤ËÂô ÃØæ·¤ÚU‡æ¢ çÙM¤Q¢¤ Ï‹Îô …ØôçÌáç×çÌ ¥XïUæçÙ áÇðUáæ ¥ÂÚUæ çßlæÐ

Mantra No, 6
¥ÿæÚ¢U ·¤èÎëàæ×÷? ¥¼ýðàØ×÷ ¥ÎëàØ¢ âßðüáæ¢ ßéhèç‹¼ýØæ‡ææ×÷ ¥»�Øç×ˆØðÌÌ÷Ð ¥»ýæsï¢
·¤×ðüç‹¼ýØæçßáØç×ˆØðÌ÷, ¥»ô˜æ×Ù‹ßØç×ˆØÍü, Ù çãU ÌSØ ×êÜ×çSÌ ØðÙæç‹ßÌ¢ SØæÌ÷,
¥ß‡æü×÷ ß‡Øü‹Ì §çÌ ß‡ææü ¼ýÃØÏæ×ô SÍêÜˆßæÎØÑ àæé€ÜˆßæÎØô ßæ, ¥çßlæ×æÙæ ß‡ææü
ØSØ ÌÎß‡æü×ÿæÚU×÷Ð ¥¿ÿæéŸæô˜æ¢ ¿ÿæép Ÿæô˜æ¢ ¿ Ùæ×L¤ÂçßáØð ·¤ÚU‡æð âßüÁ‹ÌéÙô Ìð
¥çßl×æÙð ØSØ ÌÎ¿ÿæéŸæô˜æ×÷Ð ÌÎ÷ ¥Âæç‡æÂæÎ¢ ·¤×ð üç‹¼ýØÚUçãUÌç×ˆØðÌÌ÷ ØÌ
°ß×»ýæsï×»ýæãU·¢¤ ¿æÌô çÙˆØ×çßÙæàæè, çßÖé¢ çßçßÏ¢ ÕýræïæçÎSÍæßÚUæ‹ÌÂýæç‡æÖðÎñÖüßÌèçÌ
çßÖé×÷ âßü»Ì¢ ÃØæÂ·¤×÷ âéâêÿ×¢ àæÃÎæçÎSÍêÜˆß·¤æÚU‡æÚUçãUÌˆßæÌ÷, ÌÎÃØØ×÷ ÙæçÂ ÃØØÑ
â¢ÖßçÌ âßæüˆ×·¤ˆßæÌ÷, ÖêÌØôçÙ¢ ÖêÌæÙæ¢ ·¤æÚU‡æ¢ ÂëçÍßèß SÍæßÚUÁXïU×æÙæ¢ ·¤æÚU‡æ×÷Ð

SAQ
1. Write a note on Ak¦ara in the light of bhŒ¦ya of SaÅkara.
2. Describe Brahman as narrated in the 1st MuÄÎaka.

Mantra No. (I.i.8)
ÌÂâæ ™ææÙ ðÙôˆÂçžæçßçÏ™æÌØæ ÖêÌØô‹ØÿæÚ ¢ U  Õ ýræ ï  ¿èØÌ ©UÂ¿èØÌÐ °ß¢
âßü™æÌØæâëçCï UçSÍçÌâ¢ãUæÚU àæçQ¤çß™ææÙßžæØôÂç¿ÌæžæÌô Õýræï‡æôùóæ×lÌð Öé…ØÌ
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§ˆØóæ×ÃØæ·ë¤Ì¢ âæÏæÚU‡æ¢ â¢âæçÚU‡ææ¢ ÃØæç¿·¤èçáüÌæßSÍæM¤Âð‡ææçÖÁæØÌð ©UˆÂÎØÌðÐ ¥óææÌ÷

Âýæ‡æô çãUÚU‡Øæ»Öôü ¥çßlæ·¤æ×·¤×üÖêÌâ×éÎæØßèÁæVïäUÚUè Á»Îæˆ×æ ¥çÖÁæØÌðÐ ÌS×æÌ÷

¿ Âýæ‡ææÌ÷ ×Ùô ×Ù¥æ�Ø¢ â¢·¤ËÂçß·¤ËÂâ¢àæØ-çÙ‡æüØælæˆ×·¤×çÖÁæØÌðÐ ÌÌôùçÂ
â¢·¤ËÂlæˆ×·¤æ‹×ÙâÑ âˆØ¢ SÌæ�Ø×æ·¤æàææçÎÖêÌÂ@·¤×çÖÁæØÌðÐ ÌS×æÌ÷ #ˆØæÌ

ÖêÌÂ@·¤æÎ÷ â#Üô·¤æ, Ìðáé ·¤×æüç‡æ, ·¤×üâé ¿ çÙç×žæÖêÌðcß×ëÌ¢ ·¤×üÁ¢ È¤Ü×÷Ð

Stop to Consider :
The word tapas in the text also denotes the intense thinking which
precedes any creative act. Here the word means knowledge
regarding the future creation. When there arises in Brahman the
desire for creation forthwith in becomes endowed with
omniscience, that is to say with the knowledge and capacity of
creating, preserving and destroying the universe. Thus Brahman
appears to increase in size, like a seed before it splits and the
sprout comes out or like a father dilating with joy before begetting
a son. In this stage the attributeless Absolute becomes known as
saguÄa Brahman.
The Upani¦ads describe Brahman as having two aspects, the one
devoid of any qualifying characteristics (nirviÜe¦a) and the other
endowed with qualities (saviÜe¦a). The former is called also the
Supreme Brahman (Para Brahman) while the latter is called
inferior Brahman (Apara Brahman). When Brahman is said to be
devoid of qualifying characteristics, means that the Supreme
Brahman can not be pointed out or described by any characteristic
signs. It is not to be comprehended by means of any attributes or
indicative marks. For this reason it is called the unqualified
(NirguÄa) and unconditioned (Nirvikalpa) Brahman. It is devoid
of any limiting adjuncts (nirupŒdhi). The Inferior Brahman, on
the other hand, can be described by certain characteristic signs
and recognised by virtue of His attributes and proper marks.

Mantra No. (I.ii.7)
¥çS×Ù÷ ×‹˜æô ™ææÙÚUçãUÌ¢ ·¤×ü ¥âæÚ¢U ÎéÑ¹×êÜç×çÌ çÙ‹ÎØÌðÐ °Ìð çãU ¥CïUæÎàæ

¥CïUæÎàæâ¢�Ø·¤æÑ áôÇ¸UàææçˆßüÁÑ Â%è ØÁ×æÙpðˆØCïUæÎàæ Ø™æM¤Âæ Ø™æSØ M¤Âæç‡æ Ø™æM¤Âæ
Ø™æçÙßÌü·¤æ ŒÜßæÑ çßÙæçàæÙÑ ¥ÎëÉ¸Uæ ¥çSÍÚUæ Øðáé ¥ßÚ¢U ·¤×ü ·ð¤ßÜ¢ ™ææÙßçÁüÌ¢ ·¤×ü

©UQ¤×÷Ð ¥ÌSÌðáæ×ßÚU·¤×æüŸæØæ‡ææ×CïæÎÚUæÙæ× ÎëÉ¸UÌØæ ŒÜßˆßæŒÜßÌð âãU È¤Üð ÌˆâæŠØ¢

·¤×üÐ ØÌ °ß×ðÌˆ·¤×ü ŸæðØÑ ŸæðØÑ ·¤ÚU‡æç×çÌ ØðùçÖÙ‹Î‹ˆØçÿæNUcØ‹ˆØ-çßßðç·¤Ùô ×êÉ¸Uæ

¥ÌSÌð ÁÚUæ¢ ¿ ×ëˆØé¢ ¿ ÁÚUæ×ëˆØé¢ ç·¤ç@ˆ·¤æÜ¢ Sß»ðü çSÍˆßæ ÂéÙÚðUßæçÂ Øç‹Ì ÖêØôùçÂ

»‘ÀUç‹ÌÐ
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Stop to Consider :
The eighteen persons who conduct the sacrifice are themselves
liable to destruction. As curds or milk kept in a pot are destroyed
when the pot is destroyed, so also the results of the sacrifices
come to an end because the eighteen persons who perform them
are mortal.

Mantra (II.i.3) :
°ÌS×æÌ÷ ¥ÿæÚUæÌ÷ ÂéM¤áæóææ×M¤ÂßèÁôÂæçÏÜçÿæÌæ”ææØÌð ©Û ÂlÌðùçßlæçßáØô çß·¤æÚUÖêÌô

Ùæ×ÏðØôùÙëÌæˆ×·¤Ñ Âýæ‡æÑ °ß¢ ×ÙÑ âßæüç‡æ ¿ðç‹¼ýØæç‡æ çßáØæ@ñÌS×æÎðß ÁæØ‹ÌðÐ ¹×æ·¤àæ¢

ßæØéÚU‹Ìßæüsï ¥æßãUæçÎÖðÎÑ, …ØôçÌÚUç»AÑ ¥æÂ ©UÎ·¢¤, ÂëçÍßè ÏçÚU˜æè çßESØ âßüSØ

ÏæçÚU‡æè, °ÌæçÙ ¿ àæÃÎSÂàæüM¤ÂÚUâ »‹ÏôžæÚUôžæÚU»é‡ææçÙ ÂêßüÂéßü»é‡æâçãUÌæ‹ØðÌS×æÎðß

ÁæØ‹ÌðÐ

2.7 Summing up
In this unit we have studied all the three chapters. The first chapter
comprises various matters like ritual, ethics and metaphysics. The
second chapter is much concerned with ritualistic symbolism.
The last chapter contains more mystic and metaphysical matters.
This Upanishad is remarkable for bringing out the concept of
Parabrahman and Aparabrahma.

2.8 Sample questions
1. Write a note on the contents of the MuÄÎakopani¦ad.
2. Discuss the ÂÚ U æ  and ¥ÂÚU æ çßlæ as depicted in the

MuÄÎakaponi¦ad.
3. Define Brahman. Discuss the concept of Brahman in the

MuÄÎakopani¦ad.
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